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field of academic inquiry now become mainstream. Our independent status 
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taken seriously by mainstream presses. Through our creative approach, we 
have supported the careers of experimental practitioners and researchers 
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the environmental humanities and critical plant studies could also flourish. 
In January 2009, the establishment of Antennae’s Senior Academic Board, 
Advisory Board, and Network of Global Contributors has affirmed the journal 
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illustrated essays at no cost to them or to readers. A markedly transdisciplinary 
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Toward
a radical mycology
main text: Peter McCoy 
interviewer: Marion Neumann

Radical Mycology: A Treatise on 
Seeing & Working With Fungi
by Peter McCoy explores the 
uniqueness of fungal biology, 
the critical ecological roles 
of micro and macro fungi, 
skills for accurately identifying 
mushrooms and mycorrhizal 
fungi, the importance of lichens 
as indicators of environmental 
health.

contents

Cocreat:e:ures
text: Annike Flo

Annike Flo investigates what 
happens when we, as artists, shift 
our perception of other beings 
towards collaboration partner, 
and oddkin instead of stranger, 
prop or material to manipulate.

Mycorrhizae project
text and images : Allison Kotzig

Mycorrhizae Project, a large scale, 
international collaboration is 
planned using a digital ritual 
space as a way to connect 
disparate emanations across a 
“forest” or mycorrhizal network of 
artists, each providing sustenance 
to the whole.

Financial crisis  
mycoremediation  
in conversation: Giovanni Aloi and Fereshteh Toosi 

images: Fereshteh Toosi

In Financial Crisis Mycoremediation, 
oyster mushrooms, known to 
excel in bioremediation, are 
decomposing some canonic 
works representing the rise of 
neoliberalism and the global 
financial crisis.

How to live and die 
text and images: Dao Nguyen

This portfolio consists of a 
selection of images from a 
research-based practice that 
straddles science, art, and 
philosophy, and wonders how we 
live with others. These images exist 
somewhere between portraiture 
and documentation. 

Out of office 
text and images: Elspeth Mitchell and Lenka Vráblíková

This contribution tests a premise 
that encounters with mycorrhiza—a 
symbiotic association between a 
fungus and a plant understood as 
partial, situated, embodied and 
entangled practice-in-motion—
enables critical re-considerations 
of individual and collective 
relationships.

Museum of queer ecologies

text and images: Eli Brown

Eli Brown discusses aspects of 
transgender life in relationship to 
mycelial life: asking if trans people 
are the first human-born multi-
species organisms, and imagining 
a techno-sexual future where 
humans have learned to procreate 
with fungi.

Metabolic rhythms 
of fungus-farming
text and images: Kuai Shen

The fungus farming of leaf-cutter 
ants can be amplified by means 
of creative uses of technologies. 
These ants produce acoustic 
vibratory messages and enact 
fermentation processes by 
cutting, licking, and secreting 
chemical substances on leaves.

From “Lenin is a Mushroom” 
to “On the Edge  
of Tenderness”
text and images: Galina Shevchenko

Chthonic and sacred, meaty 
and delicate, forbidden and 
desirable, seductive and liberating, 
ambiguous and omnipresent, 
mushrooms are powerful signifi ers 
that embody the mythological 
convergence of nature and culture.

Caucases of inhalation 
text and images: Laurel V. McLaughlin

Anicka Yi’s exhibition “You Can Call 
Me F” (2015) and the installation 
Immigration Caucus (2017) are ac- 
cumulations of bodily and more-
than-human biological cultures, 
that, when exposed to the air, 
immerse audience-actors within 
mycological “caucuses” for their 
metabolic, immersive, political, 
and ethical con- sumption.

Entangled kingdoms 
in conversation: Giovanni Aloi and doxiadis+

Entangled Kingdoms by Greek 
Architectural and Landscape 
practice doxiadis+, highlights 
the importance of the symbiosis 
between species as a sine qua 
non condition for the survival and 
future prosperity of our planet.
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Your_wildlife communities, 
yeast worlds 

text: Darcie DeAngelo
images: Darcie DeAngelo and John Dao-Tran

Darcie DeAngelo follows the lab and 
its community images of sourdough 
starters and their boules. Members 
compare human participants 
with their sourdough starter 
companions. Wild yeast cultures are 
shared among participants as well 
as photos of their new companions.
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Entangled life
in conversation: Giovanni Aloi 
and Merlin Sheldrake

By examining fungi on their own 
terms, Merlin Sheldrake, author 
of the best seller book Entangled 
Life: How Fungi Make Our 
Worlds, Change Our Minds & 
Shape Our Futures reveals how 
these extraordinary organisms - 
and our relationships with them 
- are changing our understanding
of how life works.

contents

Growing fungus

text and images: Remi Siciliano

Growing Fungus: celebrating 
multispecies collaboration through 
image-making navigates an 
unexpected encounter between 
artist and fungus. The discovery of 
fungus growing through old and 
expired 35mm film transforms 
into an opportunity for creative 
collaboration between species.

On mycohuman  
perfromances 

text: Regine Rapp

The work of Saša Spač al, Tarsh 
Bates, and Theresa Schubert 
is not representational in the 
manner of traditional fine art, 
but operates rather through 
performative, multidisciplinary 
and research-based strategies to 
produce artwork through fungal 
material as such.

The mushroom  
who saw the future

text and images: Marjolaine Ryley

Delving into the story of the 
counterculture of the 1960s and 
70s Marjolaine Ryley explores 
the meanings of psychedelia, 
considering how mushrooms 
have become a symbol for this 
explosive era. 

190
What a mushroom lives for

in conversation: Michael J. Hathaway 

and Mendel Skulski

What a Mushroom Lives For, Michael 
J. Hathaway’s new book, pushes
today’s mushroom renaissance
in compelling new directions. For
centuries, Western science has
promoted a human- and animal-
centric framework of what counts
as action, agency, movement, and
behavior.

More-than-human ethics 
for biodesign

text: Rachel Armstrong

Recently, the ability of mycelia to 
act like a living glue has provided 
inspiration for cutting-edge 
biodesign practices through the 
production of lightweight, organic 
mycocomposites. While these new 
materials are environmentally 
beneficial, biofabrication 
introduces ecoabuses into an 
otherwise regenerative process.

Mycelia fabulations: stories 
on fungal tentacularity 

text and images: Vitor/Yama Chiodi

Vitor/Yama Chiodi’s essay is an 
experiment in writing and thinking 
with fungal mycelia. Inspired by their 
radial world-making, the challenge is 
storytelling while putting aside linear 
thinking and conclusions. 

The new herbarium

text and images: Madge Evers

Informed by mycology and 
infl uenced by the inherent 
transformation of growing cycles, 
images in The new herbarium 
series interpret the process of 
herbaria creation. The spore print, 
a mushroom identifi cation tool, is 
adopted in form and medium to 
create works on paper that explore 
mycorrhiza and photosynthesis. 

Elemental mushroom  
remedies

text and images: Helena Wee

At the beginning of everything was 
the cosmic egg of chaos. From it 
emerged Pangu. For a long time 
he balanced darkness (yin) and 
light (yang). After death he became 
land, sea and sky, and ShanShui 
came into being. The interactions 
of yin and yang became the 
Chinese five elements; wood, fire, 
earth, metal and water. 

Super organism

text and images: Suzette Bousema

In Super organism, artist Suzette 
Bousema makes mycorrhiza 
super organisms tangible, visible, 
hearable, and smellable. This 
project aims to connect us to this 
hidden netwrok and stimulate 
emphasis by exploring networks 
using all our senses and empathy.
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editorial
Giovanni Aloi

antennae

It is interesting to follow how the trajectories of academic research and writing fluidly emerge, 
interlink, overlay, and diffract over time. For instance, there are ways in which the questions 
posed by Thomas Nagel’s 1974  in his pioneering essay ‘What is it like to be a bat’— once a piv-

otal reference point in animal studies—continue to haunt our epistemological quests today and 
yet, at the same time, today sound no longer adequate or even terribly outdated. The experi-
ence of consciousness and the perceptual boundaries that separate us from other creatures will 
remain forever insurmountable. Yet today, we are more ready to agree that “bats have experi-
ence”. Many are now comfortable with the idea that this applies to all beings.

Back in 1974, before the waves of animal-studies, posthumanism, critical plant studies, and 
the rise of the environmental humanities hammered into students the idea that sentience is not 
exclusive to humans, Nagel was already aware of a serious problem with our approach to the non-
human: anthropomorphism. “I have chosen bats instead of wasps or flounders”, Nagel said, 

because if one travels too far down the phylogenetic tree, people gradually shed their 
faith that there is experience there at all. Bats, although more closely related to us 
than those other species, nevertheless present a range of activity and a sensory ap-
paratus so different from ours that the problem I want to pose is exceptionally vivid 
(though it certainly could be raised with other species).1

Back then, Nagel’s fears were founded. Not so long ago this “loss of faith” surprisingly pervaded 
animal studies. The emphasis on farm animals and pets, that I have often lamented, was a clear 
symptom of the anthropocentric malaise that for too long had more broadly affected research 
in the humanities. Nagel was also aware that the challenges we encounter when thinking about 
the perceptual worlds of non-humans are inherently wired in us. 

I want to know what it is like for a bat to be a bat. Yet if I try to imagine this, I am re-
stricted to the resources of my own mind, and those resources are inadequate for the 
task. I cannot perform it either by imagining additions to my present experience, by 
imagining segments gradually subtracted from it, or by imagining some combination 
of additions, subtractions, and modifications.2 

While Nagel is right, he seems to underestimate the important role that art can play in doing 
exactly what he considers unthinkable. While the resources of his own mind might indeed be 
‘inadequate’, expressing the unknowable is what art is for and what it does best. Nagel is well 
aware that whatever we can describe or presume about the experiences of bats is automati-
cally totalized by the strictures of language and how it shapes our world. 
It is in the context of these limitations that Nagel argues: 

It would be fine if someone were to develop concepts and a theory that enabled us to 
think about those things, but such an understanding may be permanently denied to us 
by the limits of our nature. And to deny the reality or logical significance of what we can 
never describe or understand is the crudest form of cognitive dissonance.3

In this passage, it is the expression “limits of our nature” that captures my attention. Whose 
nature is Nagel referring to? Oftentimes, our ability to think of something is not simply defined 
by the limitations of our perceptual boundaries but by the limitations that institutions implicitly 
place upon us—what they allow us to think and say. 

During the 1990s and early 2000s, publishers and universities intentionally held back 
animal studies. The emergence of this new field in academia was initially hindered by skeptic 
editors and mistrustful department chairs. Matters have changed dramatically over the past 
twenty years but still, the process of acceptance has been embarrassingly slow—the urgency 
posed by climate change and the rise of the environmental humanities has greatly helped with 
the validation process of non-human focussed subjects; something that would have otherwise 
remained marginal in academia and the artworld too. But we still experience resistance today. 
Many curators and museums remain skeptical about Bio Art, for instance, and archival processes 
still barely accommodate for the corruptible bio-materialities that artists engage with in their 
practices today. 

Nagel’s conclusion is symptomatic of the epistemological obstructions that have held 
back the rise of the non-human in academia and the arts more in general. As the author states 
towards the end of his essay:

At present we are completely unequipped to think about the subjective character of 
experience without relying on the imagination—without taking up the point of view of 
the experiential subject. This should be regarded as a challenge to form new concepts 
and devise a new method—an objective phenomenology not dependent on empathy or 
the imagination.4

Unfortunately, Nagel is erroneously searching for “a method of expressing in objective terms 
much more than we can at present, and with much greater precision”. But why devise an “ob-
jective phenomenology not dependent on empathy or the imagination”? The answer lies in the 
patriarchal matrix that anchors both western philosophy and science to a bedrock of method-
ological dehumanising approaches. These attitudes also prevailed in early animal-studies but 
today’s outlook on the non-human in academia and art is grounded on empathy and imagina-
tion. Art historians, artists, and curators are, if anything, more and more aware that these are the 
only true tools at our disposal and that it is only through a finely tuned negotiation of empathy 
and imagination—as interfaces of our limited sensorial and the experiences of others—that the 
possibility to envision new worlds can emerge.

Back in 2000, when I became involved in animal-studies, the mycological turn in the hu-
manities was inconceivable. And yet, through a determinate will to challenge ourselves  and fine-
tune, not reject, the synergy of empathy and imagination, artists, researchers, and scholars have 
brought us so much closer to the non-human, making available to us more vivid, accessible and 
world-enriching tools than ever before. Mycorrhizal networks are the perfect metaphorical incar-
nation of the webs of knowledge that the different strands of academic research are generating 
today—open-ended and poietic support networks that gather and convey information across mul-
tiple individuals, shared communities, stratified and often invisible underground agents.

This issue of Antennae features the work of many scholars, researchers, and artists who 
have accomplished just that by harnessing the world-forming power of empathy and 
imagination in order to make visible what has for too long been made invisible. Over time, 
they have devised new and much needed thinking structures that can reconnect us with the 
ecosystems and ecologies we share with other earthlings.  

As always, my gratitude goes to all the contributors featured in this issue as well as Anten-
nae’s academic board and everyone else involved in its making. 

Giovanni Aloi
Editor in Chief of Antennae

Endnotes 
[1] Thomas Nagel. “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?”. The Philosophical Review. 1974, 83 (4): 435–450, quote, 438
[2] Ibid, 439
[3] Ibid, 440-41
[4] Ibid, 449
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How to live and die

I n the middle of a pandemic that felt like a dress-rehearsal for how humans 
might respond to climate change, I found companionship in my microbiome. 
The explosion of a bottle of kombucha served as catalyst for a lyric essay, 

an experimental form, that breaks apart notions of body, human, nonhuman, 
and borders to grow mycelial hyphae and microbial threads. From COVID-19 
to Candida, a fungus that ordinarily lives as a part of the microbiota, it ponders 
the mysteries of our selves. 

The delicate microbial ecosystem that is a human body (of which 
only ten percent is human) functions as a stand-in and reflection on the larger 
systems within which human bodies are embedded, and how the body, through 
an immune system, and the body politic react to what they view as other.

Mother is what we call the symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast 
used to make kombucha. The essay explodes the maternal mother to construct 
a dark mother, as a kind of machine. It blends anecdotal accounts with re-
search, both scientific and self-administered, to contemplate existential ques-
tions. It follows forays into forests, ancient rituals where chemical signal trans-
duction becomes a means of communication between human and nonhuman, 
and growing mushrooms from spores in an attempt to re-mother, repair and 
rethink survival in Capitalist ruins. 

Citations and asides in the form of hyperlinks embedded within the 
essay offer wormholes, smaller poems, and reflections branching and fruiting 
delicate bodies within them.

This portfolio consists of a selection of images from a research-based practice that straddles science, art, and 

philosophy, and wonders how we live with others. These images exist somewhere between portraiture and 

documentation. The impulse to live with and cultivate mushrooms comes from a desire to observe the daily 

permutations of an often overlooked and hidden landscape—beneath leaf-litter and soil—to think next to, and 

through, existential questions with organisms on the margins of life, death, and survival, neither plant nor ani-

mal, largely unidentified.

text and images: Dao Nguyen
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Maman

a two-ish week old glass of kombucha 
sits on my nightstand
reminds me
I am never alone 
my body is a temple AND a forest 
a saltlick of microbial life 
that certain bees like to feast on in summer
I won’t die alone
not in a pandemic
especially not in a pandemic

a pulmonologist recounts surviving a cytokine storm 
an often fatal over-reactive immune response to COVID-19 
he coughed up a black sputum that grew candida
a fungus that shares living quarters in the gut, the vagina, the mouth 
with a mix of bacteria that ordinarily keep it in check
the mystery of COVID-19 and how it presents is the mystery of our individual selves
loss of taste, which has been associated with candida, is one of the peculiar symptoms 
that afflicts some but not all
how porous our borders 
how we classify self and other
are matters of life and death

I wonder if my purpose is to be a vector for other life
my gut alone hosts 10 trillion microorganisms
more than the number of cells in the rest of my body
they stand between this me & an / other
between fear & kindness
attraction & repulsion
how well I cope with stress

two to five days
microbes congeal into a milky skin 
grow fleshy cellulose encasing bits of ginger and pineapple
an amniotic cloud assembles
drifts and billows in the once translucent liquid below the epidermis
a symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast
a mini-mother 

the mother of my bedside mother came from Drew’s mother
Drew who I met through the Illinois Mycological Association
his mother came from Amanda, another member
this weekend I gently peeled away a few layers and passed them to Christine
next weekend I will pass new layers to Rebecca
Laurel also wants a piece of my mother
ten to fourteen days mother goes from sweet nectar to vinegar
day by day layer by layer she stratifies, moves, births, belches

last winter my gut told me “I” was more 
and other than the paper thin woman
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Dao Nguyen is a Chicago-based, interdisciplinary artist. Their name is a homophone for the Vietnamese word for knife. 
They are the compact, red Leatherman multi-tool your aunt gave you for Christmas ten years ago. On sale at Marshall’s. 
Versatility and hidden strength in a small package at a discount. Stealthy enough to pass through security checkpoints 
on three continents on four separate occasions. They can cut, screw, file, saw, and open your beer. Bonus applications 
include carving miniature graphite figurines, picking locks, and sculpting tofu.
They have exhibited and performed in backyards, bathrooms, stairwells, highways, white cubes, and black boxes, in-
cluding Sector 2337, Defibrillator, MCA, Hyde Park Art Center, LAMAG, Brea Art Gallery, The Foundry Arts Centre, and 
Irvine Fine Arts Center.

Dao Nguyen
p.14 - Summer melfie after Arcimboldo (Pleurotus citrinopileatus), 2019 © Dao Nguyen

p.17 - Autumn melfie (Pholiota adiposa), 2019 © Dao Nguyen

p.18 - Tabletop farm (Pleurotus pulmonarius), 2018

curled up in an armchair 
on Zoloft it churned out watery stool and indigestion
I thought my gut was a feeling
it is more like a machine
it needed a reboot
the machine pointed me to a plant that brought me to my knees
into a position reserved for prayer
and exorcised my demons along with chunks of machine
plant and machine returned me to fungi
we spent countless hours in underground networks 
dark corners of the internet, sawdust, and soil
spawned mushrooms from spores
braved mosquitos and stinging nettles 
to scour forest floors on the outskirts of chicago
I soaked the nettles in water and fed them to the machine

the machine says 
if you did and / or do not get all the mothering you need / ed 
why not grow your own?

in death the machine outlasts the 10% that is human
completes its own self-digestion
in a process known as autolysis
some day they will explode like parts of mother did today 
when I opened a forgotten bottle
catapulting sticky micro-possibilities in search of new assemblages
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David Fox
Moss, 2020 © David Fox

Toward 
a radical    
mycology
Radical Mycology: A Treatise on Seeing & Working 
With Fungi by Peter McCoy begins with chapters 
that explore the uniqueness of fungal biology, 
the critical ecological roles of micro and macro 
fungi, skills for accurately identifying mushrooms 
and mycorrhizal fungi, the importance of lichens 
as indicators of environmental health, and the 
profound influences that fungi have held on the 
evolution of all life and human cultures. With this 
foundation laid, the reader is then equipped to 
work with the fungi directly. Techniques for mak-
ing potent fungal medicines, growing fermenting 
fungi for food, and cheaply cultivating mushrooms 
using recycled tools (and yet still achieving lab-
quality results) are explored in-depth. Subsequent 
chapters grow far beyond the limits of other 
books on mushrooms. Here we reproduce the 
introduction of the book along with an exclusive 
interview with the author.

main text: Peter McCoy

interviewer: Marion Neumann

Peter McCoy
Chestnuts at MYCOLOGOS, 2020, © Peter McCoy
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Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread within it. Whatever 
we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things are bound together. All things connect.  
—Chief Seattle, 1854

All life is interconnected. This is the primary lesson that fungi teach. Through 
their mycelial networks—those decentralized webs of white tissue often found 
beneath logs and rocks—mushrooms and other fungi permeate the world, con-

necting and turning its innumerable cycles to demonstrate that every act carries 
an immeasurable chain of effects. Possessing traits and abilities not found amongst 
plants, animals, or other microbes, fungi fill unique roles in the stewardship and evo-
lution of Earth. And as builders of the soil web and grand healers of the land and sea, 
they lie at the heart of the world and offer a perspective that cannot be equated.
Through the mycelial lens, the haste of modern human life slows, exposing Nature’s 
most refined principles, which our ancestors understood so well. When one offers 
the fungi time for study, even their smallest moments expose lessons on how to em-
body these principles, and thereby find new means for respecting and connecting 
with the natural world. Along with these insights, the benefits of integrating fungal 
cultivation into daily life can enhance the design of one’s home and town in ways 
that are more supportive of the culture and environment at large. To those able to 
see them clearly, the fungi offer these and many other vital gifts.

Working with fungi is not a new chapter in the human story, but an ancient 
relationship woven into our foods, medicines, and customs. They are the world’s 
greatest and oldest teachers, timelessly spawning a wisdom that can just as readily 
uplift habitats as unite a community. Many of their solutions are practical; others are 
philosophical. But considering the youth of mycology, all of their offerings present an 
untold potential for enhancing the health and resilience of any living system. 

A Neglected Megascience
Two facts become quickly apparent for anyone studying mycology: 1) fungi are in-
credibly important and fascinating and 2) nobody knows about number 1. For no 
clear reason, fungi have been largely dismissed amongst Westerners—a mere odd-
ity to be feared and forgotten. Whereas plant growth and the concept of “germs” 
and bacteria are taught to children at a young age, mycology is essentially absent 
from grades K–12 and above. Even at the graduate level, when fungi are presented in 
natural science courses it is often with a cursory assessment that emphasizes their 
misunderstood actions as “pathogens.” With minimal representation in the media, 
this mycological knowledge gap tends to remain in place outside of one’s schooling, 
leaving many Westerners uninformed and unaware1 of the untold potential that my-
cology offers. Thus, as those in the West never hear, learn, think, or talk about fungi, 
these organisms become increasingly easy to ignore and buried beneath layers of 
maligned mystery.

In the academic world, this problem is almost worse. Paradoxically, fungi are 
recognized for their ubiquity and importance amongst biologists, and yet mycology 
has remained a “neglected megascience”2 throughout its short, 250-year history. 
Whereas most university departments are under constant threat of budget cuts, the 
small and scarce mycology departments in Western universities face closure and a 
subsequent end in the transmission of local mycological knowledge. While it is no-
table that countries such as China, Mexico, and Brazil are contributing a significant 
amount of contemporary research into mycology, the majority of living and dried 
fungal reference collections, monographs, reference books, and key databases are 
still found among the declining mycological institutions of North America and Eu-
rope. In effect, the higher levels of mycological information remain tenuously locked 
in expensive textbooks and scattered classrooms, inaccessible to the vast majority 
of the world.

Where university departments do remain open, traditional whole-organism 
mycology has largely fallen by the wayside in the advent of genetic analysis. As 

research increasingly focuses on deciphering code on a computer, the tangible 
ecological roles of fungi, along with their field identification, loses further visibili-
ty amongst academics. Such a trend threatens many other naturalist-dependent 
subjects, including mammalogy, ornithology, ichthyology, herpetology, entomol-
ogy, bryology, and taxonomy of vascular plants. But though these fields hold 
many unanswered questions, the poverty in mycology relative to its potential 
importance suggests that it is one of the biggest information gaps—if not the big-
gest—in the natural sciences. So as the field shrinks and elder top-level mycolo-
gists retire, the future of their knowledge and resources—and Western mycology 
as whole—becomes increasingly insecure and at risk of ending before it has truly 
begun.

The Smallest Spore
Looking at many trends in the sciences, it is clear that the decreased emphasis on 
whole-organism research in mycology and other fields is not simply an effect of 
advances in technology, but of underlying assumptions that permeate the scien-
tific community and Western culture in general. Compared to the interdisciplinary 
approach that fueled the research of many of history’s great scientists, today the 
sciences are increasingly fragmented and largely unfamiliar with the finer details 
of each other’s work. Many researchers in universities are so specialized within a 
tiny subset of their overarching department that it is difficult for them to be well-
versed in the intricacies of other research projects in their department, let alone 
other departments, universities, or the scientific community at large.

This splintering has not been intentional amongst scientists, but has come 
about as the result of the reductionist scientific model, which attempts to under-
stand the world by analyzing its smallest parts. Though this model has arguably 
created an efficient, assembly line style approach to gathering information, it 
has largely left behind the importance of connecting the dots that each field un-
covers. In effect, reductionism is a double-edged sword, with greater knowledge 
accumulating on one side and incoherence spreading across the other.
As this trend proceeds, those uneducated in the sciences are left with few re-
sources to easily validate a given field’s latest finding or to determine if it is con-
siderate of the multiple other sciences and natural phenomena it may influence 
or be influenced by. This double-checking amongst citizen scientists is needed, 
for if a given conclusion is not holistic in its analysis, it may be used to justify pub-
lic and private policies with unforeseen and potentially detrimental effects. And 
yet, such validation efforts are demanding as a thorough investigation of a given 
subject implies sorting through a large amount of scientific literature written in 
inaccessible language and contained within expensive journals and databases. 
With little time to interpret and integrate this data—let alone develop a rigorous 
interdisciplinary review—the average person becomes more inclined to leave its 
analysis to the experts. 

Even amongst top-level researchers, problems can be created due to the 
reductionist method. The splintering of knowledge often creates nuanced, field-
biased perspectives that can lead to conflicting interpretations of data sets, com-
mon phenomena, or the larger meta-systems that govern the details researchers 
pick apart. Such discrepancies may remain unresolved for years, even amongst 
experts in the same field. This is especially common when new findings contra-
dict longstanding models. In many instances, scientists well-versed in an accepted 
theory will reject a radically new paradigm —regardless of its logical or empirical 
validity—simply because the new model goes against what has long been taught.
In effect, the whole of science moves forward slowly, often at the rate at which 
one generation replaces the last one and updates the textbooks. In the interim, 
challenging research is unable to gain a seat at the theoretical bargaining table, 
leaving the uninformed non-scientific community to model their worldview with 
potentially outdated paradigms. In the globalized culture afforded by the inter-
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net, this continuity is further reinforced by the coverage and acceptance that 
some theories obtain, regardless of their lack of rigor or potential long-term im-
pacts on the health of a people or the planet.

Where to Look?
The cultural effects of such a narrow perspective are many. By presenting the 
world as a collage of fragmented subjects, the connections between ideas, hu-
mans, and the environment become increasingly difficult to perceive. Reduction-
ism creates an unnatural separation effect in the mind in which objects and top-
ics that are inextricable from one another in the real world can be intellectually 
split apart. In the sciences, this enables humans to act as though they are sepa-
rated from Nature by attempting to study it from the outside. For the culture at 
large, reductionism can justify actions that imply human superiority over the rest 
of the world—an anthropocentrism in which exploitation of the environment can 
be interpreted as a necessary act.

Over time, the heavy-handed voice of reductionism comes to drown out 
traditional perspectives, customs, and cultures. While at the same time, the fast 
tracking of social, environmental, and economic models codified by science in-
creases the potential for flawed theories to slip through the cracks of intellectual 
filters. Though some of these new models may come from well-intentioned scien-
tists and policy makers, others may be devised by commercial ventures seeking 
to replace the fading customs with an imposed culture based on consumerism 
and the unsustainable extraction of natural resources. Such imposed cultures tend 
to reinforce the reductionist mindset that enables them to flourish, often with an 
increased dependence on technologies that reduces the necessity for the direct 
transmission of knowledge or other real-world interactions. In the end, an unnatu-
ral framework is built into the mind of humanity: one in which the universe can 
be seen as a machine, forests can be replaced with monocultures of chemical-
dependent crops, and fungi can be rejected for a lack of any apparent value.

When a culture becomes fragmented, the potential develops for its struc-
ture to be reinterpreted and its pieces repositioned. Such redefining of society 
occurred when cultural theorists and global oligarchs used Herbert Spencer’s 
(1820–1903) interpretation of Darwin’s evolutionary model to describe society as 
nothing more than a struggle for the “survival of the fittest.” Through the reduc-
tionist mindset, this interpretation was used to justify the segregation and sepa-
ration of people from each other as well as through imposed degrees of rank. The 
resulting concept of “social Darwinism” was later used as a scientific justification 
for class divisions, anthropocentrism, hierarchical governmental structures, and 
the rise of neoliberal free market economics in which only the strongest survive.
Such unnatural human-designed models quickly lose validity through a study of 
the ecological roles of fungi. Just as anarchist philosopher Peter Kropotkin (1842–
1921) pointed out nearly a century ago, the concept that life is a constant fight 
for the next rung in the evolutionary ladder is contradictory to the everyday ex-
perience of Nature. Communication and collaboration amongst animals, plants, 
and microbes is vital to the health of each individual as well as to the entire 
ecosystem on which they all depend. As the natural world’s grand connectors, 
mycelial networks exemplify this universal principle of mutual aid. They act as a 
clear model for connecting communities and ideas to help reverse the problems 
of reductionism. For though reductionism provides valuable and unique means 
for measuring the world, it is, like all belief systems, inherently lined with limita-
tions, unexamined assumptions, and design flaws. To complement its benefits, 
reductionist frameworks must be balanced by the insights provided by alterna-
tive modes of learning. 

This is no small order. Acceptance of the reductionist model has become 
so fundamental to modernity that its vast influence is largely invisible—a form 
of conditioning that hides in plain sight. Indeed, to even question its infallibility 

is likely to receive mockery and condemnation from people within and outside 
of the scientific community. But to hold close to reductionism—or any belief sys-
tem—automatically precludes the ability to consider opposing views. And as one 
becomes increasingly affirmed in a singular mode of thinking, they also tend to 
become decreasingly tolerant of alternative perspectives—an inverse relation-
ship that is inherently self-limiting to one’s intellectual freedom.

When we confront the foundations of our systems of learning and chal-
lenge the assumptions that underlie the design of culture, new opportunities for 
engagement between people and their environment are found waiting. Windows 
into the world’s unlimited potential open, revealing that mediation of experience 
is untenable and the only limiting factor to innovation is creativity. Indeed, experi-
mentation is always needed to find better alternatives. Without risk-taking, we’ll 
never discover what’s possible. Just as any historian of science knows, major ad-
vances in science are not made in small steps, but by leaps and bounds that are 
largely guided by intuition, chance, and a willingness to challenge dogmas. Often, 
these shifts come about by curious hobbyists. As Aristotle once stated, “It is the 
mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting 
it.” Or, in other words, one should be both skeptical and open-minded—just not so 
open-minded that their brain falls out. 

Just as many of history’s greatest civilizations have likely thought of 
themselves as the pinnacle of existence only to later collapse,3 so too must the 
superiority of reductionism as an epistemological model be amended, lest it top-
ple under the weight of its own assumptions. Ultimately, there are many facets of 
the universe that humans cannot measure, have no conception of, and will never 
understand, a fact that questions the very notion that one can truly come to 
know anything. The willingness to be humble in the face of such mystery is per-
haps the greatest challenge in the scientific community, where many suffer un-
der what cosmologist Hermann Bondi referred to as the “lure of completeness”: 
a craving for certainty that leads to irrational and blind dogmatism.4 Such short-
comings must be overcome by all who wish to develop new cultural paradigms 
that recognize, honor, and integrate the patterns and principles of Nature—laws 
of the universe that fungi express completely. This is not always an easy process 
but, as when overcoming any challenge, often results in many unforeseen and 
far-reaching positive effects.

Mycology for the New Millennium
In the field of mycology, this open-mindedness is crucial. As one of the youngest 
natural sciences, discoveries are constantly being made about fungi that dispute 
long-held beliefs. As this science continues to develop over the coming decades, 
mycologists entering the field must recognize that this limited understanding of 
fungi provides anyone with some degree of training the unique opportunity to sig-
nificantly add to this growing knowledge base. Unlike most sciences, mycology is 
one of the few fields that the citizen scientist can actively contribute to. 
Over the last 50 years, the major interface between academic mycology and the 
general public in North America has been through the devout efforts of amateur 
(from the Latin amare, “to love”) mycological societies. During that time, these 
stewards of knowledge have significantly helped maintain public interest in my-
cology amongst Westerners, while also spawning generations of committed field 
mycologists. Today, mycological societies are making concerted efforts to docu-
ment the ecology and distribution of macro fungi (mushrooms), a valuable form 
of citizen science that almost anyone can support. But as these efforts heavily rely 
on the support of mycology departments in universities and botanical gardens, 
mycological societies also face a degree of insecurity due to the tenuous state 
of their supporting institutions. And with few resources for learning about fungi 
beyond mushroom identification readily available, many become disheartened to 
discover that, apart from the information provided by these societies, there is no 
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easy means for becoming a mycologist—there is no royal road to mycology. 
It is for this reason that the Radical Mycology project developed a de-

cade ago: to create a people’s mycological movement that is not only versed 
in the cultivation of fungi and the applications of mycology, but also in how to 
actively and significantly contribute to the advancement of the science as a 
whole. Whereas humans have been cultivating plants and tending animals for at 
least 10–12,000 years, mushroom cultivation only began around 2,000 years ago 
in China. Refined, lab-based practices developed less than 100 years ago, and 
some of the advances in kitchen-based cultivation described in Radical Mycol-
ogy are less than a decade old. Further, these developments in home mycology 
have made the science more accessible and less dependent on expensive and 
centralized technology than ever before.

With such an exponential growth in our ability to work with fungi, it is 
impossible to imagine where this field is heading. To keep such potential inac-
cessible—or worse yet, to limit the variety of perspectives with which to view 
fungi—is an imposed cultural limit that stifles the health of current and future 
generations. Just as when electricity was first discovered and no models existed 
to explain its novel phenomena, so too will the mycologists of today be central in 
the creation of unprecedented paradigms for not only understanding fungi, but 
also the individuals, ecosystems, and life cycles that fungi sustain. 

Along with various practical skills, the Radical Mycology perspective pres-
ents means to thoroughly integrate the habits of fungi into one’s way of being. 
Fungi challenge us to look beneath the surface, live on the edge, explore the 
unknown, adapt, respect imperfections and differences, and to always look for 
another way forward. Through the mycelial lens, one can regain the ability to 
see the world as a whole derived from various influences and perspectives—dif-
ferent branches in the network assessing hidden bonds. As one learns to see in-
numerable connections in the world, the tools for addressing complex challenges 
can no longer be placed in isolation—just as the perspectives of seemingly op-
posing forces can be found to complement one another, especially when both 
seek remedy in the world. 

Radical Mycology is thus a mycocentric approach to building the three 
major pillars of social change: education and awareness building around im-
portant issues; resisting, slowing, and stopping ineffective or disastrous social 
systems; and designing functional and appropriate alternative systems that in-
crease quality of life. Through enacting these facets, Radical Mycologists stand 
as a voice for the Earth and for the fungi. Such acts help reduce the disem-
powering guilt that can come from participating in Western culture’s luxuries. 
Instead, Radical Mycologists spread the mycopsychology of living devoted to and 
bonded with Nature in a way that is affirming, intelligently self-guided, and resil-
ient against unforeseen and inevitable change. This must be an intentional act, 
however. For though the fungi can show us how to grow, they cannot change the 
false paradigms that have steered humanity off course. Only humans can make 
those changes, and often only with significant effort. 

Radical Mycology is therefore a solutions-based approach to tackling 
these challenges through a framework that is ethical, pragmatic, technical, cul-
tural, and philosophical. By creating greater access to mycology and, to various 
degrees, the other sciences that mycology intersects, this text is intended to 
support individuals, families, communities, and social movements that actively 
seek a higher quality of life through prefigurative politics. To advance any social 
movement, an understanding of the various sciences that influence daily ac-
tivities must be understood. As one of the most overlooked tools in the change-
maker hardware store, mycology stands as one of the last uniting factors in the 
design of better living and social systems—a spore whose time has come.

Peter McCoy
Mycelial Bridges, 

2021 

© Peter McCoy
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Radical mycologists without borders
Though the information in this book can be applied in a variety of ways, one of 
the most historically inaccessible skills presented is the means to cultivate fungi 
year-round on nearly any urban or agricultural waste. Fungal cultivation leads 
to improved management of finite resources, the production of whole foods and 
high quality natural medicines, greater support for local food movements and 
economies, job training and employment opportunities for low-income youth 
and urban residents, means to transform vacant tracts into productive spaces, 
and the ability to reduce the effects of pollution in contaminated sites. Culti-
vation also reinvigorates the historical connections to food that humans once 
commonly shared through foraging and tending crops. In effect, local mushroom 
cultivation systems reduce dependence on imports and the normally high cost 
of mushrooms, while also producing wealth, diversity, means for exchange, and 
the preservation of memory. 

When Radical Mycologists work together to form groups, they can share 
these skills with various facets of their community and enhance the overall resil-
ience of the local culture. Mycology is a uniting science, one that I am constantly 
surprised to find draws people from all backgrounds together. By working with 
strangers, neighbors, friends, and symbiotic organizations, Radical Mycologists 
can use their knowledge to not only increase food supplies or reduce pollution, 
but to build new intersections in their community—new mycelial webs—that 
string together once-distanced people across a town, bioregion, or planet. 

Through these connections, greater efforts can build within the commu-
nity to appropriately apply mycology to mitigate pollution in the environment 
and regenerate damaged habitats in both rural and urban spaces—burgeoning 
applications of fungal cultivation that need to be refined by grassroots organiza-
tions. Such projects, along with educational workshops and forays, enable Radi-
cal Mycology groups to raise awareness around the importance of fungi as well 
as to place that knowledge in a context that is relatable, tangible, and overall 
effective in creating positive change. 

To spread these benefits most effectively, Radical Mycologists must de-
termine where their skills are most needed. This requires the ability to first iden-
tify the challenges that face present and future generations and to address them 
in a manner that is critical and honest, as well as constructive and inspiring. 
Once a problem has been articulated and its terms defined, resources and skills 
can be drawn together to create viable alternatives and solutions. Undoubtedly 
mistakes will be made along the way, but by trying new models and learning-by-
doing, one may discover solutions hiding where they were least expected. 
Radical Mycologists of today stand on the shoulders of innumerable mycologi-
cal giants, graced with the inheritance of knowledge gathered over the last few 
centuries and the duty to protect, honor, and build upon this fragile science. Fun-
gi act as central agents in all cycles of life, and it is time that they begin to form 
a central role in all aspects of human life. As this knowledge and need ripples 
out, I envision teams of Radical Mycologists Without Borders travelling the globe, 
sharing their skills and discovering new means of working with fungi. Where one 
Radical Mycologist trains ten, those ten can train a hundred, and from them, a 
thousand—so it is that the mycelium spreads.

Thus, from this humble position on the edge of the unknown, let us now 
dive into the world of fungi to find that it is not a complex puzzle that can or will 
ever be entirely solved, but rather a place of rich complexity waiting to be expe-
rienced, explored, and embraced.

Marion Neumann: What is a mycoculture?

Peter McCoy: To me, this word encompasses the tones and types of experiences 
humans have with fungi, the value we place on them socially, and the relation-
ships we form with them individually and as a broader culture. Sometimes I use 
the phrase “human-fungal relation” as an alternative to mycoculure – with the 
study of these dynamics being known as ethnomycology.

MN: Is the intentional shaping of a mycoculture more important than its develop-
ment being organic?

PM: I believe so. I see our modern mycoculture as still very young and only just 
beginning to discover its clearest means of self-expression. We have barely 
started to outgrow the limited approaches taken to working with fungi offered 
during the last century. Our future course is largely uncharted, and thus easily 
led astray. The rare opportunity we have to radically redefine the human experi-
ence with one of the most important aspects of the natural world is not some-
thing that should be left to chance.

As we see in the current trends in the medicinal mushroom and synthetic 
psilocybin industries, economic incentive will readily co-opt even the most altru-
istic of myco-causes. So rather than watch the optimism of applied mycology 
echo the environmentalism movement’s glut of NGOs and corporate public rela-
tions campaigns, I have always promoted the intentional growth of our shared 
mycoculture by anyone who wishes to be involved. How one contributes to this 
cause is a personal choice, but one that I would hope is rooted in the authentic-
ity needed for novelty to emerge. The work I do with Radical Mycology aims to 
make space for diverse voices and to encourage boundary pushing as we walk 
into an ever more inspiring future with fungi.  

MN: What does it mean to work with and see fungi?

PM: To work with fungi implies the type of reciprocal relationship I experience 
when interacting with them while cultivating, foraging, or studying their manner-
isms. Regardless of the context, I feel that I receive so much. All of the mushroom 
cultivation books I read in my youth spoke of using fungi for this or for that. That 
word, using, never sat well with me. If anything I felt like I was being used as their 
conduit – and in many cases to extents and at rates that they decided. Fungi aren’t 
inanimate tools, but an ancient and powerful form of life. To say that I work with 
fungi feels like the best way to honor that power and the dynamic we share.

Seeing fungi is a term that came to me while researching fungal ecology 
for my book. One late night I had a revelation: a person doesn’t need to memo-
rize a string of facts about wild fungi to develop a sense – a knowing – of the 
potency of these incredible species. For me, that potency was most fully experi-
enced when I started to grasp how influential fungi are on all of life and when I 
started to “see” them everywhere. While knowing the details of their habits and 
habitats helps me describe their actions to others, words are ultimately useless 
when trying to describe the personal experience of that knowing.

MN: Why do you call your approach radical?

PM: The phrase “radical mycology” came about during talks with environmental 
activist friends when I was 21. At the time, I had a growing notion that mycology 
should be more strongly integrated into social and environmental justice causes. 
The best way I could describe these ideas was that they were “radical” as, at the 
time, I would often hear that word used to describe grassroots campaigns that 
went outside the norm to address global issues. So it seemed fitting.
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  I soon realized, though, that the actual definition of the word was more 
descriptive of my intent. That is, to get to the root of an issue, or to be on the 
fringes. My interest in mycology has always been in these arenas. I work with 
fungi with a solutions-oriented mindset that aims to remedy challenges in the 
world, and to generally promote outsider perspectives on mycology so that 
broader social contexts for interacting with fungi can emerge. For many, the 
word radical implies deep-seated political motivations or, worse yet, ideological 
dogmatism. This is not how I use the word. That would be much too limiting for 
such an expansive science.
  Beyond my Radical Mycology work, I’d like to think that most of what I do 
is not so much radical, but creativity driven. I am motivated by the thrill of do-
ing things that have never been done and by challenging myself to think deeply 
and create authentic offerings. Mycology offers great space for scratching all of 
these itches.
 
MN: Does the world need radical approaches to our shared threats for survival?

PM: Definitionally, yes. We need to look deeper into the root causes of most 
social and environmental issues because most of what we are doing now to ad-
dress these topics isn’t working. I think the novel paradigms we truly need are 
most likely to be found on the fringes in outsiders and eclectics, as history dem-
onstrates. We need to ask new questions and revisit many of our assumptions on 
what it means to be a human on this incredible planet. There is much I could say 
here, but, in short, yes, we need to find another way forward by going outside 
the status quo.
 
MN: Do you consider yourself an activist?

PM: I don’t prefer to label my approach to life, but I do try to be proactive in mak-
ing a positive impact on things that concern me. When I was younger that desire 
expressed itself by volunteering with various grassroots organizations. So in that 
sense, I’ve worn the activist hat. But I found that approach too limiting for my per-
sonality. I’ve always strived to constantly refine my understanding of the world, so 
have always found it difficult to act like I really have the answer to issues outside 
of my control. As I’ve grown older, I’ve overturned many long held beliefs, and real-
ize that some ideas I keep today may just as easily be revised tomorrow.
 If I have any hill to die on, it’s in the promotion of individuation amidst a 
society that engineers conformity at every turn. If more of us were authentic and 
true to our deepest self, I believe there would be much less strife in the world, 
both for individuals and society.
 
MN: Where do you get your inspiration from?

PM: There are a number of artists and writers I draw great inspiration from. 
Some are quite famous for their brilliance, like Carl Jung, Friedrich Nietzsche, 
David Holmgren, and Buckminster Fuller. But my most influential mentors are 
more obscure. John Taylor Gatto’s insights into taking control of your thinking 
changed my life, while the alternative investigations of people like Graham Han-
cock, Jan Irvin, and Manly Hall (among many others), have long inspired me to 
keep an open minded curiosity about everything.
  I have always been drawn to anything outside the norm, hence my inter-
est in mycology at a young age. My roots are in underground hip hop and skate-
boarding cultures, but nowadays I more strongly align with nature based tra-
ditional lifeways, folk medicine circles, outsider and political art, maker spaces, 
and the various regenerative agriculture movements.
  I’m pretty eclectic in my interests, all of which I constantly try to connect 

back with mycology, which influences everything. On the surface, a lot of

my work might seem to be an outcome of pragmatism, but I ultimately only do 
something if my intuition gives it the green light, and if I still think it’s a good idea 
the third time I consider it.
 
MN: How did writing your book change your worldview?

PM: There were many, many things that shifted for me in the years of research 
and writing, but at the end I realized that the most important aspects of engag-
ing with fungi — and by extension, most of life — could be summed up in two 
choices. First, we can either perceive the unknown with fear and avoidance, or 
we can look close and consider seeing beauty and potency in the strange. If we 
have been told to fear fungi for our whole life, only to find them fascinating with 
the slightest glance, what else are we missing out on? Likewise, we can approach 
others with a desire to claim all that we can obtain, or we can choose to seek 
the emergent benefits that are only found in allyship and collaboration. These 
choices extend from how we choose to work with or see fungi to how we choose 
to work with and see ourselves, our peers, and everything else.
 
MN: What inspired you the most while writing your book?

PM: I loved researching and offering new hypothesis on hyphal extension, the 
chronology and impacts of fungal evolution, and electricity-based fungal com-
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munication systems (which I term ElectroMycology). These are rarely discussed 
topics that I think are incredibly important and which I was happy to give proper 
space to. Likewise, distilling decades of mycoremediation research into a single 
chapter was a massive undertaking that I am proud to share with others.
  But the most personally moving section to write was the one that focused 
on fearing fungi. It was the last section I wrote, having been to that point a hold out 
for a mix of odd cultural relationships that I wasn’t sure what to do with. But when 
it came time to assemble them into a coherent thought, the gestalt appeared, 
along with a myriad of implications for the past and future of the human-fungal 
condition. Writing that section had a big impact on me, which was experienced 
in part by how easy it was to write. Many of the paragraphs flowed quickly, and 
writing them was the closest I’ve ever felt to channeling something from outside 
myself. I think this is because questioning why we fear fungi and what conse-
quences we suffer from that aversion quickly leads to psychological, philosophical, 
and spiritual questions that are rarely uttered. I think these are some of the most 
important questions that underpin my work, and ones that are in dire need of ad-
dressing if we wish to shift not just our relationship with fungi, but with life on the 
whole. It’s this aspect of mycology that motivates me the most.
 
MN: How do you suggest people engage with fungi?

PM: By pursuing what they are most interested in. There is so much to explore 
with fungi, so much we don’t know, and so much that has yet to be said. However 
a person engages with fungi, it matters. In the end, all of our small and large ef-
forts expand the mycoculture and help to shift where we’ve come from toward 
where we need to go.

Peter McCoy is a mycology educator, author, and artist with over 20 years of experience in 
variety of applied mycology fields. In 2011 he founded Radical Mycology, a grassroots mycology 
advocacy organization, and in 2017 he founded MYCOLOGOS, a mycology school and research 
center based in Portland, Oregon. He is the author of Radical Mycology: A Treatise on Seeing and 
Working With Fungi (Chtheus Press, 2016) and The Mycocultural Revolution (Microcosm Publishing, 
2022), as well as the creative director of the Fungi Film Fest.

Cocreat:e:ures
In an attempt to foster new connections and realities, the scenographic work cocreat:e:ures enmeshed sce-
nographer and Oyster mushroom. At the campus of the Norwegian University of the Life Sciences (NMBU), 
this trans-species alliance emerged through the enrollment of disused spaces and waste materials. The piece 
investigated what happens when we, as artists, shift our perception of other beings towards collaboration 
partner, and oddkin instead of stranger, prop or material to manipulate.

text and images: Annike Flo

T he scenographic work cocreat:e:ures explored co-creation with the Oyster 
mushroom, Pleurotus Ostreatus, and spanning over 6 weeks the piece took 
over a disused root cellar on the campus of the Norwegian University of 

life sciences, Ås, Norway. Inspired by the long and narrow cellar the work was 
set up as a place of encounter between passers-by, Pleurotus, and the scenogra-
pher. The space transitioned from a human entrance into a shared zone, ending 
in a purely fungal one inaccessible to human visitors.

Scenographic Co-creation
From a scenographic perspective, the Anthropocene can be read as a spatial 
event: Humans encroaching, infringing, and even violating the spaces of non-hu-
mans. Our human touch, sound, light, scent, and materials permeate the planet.  
Consequently, creating a new awareness of the other, decentering the human, 
and offering up space are all subversive and defiant acts in the Anthropocene. 
These perspectives and ideas are cocreat:e:ure’s point of departure, and cen-
tral to my artistic practice. In an attempt to foster new connections, practices, 
and realities, cocreat:e:ures was an exploration of what could happen when I 
as an artist shifted my perception of the fungi towards collaboration partner, 
and artistic oddkin 1 instead of stranger, prop or material to manipulate. In my 
search for this oddkin, I was drawn to how heavily tangled fungi are in our lives 
and imaginaries. Pleurotus particularly caught my attention. Typically living on 
trees the fungi can feast upon many human-made waste materials such as die-
sel, cardboard, coffee grounds, and cotton as they share a similar structure to 
the tree’s cellulose. But how does one co-create with fungi? To find ways to 
collaborate, to work with Pleurotus’ agency, it felt imperative to avoid working 
figuratively or symbolically as it risks projecting my own associations and inter-
pretations onto the fungi. I was drawn to devised theatre as a method of col-
laboration, leading to the questions: 

What does the mushroom do?
What does it need to do this?

As the fungi moved into my atelier, eating their way through coffees, books, dis-
carded textiles, and substrates, it became clear that a major part of the piece 
would be working at the fungi’s pace. Simultaneously the fungi’s needs slowly 
revealed themselves as scenographic contributions to our shared space. 

First darkness. As time passes white mycelium consumes card and coffee grounds. 
Decomposition and re-composition, fruiting and rotting in a reconstructed for-
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Timeline/ Rootcellar, mixed media, 2018 © Annike Flo
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Week 3: Light, photography, 2018 © Annike Flo

Annike Flo
Hanging forest, photography © Annike Flo
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est. Three weeks pass. Then light; 6300 Kelvin to be exact. 99% humidity saturates 
the air, thick with the scent of coffee, fungal bodies, decomposition, and soil. In the 
dense fog, walls, ceiling, ground, and arms and legs disappear, as does a sense 
of reality and self. The passing of another week brings primordials, little knots of 
mycelium, swelling into mushrooms.

Decentering
Scenography scholar dr. Rachel Hann describes scenographics as “interventional 
acts of orientation that complicate, reveal or score processes of worlding”. 2 In a 
space where Pleurotus effectively staged itself—its own worlding—the human 
slowly became decentered conceptually and physically. For example, darkness 
and fog cut out vision, the sense most visitors and the (human) scenographer 
depended on. Furthering this logic, cocreat:e:ures did not endeavor to further 
stage the fungi but staged human visitors by dressing them in custom suits. The 
change provided a physical transition from the outside world and enabled visi-
tors to be present in the cellar without worrying about dirt or humidity. Protec-
tive socks replacing shoes destabilized easy navigation over the soil mounds 
of the cellar, connecting visitors to the ground and space. As designer David 
Shearing explains, the body is not an isolated object and will always be inter-
preted against its environment.3 In this way the suits fed into the aim of conjur-
ing up new and possible realities, contributing to alleviating a sense of self, time 
and place.

A Mini Anthropocene
Our presence in the cellar did not pass other beings by. Within days humid-
ity and decay-loving creatures such as slugs, flies, snails, mosquitos, and toads 
moved into the cellar while spiders abandoned their dew-filled webs. Pleurotus 
and I were not two life forms alone, “collaborating” and taking over a human 
space. We were changing an ecosystem with our combined presence. Our bod-
ies reached out to different species in the cellar (me being the mosquito meal). 
Haraway’s words “No-one is connected to everything, everyone is connected to 
something”4 rang true, as did an acknowledgement that following the needs of 
another as an artist is not a creative sacrifice, but the contrary. 

Endnote 
[1] Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Dur-
ham and London: Duke University Press, 2016), 4.
[2] Rachel Hann, Beyond Scenography (Oxon and New York: Routledge, 2019), 79.
[3] David Shearing Audience Immersion, Mindfulness and the Experience of Sce-
nography in Scenography Expanded, ed. Joslin Mckinney and Scott Palmer (Lon-
don and New York: Bloomsbury, 2017), 143
[4] Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Dur-
ham and London: Duke University Press, 2016), 31.

Through her practice, Annike Flo investigates how to create in the age of the Anthropocene, 
working with themes of agency and our relationship to other organisms from a scenographic per-
spective. By including others who do their own worlding in staged spatial events, together with a 
human audience and herself, her work plays with the fusing of reality and performance. Next to 
her artistic practice.  www.annikeflo.com

Your_wildlife communities, 
yeast worlds
Sourdough boule images, made out of new yeasty friends fed every day at the same time, flood social media, 
tagging an Applied Ecology lab as “Your Wild Life.” Darcie de Angelo follows the lab and its community images 
of sourdough starters and their boules. Members compare human participants with their sourdough starter 
companions. Wild yeast cultures are shared among participants as well as photos of their new companions. 
The sourdough starters became companions, hearkened to nostalgic means of self-sufficiency in pre-capitalist 
infrastructures and became ways for bakers to form connections through the cultivation of microbiomes.

text: Darcie DeAngelo images: Darcie DeAngelo and John Dao-Tran

My partner rushed to the mason jar on his kitchen counter. Its contents had 
bubbled overnight, pushing away the loosely fastened lid. “I’m such a bad 
parent,” he said. He began wiping away the excess sourdough from the 

counter and the jar’s lip. 
The pandemic had been going on for three months. He had received his sour-

dough culture from a friend in a parking lot and subsequently bonded with the 
newfound companion(s). That is, he joked around calling the microbial beings in 
the slimy mixture of bacteria, yeast, flour, and water, his “children”. Every day he 
had to feed the mixture a bit more flour and, to maintain a manageable popula-
tion, he had to discard some of the mixture otherwise the jar would overflow. We 
would often have savory pancakes made from this discard that tasted of injera. 
About twice a week he would take some of the mixture to bake delicious sour-
dough bread.

During the pandemic, human beings often isolated from each other for safe-
ty. A new crop of sourdough bakers emerged, flourishing in online communities, 
sharing photos of their bread and photos of their homemade yeast starters. 
But the pandemic, as has been noted, only illuminated already-present dispari-
ties in human communities. The sourdough starter trend showcases a particu-
lar western longing for a reframed imagining of human-nonhuman relations. 
The sourdough starters became companions, hearkened to nostalgic means of 
self-sufficiency in pre-capitalist infrastructures, and became ways for bakers 
to form human connections through the cultivation of nonhuman microbiomes.

Sourdough bread is defined as bread baked with wild yeast, that is, non-
commercial yeast. When you buy yeast at the grocery store, you buy carefully 
standardized microbial beings in a package. These microbial beings are clas-
sified as mushrooms. Once you rip open the package and feed the yeast sugar 
dissolved in warm water, the tiny mushrooms consume the sugar, forming car-
bon dioxide that allows the bread to rise when baking. 

Yeast has been called “the oldest cultivated organism”, linking its history to 
humans. The packaged commercial yeast is a Saccharomyces cerevisiae species 
of yeast. Sourdough yeast, on the other hand, are microbial beings, also tiny fungi, 
that float in the air. They may or may not be the same species as commercial yeast. 

Human beings can make their own yeast culture by mixing flour and water 
together for a few weeks in an open mason jar. The wild yeast forms a colony 
that is contingent upon the micro-ecology of the air where the flour and water 
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mixture stay. Each home that makes a wild yeast culture could have a different 
population of microscopic beings. The wild yeast lives with neighborly bacteria 
like lacto-bacillus, most famous to humans for souring dairy and cabbage to 
produce yogurt, cheese, kimchi, and sauerkraut. Lacto-bacillus, among others, 
is most likely the reason sourdough bread is a bit sour. Thus wild yeast cultures 
are, in fact, communities of microbiomes, not just mycobiomes of wild yeast but 
yeast and bacteria as well as dust, dander, and mites.

My partner entered his parenthood a bit later than others had during the 
pandemic. My preliminary ethnographic forays into social media revealed that 
pandemic isolationists had begun baking bread far earlier—Instagram, Twitter, 
and Facebook ballooned with images of sourdough boules, articles had bakers 
complaining about the shortage of commercial yeast, and old thinkpieces about 
“tech bros” ruining bread because they were making it too scientific were being 
recirculated on the internet. As my partner developed a passion for listening to 
the crackling of bread boules when they left their Dutch oven confines, I followed 
social media groups who spoke about their yeast in ways that mirrored his. I 
developed a research project and submitted an application to my institution’s 

Darcie DeAngelo
Sourdough boule, 2020 © Darcie DeAngelo

ethics review board to conduct a physically distant ethnography of these online 
yeast communities. The pandemic has rendered ethnography fragmented, or 
rather, “patchwork” but also made this particular ethnography of sourdough 
bread makers’ online communities possible to begin with. 

The wild yeast cultures were like the newly adopted dogs of the pandemic—
people forced to stay away from people created new beings to care for. The 
virus threatened humans globally with the danger of human contact and, as 
a result, humans reached for nonhuman beings. Online, the breadmakers re-
minded me of Barbara Smuts, the primatologist, who insists that transpecies 
connections are essential answers to existential loneliness. She suggests that 
to have true empathy, one must approach life with an ethical stance that calls 
for an acknowledgment of what we share across species. It becomes possible 
to imagine that humans who took care of these sourdough cultures did not only 
miss humans, they also feared death, and in that fear looked to find another 
being that could prolong our shared existence.  In the context of a deadly virus 
exacerbated by contact with fellow human beings suddenly turned vectors, the 
caregiving and caretaking of wild microbial communities who, in turn, nourish 
human beings take on a new light. They and the pandemic condition possibili-
ties for new communities to form.  

Crowdsourced Communities
A lab at North Carolina State University in the Applied Ecology Department 
formed a science community around these sourdough cultivations. The lab col-
lects and analyzes sourdough starters from participants in a global study under 
“Your Wild Life Projects”. The studies at the lab indicate changing ideas about 
microbes and what they have to do with being human. The lab asks people to 
send them samples of their sourdough starter and to answer a questionnaire to 
describe it. The community itself is crowdsourced, flooding with new members 
during the spring of 2020 as the lab recruited even more “citizen scientists” 
during the pandemic when most could physically isolated and stayed home. 
Privileged and unprivileged participants alike, though, cultivated newfound 
companions, sourdough starters, at the behest of the lab and other impetuses 
to counter loneliness and bread shortages. Both lab and citizen scientists com-
pare human participants with their sourdough starter companions. 

The lab encourages anthropomorphic characterization of the sourdough 
cultures in its instructions for participants. Designed for citizen scientists to 
gather useful data about their cultures, the lab begins its instructions with how 
to begin a sourdough culture.

The instructions first describe how to collect microbes from the air of your 
home by gathering materials: mason jar; napkin; rubberband; ruler; measuring 
spoon; mixing spoon; flour; dechlorinated water. The first step entails mixing the 
flour and water in the mason jar. The second step is to cover the jar with a napkin 
secured by a rubber band to cultivate the proper microbial community, keep-
ing out “large debris or insects” but welcoming microbes from the environment. 
The person cultivating their “microbial community” must then wait 24 hours. A 
linked website describes “the community of organisms that colonize the result-
ing concoction” as “a small handful of organisms that can leaven bread, yielding 
a sourdough starter”.  The sourdough starter itself is not only wild yeast but also 
the other organisms that make a sourdough starter a sourdough starter.

After 24 hours, the yeast and other organisms must be fed. This is when 
the lab scientists online encourage their participants to describe the starter 
and to provide data on their microbial community. “Characterize your starter!” 
The next step, after having “refreshed/fed your starter at least fourteen times” 
describe your starter’s smells, height, hunger (how much the participant must 
feed their starter with more flour, and color (see the aroma wheel for different 
scents to describe). The starter maker should also note that starters often deve-
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lop layers of liquid after feeding and that this is called “hooch” and that in a 
parenthetical describes the yeast in a way that could be a personification and 
could also be a way to describe non-sentient organisms… “(After the bacteria 
and yeast have consumed all available sugars and starch, the yeast get stressed 
and start to produce alcohol)”. It continues: “[hooch] indicates your starter is 
hungry… Not everyone’s starter will need this. Starters all have unique schedules 
and metabolisms”.

The lab is interested in recording these unique metabolisms as data. For ex-
ample, the yeast’s production of alcohol is characterized as “grumpy” or, more 
often, “hungry”, which should be recorded so that the lab can correlate the char-
acteristics of the starters with its genome sequences. While commercial yeast is 
well documented in terms of its genomes and species, wild yeast has not been 
studied. The lab scientists want to catalogue these microbial communities by 
their characteristics and genes. What this produces is a consideration of mi-
crobes in general as sentient agents.

The lab explains: “[Some] microbes, molds, and unwanted bacteria can often 
also produce carbon dioxide and cause your starter to bubble up. But they are 
tricking you”. 

John Dao-Tran
Sourdough boule before, 2020 © Darcie DeAngelo

The microbes include the fungi but also their neighbors, the bacteria, 
and their potential invaders who can “trick” participants. But the lab is not the 
only entity to describe sourdough starters as agents. What I discovered through 
physically-distant ethnography was that people in and beyond the crowdsourced 
communities collected by the lab used such language for their own sourdough 
starters. For example, a baker explains in an online recipe for sourdough bread: 
“A grumpy starter can ruin a day. If the starter is not strong and lively, we will 
end up with a mediocre loaf of bread. But adding millions of yeast microbes must 
turn your starter into a bubbling inferno. Or does it”? 

The personhood of sourdough starters made in connection to the lab, 
though, were even more explicit about their sourdough starters as agentive be-
ings. Several Facebook groups have begun out of the lab. All these Facebook 
groups are private in that you must apply to get in to assure polite communi-
cation. One group is explicitly linked to the lab’s project of documenting sour-
dough starters and includes people who participate in the Your Wildlife Projects. 
Another Facebook group has branched off to dedicate discussions to general 
tips on keeping starters healthy and baking bread. Both groups, though, serve to 
connect people through their sourdough starters and members often describe 

John Dao-Tran
Sourdough boule after, 2020 © Darcie DeAngelo
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their starters as people or other kinds of companions, mostly jokingly. One of the 
administrators insists that members tell her the names of their starters, which 
result in the bakers sharing their playful person-making:

“we went with Yeastie boys”

“bea arthur, cause she’s stiff but a little sweet n sour...”

“I have 2- Drew Breadymore and Bready White.” 

Naming your starter was an explicit part of taking care of the starter, included 
in the steps for baking:

“Feed that baby daily if it lives on the counter. If you don’t bake daily, keep it in 
the fridge and take it out/feed it when you will bake. Save your discard in the 
fridge for crackers, pancakes, and so on. Do you have a kitchen scale? That helps 
in both feeding and baking. Also, name your starter and develop that relation-
ship!” 

In this last comment, to “develop” a relationship with the starter is part of sour-
dough bread making. The affection seems playful, a joke that expresses affec-
tion and care as well as frustration with a cluster of microbes. It also builds rela-
tionships among the bakers online, which I will describe in the following section.

Other members participate in this play—for example when posting a 
photo of their starter, a member explained:

“This is my first sourdough starter, his name is Fernandough. If you’ve ever seen 
Fuller House (a show my kids and I enjoyed watching on Netflix) it’s a reference 
to a very annoying character on the show. That way when I forget to feed him 
before I go to bed I can groan and say “Aye, Fernandough!” Hopeful that he’ll 
make us some delicious bread one day soon”.

Another member commented: 

“Hi Fernando!”

The starters and their personalities are crowdsourced as well as the online 
community of lab and citizen scientists. It takes more than one person to establish 
the sourdough starter as a sentient companion. The respondent to the original post-
er speaks directly to Fernandough, not the human who posted the starter’s photo. 
The Facebook post portrays a visual trope of these sourdough starter groups: a 
mason jar topped with a cloth and elastic band, half full of beige bubbly liquid. 

Most often, members of these groups portray affection for their starters 
though sometimes frustration as expressed by the name Fernandough after an an-
noying but lovable sitcom character. With members who have just begun the pro-
cess, the sourdough starter’s personhood tends to be more of a joke. In their cases, 
the starters take on personhood that is still nonhuman beings, on a hierarchy of re-
lationships where human-human relationships are most important. The sourdough 
starter is compared to a pet, especially a young pet like a puppy. As one baker be-
moaned the accidental loss of their starter and another member consoled them by 
saying: “I am so sorry it’s like losing a pet”.

In a phone interview, one member of the online community told me, “I get 
up and check my starter, what do the bubbles look like, it’s like a pet, how are you 
doing today, what do you need to do the job you need to do—even if I’m not hav-
ing a very good day, if it’s sick or not very active, I don’t have a schedule but its 
health is important—I make sure it has what it needs”.

Some members of the community, both lab and citizen scientists had starters 
that had been passed down to them from grandparents or great-grandparents. 
They served as reminders of a person who had passed on or a way to recall ex-
periences with that person. For example, one person explained, “[Making sour-
dough bread] took me back to being with my Grandfather and hearing his sto-
ries of living on sourdough at 40 below zero up in the mountains, tending an 
electrical generator for the railroad during 1883”. 

Another woman told me the story of her sourdough, “Hermann,” that had 
burned down in a house fire. No one was able to replace it and the time that 
she lost it coincided with the loss of her mother to cancer. As she cleaned out 
her mother’s house she found an old jar full of sourdough starter. “Sure enough, 
we baked with it and it was the same starter.” She described weeping at the 
thought of the sourdough starter

In these cases, the starters were not just pets, but closer to human com-
panions. They often had an indexical relationship to the human who had passed 
on and took on the qualities of family members. A lab scientist described his 
starter, one that he had obtained from his great uncle who had received it from 
his aunt, as a “working class starter.” He laughed a little bit in our conversation 
about the online members of the community who were just starting out with 
their starters:

some of it was deeply amusing—ppl would get upset when their 
sourdough –they’d throw it away just because it looks gross—my 
grandmother had bad breath in her last years did we euthanise 
her? They’re things –the desire for perfection –wat I really love 
about it is that it’s always there—more than one time I’ve mixed 
the eggs and baking soda—and I’d dipped my ladle in the least 
eggs—and it’s still there, it’s just a tough critter or combination 
or critters—it’s a working sourdough—it’s selected for abuse. For 
family abuse. Let’s say neglect, it is tolerant.

In his case, the starter remains unnamed because “I understand the sourdough 
naming thing but only as an act of possession, but this thing is so much older 
than any of us…this is my sourdough starter, it lives here but it’s not really mine. 
It doesn’t really belong to me I’m just caretaking it”. 

The act of naming anthropomorphizes the sourdough starter too much 
for this lab scientist. For him, his sourdough starter is a being but it is a more 
than human companion “so much older than any of us”.

More established starters, microbial communities that had been passed 
down from generation to generation within a family, took on characteristics of 
the family itself and imbued the starter with a sense of ancestral mysticism. Be-
ing “older than any of us” made the sourdough starter both mysterious and a 
more serious creature than the punny pets. A woman online describes “discover-
ing” an ancient starter on an antique kneading trough. Her post received seven 
enthusiastic comments from other members eager to see how it turned out. She 
named the starter “Granny” and subsequently posted pictures of the resultant 
bread and what the community called “the crumb shot”, a close-up photo of the 
bread’s interior.

The relationship with the starter is reciprocal, a being who returns the 
care given to it. A commenter on the group made this reciprocity clear: “It’s liv-
ing and needs food, love, and care. In return, you will have a neverending source 
of leavener for many of your baking needs”.

The lab crowdsources not only the online human members but also the per-
sonhood of the starters themselves. The community itself encourages the naming 
of starters, the stories behind them, and the mysticism that they associate with the 
starters. 
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When talking to the citizen and lab scientists of Your Wildlife, I discovered 
that the starters were referred to as ‘it’ but also ’she’ or ‘he’ even within the same 
interview. I asked one citizen scientist, Shelby, about this and she explained, 
“Mine has had a name, sometimes she has a name sometimes she doesn’t….The 
reason I would call it she, you know, it’s like kombucha you have SCOBY, she is 
the mother…and I know that [the starter] is a combination of yeast and bacteria 
so she’s a she. But I have seen on the Facebook group—it’s girl power”.

Thus for Shelby, the materialities of the sourdough starter reference oth-
er bacteria and fungi that live within a vaginal microbiome. Shelby, a microbi-
ologist herself, knows that the yeast in sourdough starters differs from the yeast 
in the vaginal microbiome (Saccharomyces cerevisiae versus candidae respec-
tively) and that men also have microbiomes. The “girl power” here represents a 
feminized idea about the power to give life, a microbial community that nour-
ishes and also nurtures. She explained that she used her sourdough starter to 
produce baked goods in order to connect with other humans: “I want people to 
feel love and be happy and put something in their belly”.

As one lab scientist put it, the sensorial encounters with the sourdough 
starter were crucial to understanding its being and its relationship to humans: “It 
smells like family”.

Starter as Medium
Although the members of the Your_Wildlife communities form caring relation-
ships with their sourdough starters, many are motivated to care for their starters 
because they want to connect with fellow humans. In these cases, the microbial 
nonhumans act as mediators of affection. This occurs both in the sharing of bread 
and the sharing of sourdough starters themselves. When describing their connec-
tions to humans through starters, they often referenced the political climate or the 
pandemic that had torn people apart from each other.

Shelby told me that she felt lucky because she was able to work from home 
during the pandemic and wanted to care for her human community with sour-
dough bread, especially her coworkers who still needed to go into the office during 
the pandemic. “My coworkers, many of them are the biosafety officer, the covid 
safety officer, I’ll put bread on their front porches when they get home—especially 
when people stressed, coworkers and friends at uni doing animal care, their lives 
have turned upside down but they’ve had to hunker down—the sourdough I bake 
is like a little socially distanced face with them...” This kind of connection with 
humans was more apparent when she showed me her whiteboard, a human who 
had a loaf request, where names were listed alongside their carb-laden gifts (see 
Figure 5). While she described herself as “an introvert”. she said that giving out 
bread was a way to connect with people through the bread. Like her, other inter-
locutors talked about sourdough starters as a means to avoid human companion-
ship that troubled them but to maintain connections with their fellows. On the day 
of the presidential election, one commenter posted an image of her loaves, writ-
ing underneath it that the loaves kept her connected to people: “we might not all 
see eye to eye regarding politics in my hood, but a love of fresh-baked bread and 
neighborly support for one another are in full force over here”.

Human companionship is troubled because of divisive politics or even 
dangerous because the potential spread of contagion gets sidestepped by the 
mediator of the microbial communities. The same commenter who posted on 
the day of the presidential election elaborated that “I don’t think we need to mix 
bread and politics here. I just hope everyone votes according to their truth and 
that we can all appreciate one another as equal beings on this fragile planet”.

The starters allow their caretakers to avoid conflict with other human 
beings. In this way, care for another being opens up a means to care for people 
who might be vectors of a deadly disease or who might disagree with them 
about various politically charged issues. At the same time, most of the sourdough 

John Dao-Tran
A crumb shot, 

John Dao-Tran, 

digital photo 
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starter group members profess leftist politics through the starters. While politics 
is mainly kept out of the discussion, the pandemic is recognized as dangerous 
and sourdough starters are often seen as “revolutionary.” Shelby described her 
interest in sourdough as opposed to capitalist consumption: “we as a western 
society were given this whole, your food needs to be sealed off from the environ-
ment [like] mixing the yellow dye instead of using butter, [like] why bread has 
vital wheat gluten and there’s pasta extra wheat protein...”
 Sourdough starters are not sealed off from the environment, which is 
where the radical conceptual foundations of the group find their purchase.

Wild Cultures 
Sourdough starter cultivation recalls ideas about containing wildness within the 
home that seems to repeat old dichotomies, as the Your_Wildlife describes the 
process of cultivation: 

Before that, the community is changing daily in a process ecolo-
gists call ‘succession.’ Just as a bare patch of dirt will grow grass 
and weeds, then flowers and shrubs, and eventually a forest (that 
transitions from pines to hardwoods), the “microbial garden” in 
your sourdough starter undergoes some pretty drastic chang-
es in its early life. You can “measure” these changes by smell-
ing your starter and recording its height every day. Different mi-
crobes perform different functions; so, as the community grows 
and changes, you will notice that your starter grows and behaves 
differently, too.

As Heather Paxson and Stefan Helmreich point out, microscopic communi-
ties become “model ecosystems,” which reformulate concepts of the division 
between nature and culture. This excerpt of ecological succession within a mi-
crobiome also undermines strict dichotomies of cultured versus wild. The mi-
croscopic community inside a kitchen mason jar is being compared to the eco-
logical processes of wild forests. Sourdough microbes depend on wildness to 
be cultivated. As Shelby described it, the “food” cannot be “sealed off from the 
environment,” that is, the human cannot control the cultivation or standardize 
it, which here is what wildness is defined as. Anna Tsing describes how certain 
kinds of mushrooms, like the matsutake, cannot be cultivated in ways that other 
crops can be, and therefore the mushrooms themselves undermine capitalist 
consumption by defying industrialized processes. This manifests in the intimacy 
between the starter and the caretaker, exemplified by a history one of the citi-
zen scientists told me.

“I’m sure you’re familiar with Yukon starters”, Emma said offhand, as she be-
gan to tell me about her interest in starters. Her cat walks across the screen, the 
fluffy tail blocking the video for a moment.

“No”, I said to the fluff. Emma shooed the cat away and began to tell me 
about how she first become fascinated by sourdough. “The gold miners, they 
used to go to the Yukon in Alaska and after a while, after living there for a few 
seasons, they would be called sourdoughs because they would be just stewing in 
themselves and working really hard. And then,” Emma leaned closer to the cam-
era and began gesticulating to emphasize the beauty of the next point, “they 
would have sourdough starters but the starters would freeze in the cold of the 
gold mines, so they would sleep with them at night. I just thought that was so 
fascinating—these gruff manly men cuddling with sourdough and baking bread”.

It is a poignant image of care, a portrait of a miner, dust streaking his face, 
as he keeps a microbial community in his jacket, curled up at night. These men 
shared an intimate space with jars of bacterial and mycological communities, 
slimy and growing overnight. The starter must share a bed with a human to 

flourish. The divisions between wildness and cultivated here become under-
mined through the sourdough cultures and they themselves redefine the term 
culture itself. A new kind of world becomes possible through sourdough starters.

One way to see this new world is by seeing geography through the sour-
dough cultural perspectives. As one interlocutor told me over the phone:

There’s a real emotional attachment that’s really important to 
me…I don’t know if it has a mind or if it’s sentient, but I know it’s 
alive and I hope it knows I’m grateful to it…I heard that if you listen 
to the starter, it sings to you. And I tried it once. I turned off all the 
noises in my house and bent down close to it and I listened to it, 
and I heard him.

The starter has things to say. What the starters usually do tell their caretakers 
(both citizen and lab scientists) are new ways to understand relationships and 
even geographies. Starters bring with them stories from the past, undermining 
linear temporalities as they evoke Alaskan miners, railroad workers, pioneers; 
they bring with them working-class attitudes; and they tell humans about the 
microbial atmospheres of domesticities. The lab produces a map of the yeast 
species’ origins and the lab calls it “the map of the wildlife of your bread” (http://
yourwildlife.org/2017/10/the-sourdough-project-yeast-results-are-here/).   
 The map allows participants and observers alike to see where their yeast 
lives and how a bread baked in North America comes from a bread baked in Afri-
ca. In one press release about the Your_Wildlife projects and labs, a photograph 
of a giraffe eating from a tree in Kenya precedes an article that tells us “citizens 
in North Carolina reported indoor conditions most like those in Namibia, which 
is in southern Africa and south of the equator. Interestingly, citizen scientists in 
Alaska also reported indoor conditions most similar to those in Namibia.” Like 
indoor thermostats, the sourdough starters gauge the indoor atmospheres of 
human homes and connect far-reaching geographies. Starters dismantle human 
understandings of space and time. They open new possibilities for connections, 
reworlding in a time of crisis.

Pandemic Persons
Emma told me that she only kept one starter active in her house even though 
she had two other starters in storage, hibernating in her fridge. She gestured to 
her hands and the air around her in explanation. “Because Carl [the starter] is 
everywhere at this point. He’s on my hands, in the air, on the cat, everywhere. I 
worry that he would take over the other starters. If I had more room, in a differ-
ent house, I might try to have them in separate rooms, but because Carl is just so 
strong I worry he’d take over the other starters”.
 Emma points out here that if she should care for multiple starters she 
must preserve their communities so much so that she cannot let one starter 
overtake the other. There is a mix of distributed and individualized personhood 
that she professes, starters that are simultaneously multiple microbiomes and 
singular identities, “[tricking] us out of our preconceptions” of what it means to 
be a person. Emma’s starter is a starter shared through the “Carl Griffith’s 1847 
Oregon Trail Sourdough Starter” website, a website dedicated to the sharing 
and distribution of the starter of the deceased Carl Griffith, a pre-pandemic 
sourdough enthusiast. Carl Griffith began the distribution in the 1990s and his 
friends restarted the distribution on a website. The site itself maintains an early 
internet aesthetic, a wallpaper background with Times New Roman text describ-
ing the group. For Emma, Carl’s starter helps him live on but also showcases the 
need for starters that goes beyond the needs exacerbated by the pandemic. 
People, she said, get interested in sourdough because it represents community, 
family, and love. The pandemic made food even scarcer, but sourdough was 
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necessary before that because food was always scarce in the USA. Sourdough 
starters “share food and life with people, when food is scary and scarce. The in-
gredients for bread are less than a dollar, this is a way to provide something for 
your family and a way for your family to bond, a new way to enjoy family”.

In this explanation, we see that Emma understands that the pandemic 
created new kinds of persons only in that it confronted more people with the 
disparities of everyday life. The sourdough starters are certainly new types of 
persons for some but have long been a part of human life—from northern miners 
who brought starters into their beds to Carl’s friends who continued sharing his 
legacy. The starters reveal a crisis of human connections but offer a means to 
revolutionize, reframe preconceived categories, and connect. They imagine dif-
ferent worlds for us. As Emma told me, “I don’t know if it has a mind but I hope it 
knows I am grateful”. With this imagined mind, regardless of its reality, she can 
reshape her own.
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Mycorrhizae project
In this project by Allison Kotzig, the mycorrhizal network is used as a model for explorations of human-non-
human connections, plant communication and spirituality. Mycorrhizae Project, a large scale, international 
collaboration is planned using a digital ritual space as a way to connect disparate emanations across a “for-
est” or mycorrhizal network of artists, each providing sustenance to the whole.

text and images: Allison Kotzig

Vegetal entanglements is an alluring concept, ripe with mystery and in harmony 
with my current work investigating the entwined vegetal, animal and spiri-
tual worlds/dimensions. As the world unites to try to rectify climate change, 

caused, by systemic white supremacy and colonialist thought patterns, I would love 
to see a return to people respecting plants, animals and the Earth as agented and 
spiritual entities rather than as resources to be used. These ideas are not new and 
are held by many Indigenous and other people around the world. 

In my work, I combine ideas of multi-species inter-plant communication and 
human-plant-spirit interaction to express my view that humans can be in communi-
cation, with the spirits of the plants around us and that this knowledge is beautiful. 

Deep beneath the dark soil of the forest, mycorrhizae interact with the roots 
of the plants, sending chemical signals and resources to and from each other and the 
trees across long distances, occasionally popping up above ground as fruiting bodies. 
The forest is an entity comprised of many non-human persons each with agency. 

The model I am following for my work, Mycorrhizae Project, below:

Mycorrhizal associations, by which most land plants receive mineral nu-
trition, are diffuse and often non- specific. A common mycorrhizal net-
work is formed when fungal mycelia… link together the roots of two or 
more plants, sometimes of different species… such networks can affect 
the physiology and ecology of plants by facilitating interplant nutrient 
exchange, acting as inoculum reservoirs for seedlings and altering plant 
competitive abilities… 1 

In Mycorrhizae Project, I am creating a digital ritual space2 where these ideas can 
be explored through art in a collaborative or community way, using the digital land-
scape created through interaction. This digital ritual space will have, much like the 
fruiting bodies of the forest fungi, simultaneous physical manifestations, internation-
ally, aspects of which can be inserted into the digital space. These uploaded aspects 
of the physical manifestations will then interact, influencing the physical manifesta-
tions of each individual space. The beauty of artists and spiritual practitioners meet-
ing across space and time in another dimension (the digital ritual space) echoes that 
of the mycorrhizal network, where each individual affects each other and the whole 
as a system. I want to create an interlinked forest system of art that echoes the beau-
ty of the mycorrhizal network and the synaptic connections in the brain throughout 
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the human and non-human body. In effect, Mycorrhizae Project becomes both 

body and ecosystem held within the digital wherein each participant necessarily 
affects both the whole and each other. It is a world-wide forest system, inter-
linked not by roots or mycorrhizae but by digital connections operating as such.

 In the project’s beginnings, I have started making large textile pieces 
using recycled/reclaimed plastic as a way of commenting on the destruction of 
the global environment through plastics and the overall attitude of plant-life as a 
resource rather than an entity. Spirit Tree, an installation of recycled baler twine, 
is also a physical manifestation of spiritual knowledge I have been given through 
ritualized and dream communication with non-human entities. I conceptualize 
this knowledge as being “precipitated”3 from the non-human into the human 
world and that this “…knowledge did something (to people and the environment) 
rather than just was something (something learned, transmitted…)…”4

In my immersive multi-channel video installation, Ghost Orchid, a Mambo in-
terrupts time. In the interstices of the seconds, the Ghost Orchids change form to 
dance and play in the Florida Everglades. These rare orchids, only found in two 
sections of the Florida Everglades, mainly the Fakahatchee Strand and in Cuba, 
hold the spirits of place. The spirits of these plants are in communication with 
animals, human and non-human. Spiritual practitioners can translate these lan-
guages of time, place and dimension into human understanding and knowledge. 
In the piece, both natural and artist made Ghost Orchids are featured as a meth-
od of furthering the ideas of natural versus artificial and what that can mean 
both when one is trying to find lost spiritual connections with the plants and spir-
its that we live among as well as the role of authenticity in a digital space. The 
Everglades Trilogy, a work in progress of which Ghost Orchid is a part, is a set of 
experimental film and video stills honouring the power and nature of plants and 
exploring the links between plant life, and human-plant communication.     

In her article, ‘Indigenous place-thought & agency amongst humans and 
non-humans’, Vanessa Watts writes of the Anishnaabe creation story that “…(the 
creator) placed his/her thoughts into seeds.”5 Shamanistic apprenticeship has 
been described by Christina Callicott as the “…process of inserting oneself into 
the phytosemiotic process through the direct experience and interpretation of 
non-linguistic, phytochemical cues”.6 Two wonderful ideas explaining the pres-
ence of and methods by which humans can communicate with the wisdom of 
plants. Sharing this phytochemical information through the digital ritual space 
can allow plants to communicate over disparate environments through human 
interaction in Mycorrhizae Project.

Respectful interaction with non-human persons in the form of plants, ani-
mals, and spirits allows us to learn the long-held wisdom of beings who have 
been on Earth much longer than us. As Callicott states

 …the engagement of human subjectivity and cultural parameters does 
not privilege human agency over that of plants, nor does it relegate the 
product of their interaction to the sphere of the human imagination. On 
the contrary, what we are seeing is a process whereby the non-human 
material world manifests itself … in a way that grants full agency to both 
parties.7   

Through this understanding, humans will hopefully be able to honor all the Beings 
of the Earth as well as the Earth themself. In this way, we can come to act to halt 
human-caused climate change, restore environments that we have damaged 
and end the ideas of systemic white supremacy that have destroyed so many 
people and non-human entities. 

Allison Kotzig
Spirit Tree, 

installation, reclaimed 

baler twine, 2019 

© Allison Kotzig
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Allison Kotzig
Ghost Orchid Video Still 1, video still, 2018

© Allison Kotzig
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Allison Kotzig
Ghost Orchid Video Still 2, video still, 2018

© Allison Kotzig
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Allison Kotzig
Ghost Orchid Video Still 4, video still, 2018

© Allison Kotzig
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Entangled kingdoms
Entangled Kingdoms by Greek Architectural and Landscape practice doxiadis+, highlights the importance 
of the symbiosis between species as a sine qua non condition for the survival and future prosperity of our 
planet. “Our philosophy is “forming symbiosis”, seeing the world, and humanity’s place within it, through the 
interdependencies over the conflicts. We are only alive due to the web of life on Earth, to the subtle and 
constant exchanges between all living organisms. We are driven by a constant sense of wonder and respect 
for the intricate relationships between living things.

in conversation: Giovanni Aloi and doxiadis+

doxiadis+ is a team of energetic professionals with passion for design, pro-
viding solutions that jointly satisfy the needs of people and the environment.  
Established in 1999, the office has delivered high quality projects of different 

scales and types, ranging from national environmental policy and master-planning 
to detailed design, from seven star resorts to private residences. Comprised of 
dedicated designers and engineers the practice is based on a cross disciplinary 
collaboration, and through the years the office has developed international liaisons. 
 Our design is driven by our values. We believe in harmony with the location, 
with the client, with the environment. We see our work as creating scaffoldings for 
living organisms, human and others to develop their own meaningful existence.  
We believe in the respect of nature, of what already exists, of all forms of life.  We 
bring value by providing inventive and harmonious solutions to complex prob-
lems. By being passionate about design, and its capacity to re-connect us with 
nature, the landscape, and even ourselves. By designing for symbiosis.

Giovanni Aloi: How would you describe doxiadis+ in a nutshell? 

doxiadis+: doxiadis+ is a pioneering team of experts creating landscapes and ar-
chitecture with a deep respect for people and nature. Since 1999, Forming Sym-
biosis has been our main driving point and prime philosophy. We are driven by a 
constant sense of wonder and respect for the intricate relationships between liv-
ing things. In understanding these connections, we aim to create beautiful spaces 
in which people can thrive in balance with their environment. Our love and respect 
for diversity and symbiotic relationships are reflected not only in our projects but 
also in the way we work as a team.

GA: For the 17th International Architecture Exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia, 
titled “How will we live together?”, doxiadis+ has created the first garden in the 
world composed of fungi. How did this idea come about?

d: The fungi garden was not our initial idea. It was the result of our creative jour-
ney process. From the moment we received the invitation to participate in the 17th 
Biennale of Architecture, it was clear to us that we had to create a project about 
symbiotic relationships and highlight their importance.  

   The world and humanity’s relationship with Nature works as a well-blended 
whole. This  whole  consists  of  webs  of  mutual entanglements between the king
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doms of life which are constantly shifting. We are only alive because of the web 
of life on Earth, and the subtle and constant exchange which takes place among 
all living organisms. Understanding this offers a completely new, extraordinary 
understanding of the world and shifts our perspectives and mind frame.

    Taking the above as a starting point, we began studying the way trees 
communicate along with their relationship with mushrooms, which after sev-
eral hours of investigation and brainstorming led to fungi. 

    The process we followed mirrors our approach as a practice and how we 
approach each project: we work with what is on site. We study, discover, and 
understand the life, the elements, and processes which take place on each site. 

    In the Biennale installation, fungi and the relationship we develop opens 
up a new window toward entangled life. In the room of the Arsenale, we cap-
tured and analysed the fungi that already existed there and experimented 
with them. The goal would be to reveal those hidden protagonists of life to 
the visitors, in a way that they could also understand, respect them, and learn 
to live together, interact and entangle. 

GA: Why fungi now?

d: Fungi are the hidden heroes of this web of life and constitute the kingdom 
between plants and animals. Fungi are creators of life, facilitators, decom-
posers. They are resilient as a rock and turn rock into life through edafo-
genesis. They form mycelium networks connecting trees and plants through 
mycorrhiza. They are the recyclers of nature, metabolizing the decomposing 
organic matter to return it to the biological cycle.  Without them, life on Earth 
as we know it cannot exists. And they are simply everywhere,  although al-
most nobody notices them. 

     They are the heroes of the web of life, and this is the exact message 
we consider vital and needs to be understood by each one of us. 
The tagline of our installation “Without me, you do not exist” encapsulates the 
above notion and the importance of fungi – without entanglement and sym-
biotic relationships our future would be in limbo. 

     Lastly, we have observed in the most advanced  scientific research 
that fungi, and especially mycelium has been studied for their endless possi-
bilities of application in the fields of production, packaging, and construction  
and we  consider it to be the “material of the future”. 

GA: How does Entangled Kingdoms relate to previous projects by doxiadis+? 

d: Entangled Kingdoms serves as a continuum and instills our main philoso-
phy as a practice it stands alongside our motto which is Forming Symbiosis, 
as a practice we design for symbiosis and we create symbiosis. In tandem 
with our projects we allow time and energy for research and experimental 
projects – we consider this as the basis for evolving our work, and us as pro-
fessionals and individuals. 

     Specifically for the fungi although it was a new world for us we experi-
mented with applying the design principles and methodology which we are 
using while designing a garden infused with the fact that with fungi we can-
not control their behaviour or actual design them – this blend we find that it 
is very interesting and evolving.    

      GA: Which literary references have informed this project?

      d: The most inspiring reference for our project has been the “Symbiotic Plan-

doxiadis+
Entangled Kingdoms, 
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et” by Lynn Margulis. It is accepted that “Lynn Margulis’s name is as synonymous 
with symbiosis as Charles Darwin’s is with evolution”. Margulis introduced us to the 
endosymbiosis theory, an evolutionary theory of the origin of eukaryotes from 
prokaryotic organisms where according to this theory the cell organelles mito-
chondria and chloroplasts were once independent bacteria engulfed by other 
prokaryotes resulting through symbiosis to the first eukaryotic cells. 

Another key reference is the emblematic work of Edward O. Wilson. So-
ciobiology,  published in 1975, provided the framework for studying the biologi-
cal basis for the social behavior of every species, from the smallest bacteria to 
the modern human society. 

Alongside these references, we have studied the evolution of scientific 
research in biology undertaken over the last centuries. Charles Darwin, in On the 
Origin of Species, introduced us to the theory of evolution of organisms through 
the process of natural selection which also supported that organisms evolve from 
common ancestors and therefore diversity of life arose by common descent.  

We also studied the work of Robert Whittaker (1969) in order to under-
stand the classification of the Five Kingdoms, the system that recognized for the 
first time Fungi as an independent kingdom in addition to the already existing 
ones, and the 3-domain system, and the theory of Carl Woese (1990) where she 
explained that the Fungi consist one of the three main kingdoms in the domain 
eukaryota.

Lastly, we investigated the contemporary research around the impor-
tance of fungi, lichens, and mycelium for the future of our planet in terms of ecol-
ogy, environmental sustainability, and technology. 

GA: What challenges have you encountered while working with fungi in prepara-
tion for this project?

d: Working with the kingdom of fungi meant that we had to understand the dif-
ferent species, their dynamic shapes, how do they colour their food through their 
metabolic processes, and most importantly how they interact with each other. 

The main difficulty was that we had to work as biologists but on another 
scale and context. The most challenging part of the project up until today is the 
preparation of the Agar (the jelly fungi food and base of all our experiments) – 
this needs to be prepared highly accurately and be conscious that its high tem-
perature might lead to failure. 

Then another challenge is the fungi “composition” which will make sense 
we undertook many experiments trying to reach a satisfying outcome but even 
then, we weren’t in a position knowing on the result which would appear at the 
opening of the exhibition.

We observed that climate differentiations affect the speed and quality of 
the fungi growth, even though it managed and we were able to control the room 
temperature. 

Finally, we hadn’t accounted for the time factor. Our little protagonists 
grew, and reached a “peak” and then started to fade out until they practically 
died after they had eaten all their food this resulted in creating a time schedule 
for the total duration of the exhibition.

GA: What challenges is the installation facing now that it is live? 

d: Our fungi garden is a complex living organism, which grows and changes day 
by day. We are not able - nor willing- to control the way our little friends change 
and interact, but sometimes we observe unexpected results, like infections de-
riving from the room, which might affect the aesthetic outcome of the Petri and  
therefore make it less attractive and understandable.

 Additionally, as fungi breathe while growing, they provoke a great amount 
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of humidity, especially during the first weeks which led us in cleaning the Pe-
tri’s dish so that our “garden” can be visible to the visitors at all times. 

GA: How do you feel about the concept of “multispecies architecture”? Is it a 
truly sustainable model or more of a space for thinking beyond the anthro-
pocentric restriction of more traditional architectural approaches? 

d: As a team, we strongly believe that the concept of “multispecies architec-
ture” is the sustainable model for our planet. We consider ourselves fortu-
nate in having the chance of sharing our beliefs with the curator of the 17th 
Biennale, Hashim Sarkis, and the participating groups. We firmly believe that 
the only way for humanity to survive the multiple crises and thrive is by re-
specting the natural equilibriums and learning from the way that other spe-
cies function and interact. The concept of “multispecies architecture” might 
at first seem like another avant-garde approach that only aims to broaden 
our perspective however it firmly expresses and forms its era. Architecture 
cannot be only anthropocentric and rigid anymore, it must create spaces 
inspired by the different forms of life while respecting and coexisting with 
its surrounding nature.  

GA: What climatic/sustainability challenges is Greece more concerned with 
at this moment in time?

d: Mediterranean countries, and especially Greece, are very fragile due to 
the sparse – though intense- rains and warm climate. We are alarmed by 
the challenges that Greece is and will be facing – and are leading the pro-
gram LIFE-IP AdaptInGR boosting the implementation of adaptation policy 
across Greece for Greece’s adaptation to the effects of climate change. 

GA: Are currently working on something new?

d: We have been contacted by a very interesting group of artists to collabo-
rate on a new exhibition in Rome Italy which will open by the beginning of 
2022. In this exhibition, we are exploring fungi and their sexuality and how 
it connects with the evolution and future of sexuality. We will be announcing 
more details shortly. 

doxiadis + is considered one of the most prominent and pioneering architectural and landscape 
architecture offices in Greece. For more than 20 years, doxiadis + creates projects based on the 
philosophy of human coexistence with nature (forming symbiosis), combining the legacy of Greek 
classical thought with the pioneering ideas of today. 

Founded in 1999 by Thomas Doxiadis, Architect-Landscape Architect ASLA, B.A. MArch, 
MLA Harvard University, the office undertakes Architecture and Landscape Architecture projects. 
With a core value of respect for the natural environment, the company is active in issues such as 
climate change where it works in the “LIFE-IP AdaptInGR - Boosting the implementation of adap-
tation policy across Greece” to adapt Greece to the effects of climate change.

Metabolic rhythms 
of fungus-farming
The fungus farming of leaf-cutter ants can be amplified by means of creative uses of technologies. These ants 
produce acoustic vibratory messages and enact fermentation processes by cutting, licking, and secreting 
chemical substances on leaves. This ant-fungus association is however not exclusive and is entangled with 
antibiotic-producing microorganisms and fungal parasites. What follows is a ten-years exposition of artistic 
installations dedicated to amplify mycological relations in vitro, in silico, and in vivo. Kuai Shen’s performa-
tive ant mediations demonstrate social recompositions and decompositions of different kinds based on the 
concept of metabolic rhythms. The full title of this essay is ‘Metabolic rhythms of fungus-farming: a techno-
ecological aesthesis in performance’. 

text and images: Kuai Shen

Leaf-cutter ants of the  Attini  tribe, genus  Atta  and  Acromyrmex , are fungus 
farmers. They weave complex relations with other non-vertebrate life 
forms in their natural Amazonian habitats, but also in artificial environ-

ments cared for by ant lovers, zoological institutions, and scientists around the 
planet. These ants have become a paragon for the scientific study of symbiosis. 
But they are also considered herbivore plagues by the agricultural industry in 
South America and are treated with pesticides. Despite the capitalist appetite 
for monocultures clearing patches in Amazonian rainforests, some leaf-cutter 
tribes still resist and emerge from underneath the surfaces of toxic manage-
ment to carry on with their farming. This form of nonhuman farming can be 
explored through an artistic practice of amplification of metabolic processes 
that intertwine multiple co-existences.

When a vegetation source has been allocated, and recruitment trails have 
been reinforced through chemical messages, leaf-cutter ants enact a particular 
performance. Using sharp-serrated mandibles and emitting resonant vibrations, 
each ant cuts a distinctive piece of leaf and carries it back to an intricate network 
of chambers underground. A prominent parade forms along the way on the for-
est tapestry in which green flags appear to dance in synchrony, swaying from 
side to side beneath the canopy. Deep in the nest, specialised ant gardeners take 
over, fragmenting, licking, and rubbing the leaves with glandular secretions. The 
leaf fragments are then carefully implanted into selected sections of different 
fungal gardens interconnected through tunnels, along which ants move inocu-
lated mycelium from one compartment into another. 

The fungus symbiont,  Leucocoprinus agraricus, grows in a decentralised 
fashion, metabolising these anointed fragments, consuming and breaking down 
cellulose walls, to produce fruiting bodies rich in lipids and carbohydrates which 
become food for the ants. Yet beyond typical symbiotic representations, the 
fungus grows not only as a food source for the ants but as a complex edible ar-
chitecture that shelters many life forms. It comprises agencies not perceivable 
to humans that can be amplified using piezoelectricity and computer vision 
algorithms. To this regard, my transversal mediations  align with what Louis Bec 
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Kuai Shen
0h!m1gas: biomimetic stridulation environment, media installation of various dimensions: community of ants, 
fungi, bacteria, four surveillance cameras, two scratching turntables, two channels piezoelectric amplification, 
computer vision algorithms, 2012 © Kuai Shen

has called the technozoosemiotics at the crossroads of ethology, technology, 
computer science, and artistic activity.1

The first one is 0h!m1gas: biomimetic stridulation environment  (2010-
2020). 0h!m1gas amplifies the vibratory signals leaf-cutter ants enact during 
social farming of the fungus garden. Using piezoelectricity, while parsing data 
from live surveillance cameras interfaced with computer vision algorithms, two 
turntables are set to rotate scratching vinyl records with pre-recorded sounds 
of the ants. This hybrid system plays with the representation of a cybernetic 
orchestra, in which multiple artefacts and organisms combine to form a techno-
ecology. The source of inspiration is based on the resemblance of the sounds 
produced by scratching turntables with those produced by the stridulatory or-
gan of Attini leaf-cutters. These vibrations are known as stridulations, bioacous-
tics generated when an individual moves its rear up and down so that a scraper 
element of the ant’s body known as plectrum rubs against the pars stridens, a 
surface of parallel ridges.2 The signal, which spans frequencies from 2-5 Hz up 
to 38-46 Hz,3 is an eerie sound of variable chirps whose quality depends on the 
morphology of the organ, the size of the ant, and how she rocks her body. The 
vibration resonates across the ant’s exoskeleton enabling each individual to 
recruit nest mates, while mechanically turning its mandibles into a razor-blade 

Kuai Shen
0h!m1gas: biomimetic stridulation environment, media installation of various dimensions: community of ants, 
fungi, bacteria, four surveillance cameras, two scratching turntables, two channels piezoelectric amplification, 
computer vision algorithms, 2011-14 © Kuai Shen

that facilitates cutting. 
The second art project pushed the creative boundaries of the pre-

vious one by involving human participation. Plectrum: viral vibrations and 
electric ants (2015-2018) is a live audiovisual performance that uses piezo-
electric circuit-bending to amplify the entangled matterings emerging from 
the fungus garden.4 Plectrum is a collaboration with sound artists, Auriel, 
Markus Muschenich, and João Martins. We use electric guitars, turntables, 
live coding, and visuals to amplify the processes of growth and decay of fun-
gus farming. I co-opted wireless live cameras with macro-lenses to project 
the multispecies social dynamics in place, and in parallel, mixing own video 
documentations of leaf-cutter ants in the Amazon forests of Ecuador.

These living laboratories, as I like to call them, bring together technol-
ogy and biology in a way that promotes and consolidates breeding environ-
ments. In this vein, Dominique Lestel is a good reference for understanding 
the intricacies of nonhuman worlds via technical means; he proposes that 
“the relation of the human to the [animal] goes by way of artifact and tech-
nology” in order to make sense of their subjectivities.5 Indeed, through cre-
ative  practices  using  technologies  of  amplification  over  the span of  ten 
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years, I have learned to see and listen to ants working on fungi as an invertebrate 
performance; invertebrate not because it is conducted by insects, but rather be-
cause a diversity of beings without vertebrae, and without familiar forms that 
humans can embrace, are involved in improving and interfering life conditions, 
entangling new relational tensions between parties. These relational tensions 
can be approached through an idiom of rhythm. Rhythm enables us to work on 
the exposition of relations between life forms by focusing on how acoustic forms 
can be manifested by agencies moving along or against each other, becoming 
actively dominating, submissive, or co-constitutive.

Various antibiotic-producing bacteria and specialised fungal pathogens 
interfere in the rhythms of fungus farming. Antagonists in microscopic disguises, 
such as the Actinobacteria Streptomyces and Pseudonocardia, inhabit ant bod-
ies covering them with a white coating that exudes antibiotics, which in turn 
inhibits the fungal pathogen Escovopsis from parasitising the ants’ fungal gar-
dens. Bacteria and fungi have established a long-lasting spectrum of relation-
ships with leaf-cutter ants that fluctuate between mutualism, commensalism, in-
quilinism, and parasitism. The many different lifespans coalesce in a multi-scalar 
microecology. Without technical means—microscopes, bioassays, spectrometry, 
computer algorithms—their magnitudes are imperceptible and the myriad of in-
terconnections untraceable. In this light, I created an audiovisual exploration fo-
cused on terrestrial chemistry and microscopic landscapes entitled  [ant]ibiotica  
(2014-2017). I combined scanning electron microscope images with acoustic ex-
perimentations, and time-lapse photography of microorganismic metabolisms, 
to portray the entangled topologies of fungus, bacteria, and ants. By rendering a 
different representation of ant bodies, mycosis, and bacteria cultures, the proj-
ect took issue with the conveniently negative image of parasites regarding the 
antibiotic resistance arms race, which the pharmaceutical industry promotes for 
its economic benefit.

The concept of metabolic rhythms emerges at the crossroads of art and 
science to propose that a different world is brought into life by focusing on spa-
tiotemporal phases of growth and decay interfering with one another. These 
interferences can be amplified electro-acoustically and can be further explained 
with the notion of syncopation. Syncopation is the placement of rhythms where 
they are not expected to occur. On the one hand, the concept goes hand in 
hand with electronic music performances, in which certain sonic patterns are 
purposely inserted to displace the flow of rhythms. On the other hand, the meta-
bolic rhythms of fungus farming are syncopated, as multiple beings displace one 
another at different intervals. The approach of syncopated rhythms thus implies 
that different species tangle up different life histories however in shared inti-
macy. In syncopation they take turns and no partner can play without the other. 

Acknowledging this multispecies performance through an idiom of rhythm 
centred around mycelium vitality, in which metabolisms interpose one another, 
turns this into a mycology that defies anthropocentric logics of time, space, and 
aesthetics. To this extent, I argue that the concept of aesthesis, rather than aes-
thetics, provides a consonant ground to sustain rhythm as an idiom of perfor-
mativity in nonhuman worlds. Aesthesis offers an alternative passage besides 
conventional understandings to re-present nonhuman social interactions. Aes-
thesis means the awareness of stimulation; it signifies the sensation of touching 
and being touched.6 While aesthetics is a strongly visual conforming set of prin-
ciples regulating the sensorial values of appealing human experiences, aesthesis 
comprising strongly tactile, corporeal, chemical, and physiological sensations, 
opens a different engagement with mycological worlds.

In my practice aesthesis allows me to develop initially speculative dis-
courses around the particular modes of bacteria, fungus, and ants sensing each 
other. Different from forcing fungal relations to be aesthetically pleasing for hu-
man evaluation, aesthesis does a work of re-evaluating forms for making sense 

Kuai Shen
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and relating otherwise. I claim aesthesis offers a dirty, noisy, down-to-earth, 
friction-riddled engagement with mycological worlds. With this in mind, I chal-
lenge aesthetics and scientific methods beyond obligatory alignments with an-
thropocentric histories or disciplinary boundaries. I do so to ground the idea 
that nonhuman social forms, centred around fungal metabolic processes, are 
woven through relational antagonisms that create a vibrating sensible alterity 
(7). This alterity can be explored through creative mediations at the crossroads 
between technology and ecology to advance different knowledge-making prac-
tices about life.
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Museum 
of queer ecologies
Eli Brown discusses aspects of transgender life in relationship to mycelial life: asking if trans people are the 
first human-born multi-species organisms, and imagining a techno-sexual future where humans have learned 
to procreate with fungi. In this context, trans-ness becomes part of a lineage and evolutionary phenomenon.

text and images: Eli Brown

The historical displacement, erasure, and criminalization of indigenous 
communities, people of color, queer, non-binary, and trans folks are proof 
of our inability to understand ourselves as a collective matter, a matter that 

is also dependent upon the earth’s health.  How we see collectivity depends on 
our understanding of individual and shared responsibility, and on our decision to 
value (or not) a shared future.  

I think of Queer ecology as a strategy for shared responsibility, and for 
tying together conceptual and scientific frameworks. It has to do with tending 
to the relationship between biodiversity in nature and in people, as a means of 
survival. In this exploration of my ongoing project, Museum of Queer Ecologies, I 
employ this same strategy to arrange several aspects of queer and transgender 
life in relationship to mycelial life. 

The Museum of Queer Ecologies is expansive and includes Bio Art, sculptures, 
sound installations, a zine, and a community organizing project. It is at times 
speculative and at times grounded in the acts of planning, organizing, and facilitating 
communication. I have come to understand that the Museum of Queer Ecologies 
revolves around conceptions of trans-ness as a lineage, and as an evolutionary 
phenomenon that is not always human. I now think of trans people as some of the 
first human-born multi-species organisms. (Synthetic testosterone, for example, 
which I self-administer weekly, is a liquid extract derived from bull or horse testicles, 
phalluses of marine animals, or soybean and yams.) Much is unknown about what 
the use of synthetic hormones will do to our bodies over time.

Similarly, the science behind multi-species and symbiotic organisms such as 
fungi and bacteria are still not fully understood.  I see these gray areas of science 
as a result of the problematic foundations of evolutionary biology, speciesism, and 
ecology, methods of understanding bodies and geographies that are inextricably 
tied to configurations of race, gender, and power. These methods continue to 
inform our experiences with each others’ bodies and produce the misconception 
that liminality in and of itself is criminal. 

The Interspecies Intimacy Survival Kit, part of the Museum of Queer 
Ecologies, imagines a techno-sexual future in which human beings have learned 
to procreate with fungi, the more advanced sexual and reproductive organism. 
For this installation, a phallus was constructed from a vacuum mold filled with 
sterile substrate and inoculated with Schizophyllum commune, a species of 
commonly-found fungi that contains over 28,000 sexes. Accompanied by a 
leather harness, inoculating equipment, a candle, and a collaged-over romance 
novel, this phallus can be utilized by all bodies. 

Eli Brown
Interspecies Intimacy Survival Kit, petri dish, wax, Schizophyllum commune specimen, lab equipment, 
emergency candle and match, leather harness, altered romance novel, 2018 © Eli Brown 
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Eli Brown
Interspecies Reproductive Device, from Interspecies Intimacy Survival Kit, 2018, flax substrate, fungal mycelium, vacuum mold, 2018 

© Eli Brown. Right: Future FXXX, inkjet print on paper, 2020 © Eli Brown
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The Kit speculates on hormones and the end of times: how high 
levels of estrogen continue to be detected in our streams due to plastics 
and pesticides seeping into waterways, and how, as a result, fertility has 
dropped 50% between 1960 and 2015, and how often we now look to assisted 
reproduction technology to help us produce offspring. I was wondering if the 
suggestion to embody ecology, to literally strap on a fungal phallus, could 
provide a sense of impending reproductive doom?  Could the ridiculousness 
of the act fade to horror in a fun way?  

The Survival Kit is supported by a zine, Future FXXX, which illustrates 
what a fantastical, interspecies love story might look like. Set in a near-
future time, in a place like earth, the viewer follows a lone, post-apocalyptic 
figure who whittles a wooden phallus, inoculates it with mycelium, uses it, 
and buries it.  

The words, “Queer” and “Ecology,” both describe populations at risk, 
geographies that are already shifting or disappearing.  It is precisely the felt 
risk of inhabiting our queer and trans bodies and the strength that results 

Eli Brown
Greenhouse, wood, polyethylene, tree stumps, speakers, amplifier, digital audio, 10’ x 7’, 2019 © Eli Brown 

Eli Brown
Toxic Places, bass wood and driftwood, dimensions variable, ongoing © Eli Brown
Cruising the Patch, plywood, Quikcrete, chicken wire, foam, soil, leaves, discarded objects, 4’ x 3’ x 1’, 2017 © Eli Brown
Passing, moss, canvas, chicken wire, plywood, 30” x 72” x 18”, 2017 © Eli Brown
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from living from that place daily that aligns queerness, even if incidentally, with 
vulnerable ecologies. When I see the community as a species, I see we lack the 
cross-generational connections and access to knowledge production that comes 
from studying previous adaptations of ourselves which make most plant and 
fungal species resilient. (This is in part due to the loss in population we suffered 
during the HIV/AIDS epidemic.) The following aspects of the Museum seek to 
address this particular vulnerability.

Greenhouse is a hand-built geodesic listening hub.  The installation housed 
a recorded audio conversation between three generations of trans people 
discussing various stigmas and their relationship to time.  The dome’s architecture 
is a nod to utopian communities, spaceships, as well as the triangle, queer symbol, 
and strongest structural shape.  Inside the dome are three tree stump seats which 
represent the three generations speaking in the audio. The structure was created 
using a triangle jig, which helped me construct dozens of beveled triangular 
sections which can be quickly and easily assembled. 

The conversation that played inside Greenhouse was one of many I’ve 
facilitated over the past three years.  I wanted to create a space that did not exist, 
where all ages of trans and gender non-conforming folks could witness each other 
in physical space, confront generational biases, and build trust in a non-clinical 
setting.  With the help of several grants in Boston and New York City, I designed 
a series of free dinners/conversation hubs.  These dinners offer a space for us to 
understand what our barriers are, and to strategize how to build a meaningful 
cross-generational community. I see this facilitative work serving as the wind 
might, to cross-pollinate or otherwise assist in reproduction, ultimately allowing 
the species a better chance at survival.  

The future for The Museum is mycelial: continuing to expand, remembering 
past failures, adapting to fit various sites, and producing space for multigenerational 
queer and trans-community-building.   

 Eli Brown is an interdisciplinary artist working in sculpture, drawing, and community organizing. 
Their practice revolves around learning trans-ness as a lineage, and as an evolutionary phenom-
enon that is not always human. Eli’s research is both experiential and rooted in queer ecologies, 
which bridges queer theory and environmental science, and challenges the problematic founda-
tions of evolutionary biology and speciesism which continue to inform our bodily experiences. He 
is especially interested in asking what the future of human evolution could look like if we imagined 
reproduction as a queer, ecological strategy.
 Recent work has been featured at Flux Factory, deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, Tailgate 
Projects in Tampa, FL., and Creative Time Summit X.

Eli Brown
Living Flag, symbiotic culture of 
bacteria and yeast, steel, 
15” x 64” x 15”, 2018 © Eli Brown
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Out of office: 
mycorrhizal encounters 
and the art 
of feminist un/learning
This contribution follows a path taken during a series of feminist reading & mushroom hunting walks first initiated 
by the authors in 2017 during a workers’ strike at the University of Leeds (UK). It tests a premise that encounters 
with mycorrhiza—a symbiotic association between a fungus and a plant understood as partial, situated, embodied 
and entangled practice-in-motion—enables critical re-considerations of individual and collective relationships. 
We name this as ‘the art of feminist un/learning’ in order to highlight a creative practice oriented towards new 
pathways for working and living within, against and beyond educational and cultural institutions.

text and images: Elspeth Mitchell and Lenka Vráblíková

We need space that is not designated as institutional space to 
be able to talk about the problems with and in institutions.1

What do you do when your world starts to fall apart?
I go for a walk, and if I’m really lucky, I find mushrooms. Mush-
rooms pull me back into my senses, not just—like flowers—
through their riotous colors and smell but because they pop up 
unexpectedly, reminding me of the good fortune of just happen-
ing to be there. Then I know that there are still pleasures amidst 
the terrors of indeterminacy.2

A nalysing the sexual and racial politics of the university, Sara Ahmed de-
scribes a range of practices and discourses through which this institu-
tion sustains and reproduces itself, such as citation or career progres-

sion, as walking on a path. Ahmed’s refrain goes like this: “The more a path is 
used, the more a path is used”.3 This implies that with every use a path’s direc-
tion becomes clearer and more straightforward to follow. At the same time, 
this causes existing and alternative paths to fall out of use and discourages 
new alternatives from appearing. Thinking about the university as a path, 
Ahmed helps us understand how the routes in and through the institution are 
cleared and maintained for (and by) those who are most closely associated 
with white, masculine, heterosexual, cisgender, and non-disabled embodied 
subjects dwelling in the Global North and/or West. This is at the expense of 
those whose situations do not afford proximity to these positions. Importantly, 
while the image of walking on a path illuminates aspects of ‘use’ pertinent to 
the university, Ahmed simultaneously deploys the notion of queer use. This is a 
particular kind of ‘misuse’ which allows us to imagine “how things can be used 
in ways other than how they were intended or by those other than for whom 
they were intended”.4

 Attempts to break the racist and sexist logic of the university and to 
diverge from or repurpose its well-worn pathways have re-emerged in past 
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years all over the world. Take, for example, the nationwide student protests 
in South Africa sparked by student and political activist Chumani Maxwele 
throwing a bucket of excrement over a bronze statue of the 19th-century Brit-
ish colonialist Cecil Rhodes on the campus of the University of Cape Town on 
9th March 2015. Calling attention to racial injustices that define post-apartheid 
South Africa, this protest has, since then, spread to universities worldwide, 
launching demands for decolonisation and urgent transformation of curricula 
and hiring practices. Elsewhere, in Hungary and Poland, protests emerged be-
tween 2018 and 2020 opposing the marginalisation and ban of critical studies 
of gender and sexuality by the countries’ respective conservative-national-
ist governments. Another attempt to diverge from the university’s well-worn 
paths emerged with protests against sexual abuse on campuses. For a se-
mester in 2014, Columbia University art student Emma Sulkowicz carried a 
mattress around campus the entire time she attended the same University as 
her rapist, after the case against him was dismissed by the institution. In 2016, 
Sara Ahmed resigned from her post as Professor of Race and Cultural Stud-
ies at Goldsmiths University in London in protest of the failure to deal with 
the problem of sexual harassment. Despite heightened visibility and attention 
in the wake of social movements against sexual violence such as #MeToo, 
started in 2006 by American activist and sexual harassment survivor Tarana 
Burke, universities continue to fail to acknowledge and support students and 
staff members who experience such abuses. 
 Starting from considerations of the sexual and racial politics of the 
university, this article contributes to efforts to make the university a more 
just journey by continuing a path taken during a series of feminist reading & 
mushroom foraging walks we first initiated in 2017 during a workers’ strike 
at the University of Leeds in the United Kingdom. The “we” here stands for 
the two authors, researchers of theories and practices of feminism and visual 
culture. Two women whose route through the world is shaped through and by 
classed, urban, cis-gendered, and racialised privileges. Lenka comes from a 
village in the rural south of Czech Republic, while Elspeth is from a small city in 
the south-east of the United Kingdom. The two countries—Czech Republic and 
the United Kingdom—also epitomise the polarity of attitudes towards fungi in 
European cultures. In ethnomycological literature, the expression “mycophilia” 
is used to describe attitudes that embrace and revere fungi and broadly char-
acterise Slavic culture.5 “Mycophobia” names a derisive attitude toward fungi 
that characterise what we might call Anglo-Saxon culture.6 In addition, the UK 
and the Czech Republic also epitomise the European geo-political West-East 
axis, which together with the “Global North and South” axis defines an unjust 
global distribution of power and resources.   
 It is from these singular and multiple positionings that we take on our 
exploration of academic work, aesthetically and politically transformative prac-
tices, and life with fungi. This is propelled by the process of “learning to unlearn,” 
a term formulated by Madina Tlostanova and Walter Mignolo as an epistemic 
response that enables a process of delinking from coloniality, the logic that drove 
European modern colonialism and which has been shaping the world ever since.7 
Tlostanova and Mignolo follow the principle of “learning to unlearn in order to 
relearn” articulated by Amawtay Wasi, a university led by indigenous intellectu-
als and activists in collaboration with non-indigenous peoples in Ecuador, who 
seek to foster relationships of sharing and care not only among other humans but 
among non-humans and the Earth. Following this lead, we propose mushroom 
foraging as feminist decolonising pedagogy—what we will call the art of feminist 
un/learning—and in doing so suggest that encounters with the diverse ecology, 
queer biology, and striking biodiversity of fungi may provide openings not only 
for aesthetic and intellectual innovation but also political transformation. This po-
tential we try to capture through the phrase “mycorrhizal encounters”. 
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We aim to test a premise that the art of feminist un/learning through mycorrhi-
zal encounters is a creative practice engaged in the ethical possibility of work-
ing and living inside and outside educational and cultural intuitions. Addition-
ally, we aim to offer this examination as an intervention in a rapidly growing 
field interested in fungi, especially within English-speaking worlds of scientific 
and humanities research, entrepreneurship, popular culture, activism, and art. 
In the first part of the article, we give an account of the circumstances in which 
the Out of Office walks emerged in 2017 and explore the imbrication of forag-
ing, feminism, and the university. The second part develops on how to imagine 
and thus make possible a more just world through encounters with fungi and 
examines what is at stake when using fungi to meet such ends. 

Mushroom hunting and feminist reading in Meanwood Park   
In 2017, we were doctoral students, whose income came in part from employ-

ment as graduate teaching assistants at the University of Leeds, and who were 

led by the circumstances of precarity to become active in local struggles for 

better working conditions. In particular, this was directed toward changing 

exploitative and precarious forms of employment that lacked the basic work-

er rights such as sick pay and pensions. In May 2017 the University of Leeds 

branch of the University and College Union (UCU) entered a dispute with uni-

versity management over proposed changes to University Statutes (the laws 

that govern the institution). The proposed changes included the introduction of 

“dismissal for some other substantial reason”, which UCU pointedly described 

as amounting to a “sacker’s charter”. The woefully undefined terms of “some 

other substantial reason” would provide too much freedom for managers to 

dismiss staff, arguably making jobs less secure and putting academic freedom 

at risk. In other institutions where “Some Other Substantial Reason” has slipped 

through, unforeseen uses of the catch-all dismissal procedure have allowed 

institutions to use this clause as a way to wriggle out of paying redundancy 

packages for which staff were eligible at the end of their fixed-term contracts. 

The change in statutes was identified as particularly dangerous for minoritised 

staff not only because they are more likely to be on fixed-term contracts, but 

also because the “dismissal for some other substantial reason” clause could be 

directly used to silence voices critical of the sexism, homophobia, transphobia, 

and racism in British universities.8

In the context of racist and heteropatriarchal neoliberalisation marked 

by increasing privatisation and marketisation of British universities, the changes 

to the statutes posed serious concerns at the University of Leeds, prompting a 

day of industrial action taken in June 2017 followed by three further days in Oc-

tober 2017. Like the discussions of the state of Higher Education that emerged 

from large-scale nationwide industrial action that would follow in the months 

following and again in 2020 and 2022, this local Union dispute gave a context for 

discussions about increased casualisation, institutional racism, ableism, ageism, 

sexism, homophobia and transphobia. 
Alongside the industrial action, Leeds UCU invited contributions to an 

off-campus “Teach-Out”, a programme of events developed by striking uni-
versity workers. For this programme we produced an event named “Out of 
Office: Feminist Readings & Mushroom Hunting in Meanwood Park”. Out-of-
Office names both the notifications set on our email during the withdrawal of 
our labour during the industrial action and the literal act of going out of the 
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office. The aim, however, was not so much to take colleagues out of their offices 
to appreciate the English woodland but rather to provide a space and time for 
the interrogation of the current academic culture of the corporate university and 
sustain collective reflections on how it shapes our intellectual and institutional 
(working) habits. Similarly, for us, mushroom foraging is not only a leisure activ-
ity, or a way of obtaining edible objects considered to be gourmet treats difficult 
to buy in the UK, but also an ethically oriented and sensuous practice that makes 
us re-consider our individual and collective relationship to work, academic work, 
and feminist decolonising work in particular.  

Taking the title of the programme, “teach-out,” quite literally: as to teach—
as in to show and demonstrate—outside, our teach-out took us elsewhere, outside 
and beyond the academic institution and its paths and patterns of “knowledge 
production.” The conjunction of fungi and their foragers with feminist, decolonial 
and race-critical academic work is a path that traverses anthropology, creative 
arts and environmental activism.9 Following in the tradition of this newly and rap-
idly growing field, Out of Office treads boundaries of various academic fields. We 
might even say it trespasses the borders of what is traditionally considered “aca-
demic work,” while also crossing notions of “direct political action” and “art work” 
in order to situate the corporatisation of the university (and the struggles against 
it) within different and broader narratives for social and environmental justice.  

Searching for, picking, cutting, and, importantly, smelling mushrooms may 
not traditionally be considered intellectual and academic activity, yet, simultane-
ously, it is a highly specialised skill that provides a specific route for learning and 
relating to the world. Learning about and with mushrooms is always partial, situ-
ated, and in motion. If education is thought of as walking or being led on a path, 
as a journey in time, space, and with others—as we hear from the etymology of 
the word “pedagogy”—then mushroom foraging invites a particularly intimate 
form of embodied pedagogy. The walks we initiated explored learning from/with 
mushrooms, not least in terms of their shapes, colours, smells, their lives, habitats, 
and interactions with their living and non-living surroundings. We noticed that 
this learning required a particular form of attention manifested in the pacing of 
movements, a focus on sensation, intense concentration, attentiveness to long 
and short-term changes in weather conditions, and interest in the geology and 
vegetation of the particular area. It also required the cultivation of something 
we started to call “the mushroom gaze,” a kind of attentiveness not unrelated to 
what feminist anthropologist Anna Tsing has described as “arts of noticing”.10

Searching for a somewhere else
Having brought along mushroom identification books, raincoats, mushroom 
knives, and baskets, all participating forager-readers—comprised of university 
students, staff, their family, and friends—were given excerpts from texts to be 
read aloud by the group as we gathered in the entrance of Meanwood Park. The 
first text was ‘Sorties: Out and Out: Attacks/Ways Out/Forays’ by Jewish-French-
Algerian feminist writer and theorist Hélène Cixous. The group assembled, and 
Lenka began to read from Cixous’s famous essay: 

If there is a somewhere else that can escape the infernal repetition, it lies 
in that direction, where it writes itself, where it dreams, where it invents 
new worlds.  

And that is where I go. I take books; I leave the real, colonial space; I go 
away. Often, I go read in a tree. Far from the ground and the shit. I don’t 
go and read just to read, to forget—No! Not to shut myself up in some 
imaginary paradise. I am searching: somewhere there must be people 
who are like me in their rebellion and in their hope. Because I don’t de-
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spair: if I myself shout in disgust, if I can’t be alive without being angry, 
there must be others like me. I don’t know who, but when I am big, I’ll find 
them and I’ll join them, I don’t yet know where.11

Cixous is proposing a way out from what she describes as “the Empire of the 
Selfsame,” a culture that is phallogocentric and deadly for all. Recalling the situ-
ation into which she was born and which Cixous describes as unliveable—the 
situation of a Jewish girl in Algeria under French colonial rule in the wake of the 
Second World War—she reflects on the experience of her childhood and her 
belief in going somewhere else, to meet a community of readers which, at that 
time, she accessed by going to read a book in a tree. 

“Somewhere else”, marking a journey and a place, is primarily understood 
in Cixous’ writing in relation to desire, politics, and literature. Cixous’ famous 
text can also be related to education. The book La Jeune Née/The Newly Born 
Woman (where Cixous’ essay “Sorties” appears alongside an essay by Catherine 
Clement) was published only a year after Cixous founded Études féminines at 
the University of Paris 8, the first and oldest doctoral program in women’s studies 
in Europe.12 The University of Paris 8 was founded as the Centre Universitaire Ex-
périmental de Vincennes in 1969 following the protests of May the previous year. 
The new university sought to serve as an alternative to the traditional French 
academic environment. Before moving to the northern suburbs of Saint-Denis in 
1980, the University of Paris 8 resided at the location of its foundation, in le Bois 
de Vincennes [the Vincennes woods], the largest public park in Paris. The first 
feminist programme in a European university was thus founded among the trees.   

Following these connections and reading the description of somewhere 
else as going to read in a tree can be interpreted not simply as a metaphoric (or 
even literal) romantic escape to a presumed asocial nature set apart from real 
politics, but as a move that calls for novel conceptualisations of feminist creative 
work,  practices of reading, educational spaces, and collectives. Cixous’ forays 
through the means of poetic language, which pillages phallogocentric and colonial 
structures through the writing from the feminine/l’écriture feminine thus can be 
understood as opening a space (a somewhere else) for transformative practices 
that allow for imagining and making possible social and environmental justice.  
        What is more, in English, the title of Cixous’ essay includes the word “foray”, 
a term meaning to pillage, raid or undertake a hostile incursion, a word also 
commonly used to describe an expedition for the purpose of collecting mush-
rooms. Our own foray, a search for this so-called “somewhere else”, continued 
by following mushrooms. The walk began, tracing the path up a ridge high above 
Meanwood Beck, then followed a path down over a bridge and into the Hollies. 
Mushrooms, as many of you will know, appear unexpectedly or contingently thus 
enacting a literal disruption. During moments when we were reading or discuss-
ing a part of the text, someone would spot a mushroom under some leaf litter 
nearby and our attention and thoughts were immediately shifted. Despite the 
end of October being a little late in season we soon found jelly ears, also known 
as black fungus, or, as Lenka explained, Jidášovo ucho [Judas’ ear] in Czech, a 
naming that in English has an even more troubling rendering: “Jew’s ear”.13 Dis-
covered in the woods were also bracket mushrooms such as birch polypore and 
lots of common earthballs and puffballs—the latter proving especially exciting 
when touched to release a cloud of spores—and a solid black stalkless mush-
room named King Alfred’s Cakes.

In the spirit of Anna Tsing’s foundational study Mushroom at the End of 
the World, the Out of Office walk offered the foraging of mushrooms as a space 
to reconsider work and its value (what is and what is not considered productive 
labour) in relation to a particular geo-political context. Who picks certain kinds 
of mushrooms, and when, how, and why, tells you a lot about a place and its 
politics. For instance, during our walk, one of the participants recalled reading 

stories the year before about fungi-foraging gangs of Eastern Europeans raiding 
British forests, employing language reminiscent of racist and classist condem-
nations of Traveller communities. The connections between these news stories 
emerging around 2015-16 and the political climate in Britain were not hard to 
spot. The year 2015 was the moment when the debates around Brexit, where 
fear of non-white immigrants and foreigners “stealing resources and jobs” in 
particular played a decisive role in the nationalist discourse around “Britain tak-
ing back control,” leading to a referendum, the result of which has been Britain 
leaving the European Union in 2020.14

Another mushroom we encountered during the walk in late October was 
the striking purple amethyst deceiver which in Czech is called lakovka amety-
sová. The amethyst deceiver is a mycorrhizal fungus, meaning that it lives in a 
mutually symbiotic relationship with a plant, in this case, trees such as beech. 
Mycorrhizal mycelium and organisms that form associated networks (such as 
slime moulds with their protoplasmic strands) have recently gained unprece-
dented attention. In the case of slime moulds, for example, this is mainly a result 
of a growing awareness of their refined problem-solving behaviours achieved 
without a central nervous system and the ease with which one can render this 
process into a display for aesthetic pleasure.  

Fungi (and slime moulds) in general have been gaining extraordinary 
popularity in the contemporary English-speaking world. A culture that in ethno-
mycological literature once represented an exemplary case of “mycophobia” is 
becoming “mycophilic.” Even more than that, in English-speaking popular culture 
and scientific and humanities research, entrepreneurship, activism, and arts, it 
seems that fungi and slime moulds are becoming instrumental to how humans 
narrate their relationship to the world and imagine its future. In these narratives, 
fungi and slime moulds represent solutions to pressing global challenges of vari-
ous kinds (environmental, techno-scientific, economic and socio-psychological) 
imbued with promise and the hope of salvation. For example, in 2008, prominent 
American mycologist and entrepreneur Paul Stamets gave a TED talk entitled 
“6 ways mushrooms can save the world”. Stamets’ work with mycelium, par-
ticularly in terms of mycoremediation of ecosystems and mycopesticides, has 
been hugely influential. His influence even led to a main character being named 
after him in the recent Star Trek franchise, Star Trek: Discovery, a series which 
explores a mycelium network as a discrete subspace domain (a mycelial plane 
of space-time) connecting every part of the multiverse. The character Paul 
Stamets, played by Anthony Rapp, leads a team who devise a “spore drive” pro-
pulsion system by which they can instantly traverse great distances through the 
network. This astromycotechnology equips the United Federation of Planets to 
pursue and accomplish its political interests against various enemies, such as 
the Klingon Empire and the Emerald Chain. What is implied, is that to save the 
interests of the Federation is to save the “universe” (within which only certain 
planets count). The science-fictional and speculative powers of mycelium serve 
as a refracted representation of the same problematic desire also represented 
in the click-bait title of the TED talk: ‘Why and how have fungi become to bear the 
weight of this salvation? Who are they supposed to save and from what or whom?’ 

Literary scholar of decolonial and queer ecofeminism Aimee Bahng has 
also been critical of such an outlook. In an article exploring the acclaimed sci-
ence fiction writer Octavia Butler’s research on slime mould, Bahng highlights 
how slime mould has been, she writes:

[…] swept up into a culture of optimization and risk aversion that cel-
ebrates its efficiency rather than its queerer characteristics… slime 
mould gets oriented toward models of competition when entrepre-
neurial technoscience asks it to perform spectacularized perfor-
mances of problem-solving efficiency and adaptability.15
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In the current era of “financialization and its attendant fields of probabiliza-
tion and pre-emption”16 slime mould Physarum polycephalum has been put to 
work, for example, finding the shortest path between two points in a labyrinth; 
or recreating layouts of various systems such as Tokyo’s rail network or mo-
torways in the USA; but also, in a more explicitly sinister manner, predicting 
patterns of migration from Mexico to USA. 

As the above examples demonstrate, fungi and slime moulds can be 
put to many uses. Thinking together with Bahng, and drawing on Ahmed’s call 
to “misuse use” as a strategy of diverging from and repurposing well-worn 
pathways of racist and heteropatriarchal capitalism, what uses for fungi and 
slime mould might emerge, beyond/beside the diagrammatic topographic, 
bioremedial or aesthetic? 

During a local COVID-19 lockdown in 2020 in Leeds, a vast white slime 
mould appeared over two or three days on an old rotten log, that Elspeth met 
on her daily walking route. On these days, the slime mould made her literally 
stop in her tracks, to pause in excitement, interest and wonder. It was a much-
needed site in which to encounter daily change and shifting transformation 
in a period marked by intense monotony and uncertainty. Anna Tsing’s words 
which appeared in the opening epigraph, have special resonance here. She 
writes: as they “pop up unexpectedly, [they remind] me of the good fortune 
of just happening to be there. Then I know that there are still pleasures amidst 
the terrors of indeterminacy”.17 This encounter with slime mould is an example 
of pleasurable unexpectedness and something met yet not fully comprehen-
sible, producing a sort of grounding at a time of great disturbance. Within this 
example there is the potential to glimpse, following Ahmed, alternative uses 
and paths and ponder how they might be followed. 

It is this potential for imagining difference that, as Bahng explores, at-
tracted Octavia Butler to research slime moulds and other colony organisms 
as a means of envisioning “models of collective action, decentered modes of 
self-organizing, and systems of collaborative production”.18 Butler’s encounter 
with slime mould are an opening onto thinking about alternative—that is femi-
nist and queer—ontologies and systems of organising that are explored in the 
Xenogenesis trilogy.19 Bahng also highlights Octavia Butler’s trepidation in her 
encounter with colony organisms “a wariness around all-too-human systems 
of power that might confuse ‘emergence’ for ‘colonization’”.20 Here we find the 
significance of keeping decolonial thought not only in the frame of queer-fem-
inist analysis but also in environmental inquiry. In an Ahmedian fashion, Bahng 
is also concerned with how fungi and slime mould become oriented in certain 
directions, called upon (sometimes uncritically) to follow a certain path. While 
the radical mycology and new materialist image of mycorrhizal networked 
relations might jubilate in the blurring of individual boundaries and non-hier-
archical structures of collectivity, Butler and Bahng’s insights give pause on the 
liberatory potential of the many uses of fungi.

Our journey has explored how engagements with fungi (mycorrhizal 
encounters) may lead to critical re-considerations of feminist decolonising 
pedagogy—what we call the art of feminist un/learning—and illuminate a cre-
ative practice oriented towards the possibility of working and living inside and 
outside educational and cultural institutions. Reading Bahng along Ahmed’s 
critical contemplation on the uses of use teaches us an important lesson. It 
teaches us that any project—in the university or elsewhere—which engages 
with (or uses) fungi to imagine and make possible a more just world need not 
focus its attention only on fungi and their biology, ecology, and biodiversity, 
but also to our own relationship to fungi, our use and interpretations of fungi, 
and particularly their ethical, political and even affective, aesthetic or poetic 
dimensions. Mycorrhizal encounters, then, are encounters with mycorrhiza, a 
symbiotic association between a fungus and a plant that also make visible—

and thus possible to problematise—one’s own relationship to such associations. 
It is from this standpoint that we understand these encounters as always partial, 
situated, embodied, and entangled practice-in-motion and as embodying a pos-
sibility for feminist un/learning on the journey for a more just world.
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Financial crisis 
mycoremediation
Mycoremediation is the use of fungi to break down toxins and contaminants in the environment. In Financial Crisis 
Mycoremediation, oyster mushrooms, known to excel in bioremediation, are decomposing some canonic works 
representing the rise of neoliberalism and the global financial crisis. The books include guides about risk manage-
ment, texts authored by Chicago School economists like George Stigler, and books by and about the figureheads 
of neoliberalism, such as Margaret Thatcher and Deng Xiaoping.

in conversation: Giovanni Aloi and Fereshteh Toosi 
images: Fereshteh Toosi

F ereshteh Toosi’s body of work revolves around notions of encounter, ex-
change, and sensory inquiry. Immersive performances are produced in 
conjunction with small sculptures, short films, installations, scores, and 

poetry, often situated outdoors in gardens, parks, and waterways. The audi-
ence listens, walks, or even floats while engaging in a series of affective activi-
ties and group meditations. People are invited to slow down, reflect, and re-
connect to the layers of human and other-than-human life, usually in an urban 
landscape. These experiences are designed to support people to learn about 
the Indigenous history of the land, speculate about ecological futures, and 
construct their own spatial narrative.  

Giovanni Aloi: Fereshteh, is it fair to say that in a sense your practice explores 
perception with an emphasis on human-non-human networks? Sensory expe-
riences, as well as group meditations, seem to play important roles in many of 
your projects. What are your cultural reference points and where does your 
practice emerge from?

Fereshteh Toosi: Yes, I’m exploring relations and kinship among humans and 
between humans and other beings. I like to design experiences to spark con-
versations about the intersections between space and place as a way of of-
fering a chance for encounter or re-connection between persons. I consider 
persons to be any being, so the work could exist between humans, or between 
humans+plants,  humans+fungi, or humans+petroleum, etc. I hope that my art-
work supports the experience of shifting perspective and perception, of expe-
riencing our relationships and responsibilities in a different way. 

While I make artworks and installations for galleries and print media, 
much of my participatory practice involves researching, producing, and per-
forming media and live art in public spaces, and outdoors. Examples of my 
projects include a walking performance about lithium, an overnight camp for 
broadcasting the dawn chorus of birds, photograms made in collaboration 
with a writer in prison, and the communal reading of poetry during group 
kayak excursions.
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I trained in ocularcentric disciplines like cinema and visual art, but later 
on, I began studying audio and radio documentary, which opened up a lot of 
possibilities for making artwork for the ears. From there I became more aware 
of how important addressing multiple senses has always been for my artwork. 
Much of my current research focuses on designing ephemeral live experiences, 
a practice influenced by the history of instructional poetry, conceptual perfor-
mance, and new music composition that rose to prominence with Fluxus and 
other related movements in the 1960s and 1970s. The algorithmic poetics of in-
struction and interactivity also ground my relationship to my teaching in a uni-
versity digital arts program. 

I live in Miami now, but when I moved to Chicago in 2008, I began doing 
all sorts of things to connect to the land: growing vegetables in the empty lot be-
hind my house, citizen science macroinvertebrate surveys of the Chicago River, 
urban forestry, and volunteering as a beekeeper at Garfield Park Conservatory. 
Over time my practice began to focus on interspecies public health and our en-
tangled futures. I had a loved one with serious mental health issues, and working 
with soil supported us. Gardening enabled us to survive a challenging time in 
our lives and I’m so grateful. I recognized how much plants bolstered me and my 
relationship with them completely transformed. I began a certificate program in 
horticultural therapy and completed a training in shinrin-yoku (forest bathing), a 
wellness program that began in the 1980s in Japan. 

While in Chicago, I also did a program in Social and Environmental Urban 
Design with a group called Archeworks, which led me to produce the projects 
GARLIC & GREENS and Shoebox Lunch. Shoebox Lunch was an interactive listen-
ing event highlighting the intersections between Black culture, migration, and 
wellness. Personal stories about culinary traditions were shared through sound, 
touch, taste, and smell. With this project, I began to draw connections between 
my work and the academic discipline of sensory studies, but the most impor-
tant teachers for my exploration of sensory experience design have been the 
disability community, traditional Indigenous philosophy, and contemplative and 
somatic practices. 

GA: What roles do hierarchies and ontologies play in your practice and how are 
they defined by critical social practices?

FT: Because I’m focused on relating and relations, questions of power are inher-
ently embedded in my work. When I was starting out as an artist, the audience’s 
relationship to art and the hierarchies enforced by art and art institutions trou-
bled me. These concerns continue as I design experiences for processing infor-
mation with other people. The art becomes a form of publicly sharing a process 
of learning with the audience. 

My particular form of learning-with and processing-with the audience 
sometimes relies on metaphors of occult practices as a framework. I’m drawn to 
these practices as playful methods to open up discussion about more complex 
issues, to help us sort through belief and fact and the fuzzy spaces in between. 
During grad school, I made projects like The Axis of Evil which featured a genie 
facilitating a game show about US foreign policy and conflict, and another called 
Evil Eye Doctor, a character who did readings for people on the public bus system 
in Pittsburgh. Later I did a piece called Red Crystal Palace which featured a fic-
tional nurse with a crystal ball, forecasting the 2008 presidential election. To this 
list, I would also add H&R Cabbage which was a fake tax service in Washington 
DC, where I calculated people’s carbon footprints and held conversations about 
climate change over carbonated drinks. 

I think this propensity to discover knowledge through already-estab-
lished institutional protocols or possible supernatural forces is also reflected in 
my recent studies of animism. Animistic practices are not in the same category 
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as the occult, but if we look at the origin of the word, occult literally means 
obscured or hidden from view. With so much emphasis on the false division 
between nature and humans in our contemporary culture, there is a need for 
other forms of communication and contemplation that can illuminate our na-
ture-culture entanglement and reveal it to us, the humans who might be able 
to take responsibility or at least have some greater self-awareness about their 
own impact on other beings.

Though I wasn’t familiar with the term animism at the time, my earli-
est significant encounter with this thought system was when I lived in Japan 
from 1998 to 2000. The Japanese memorial ceremony called mizuko kuyo was 
the subject of my undergraduate senior thesis exhibition at Oberlin College, 
and then when I moved to Japan I did a piece about the Japanese memorial 
ritual for pins and needles, called hari kuyo. Since then I have been connecting 
with the metaphysical traditions of Persianate cultures and southwestern Asia, 
where my ancestors are from.

GA: How did the idea for Financial Crisis Mycoremediation come about? 
How would you describe it?

FT: I was invited to be in a group exhibition called RISK: Empathy, Art, and So-
cial Practice, a show curated by Amy M. Mooney and Neysa Page-Lieberman 
for the Glass Curtain Gallery in Chicago. I was provoked by the way the show 
invoked the concepts of risk and empathy in connection to social practice. I’m 
invested in socially and politically engaged art, but I’ve also witnessed how 
social practice is sometimes used to make outsized claims about how art func-
tions in the world. I recently heard sociologist Sadhana Bery give a talk and she 
said “In its most elemental form, white empathy is a practice of consumptive 
identification in which whites consume Black experiences and subjectivities.” 
At the time I had just finished an experimental documentary about Black food 
traditions so I was particularly attuned to this critical perspective. I started 
thinking about risk and empathy and how they operate. What could I do with 
my uneasiness about these concepts? I was looking at all kinds of writing about 
risk in order to understand how it might relate to the work I was doing around 
food heritage and edible gardens.  

In the process of trying to understand my own relationship to risk, I 
kept encountering the popular notion of it as a construct of capitalism and 
finance. Financial Crisis Mycoremediation emerged as a critical response to a 
constellation of books representing parts of these troubling systems.

GA: How does this project expand concerns that had already proved relevant 
to your previous body of work?

FT: Financial Crisis Mycoremediation developed as one component of my multi-
part installation called Anxiety Garden. In addition to the indoor mushroom 
chamber, I created a lending library of texts about mushroom cultivation, hor-
ticulture, and fermentation. I also planted an outdoor garden bed for medici-
nal plants that are used to treat anxiety: lemon balm, chamomile, lavender, 
skullcap, valerian, and passion flower. As I aimed to avoid the “consumptive 
identification” of others, I turned my attention to myself and my family’s food 
traditions by creating an artwork about Iranian pickled garlic. Torshi-eh seer 
is also known as Seven Year Pickle, because it is best eaten after being aged 
several years. It’s not a heat-pasteurized or traditional salt brine ferment, and 
as such it may be considered risky by professional food safety standards, so I 
was thinking about how risk is handled in industrial food systems. At the time, 
restaurants in Chicago were prohibited from doing their own canning without 
special permission. But traditional folk methods usually do not follow the types 
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of stringent procedures that are found in municipal health codes. For genera-
tions, Iranians have pickled all sorts of vegetables in large clay pots which were 
stored in cellars to age. So I decided to replicate these methods in the gallery 
and offer the jars for free to gallery visitors. And I organized a picnic to coincide 
with the vernal equinox and the Iranian new year in March.  

The framework of the Anxiety Garden installation and Financial Crisis My-
coremediation followed the central tenants of history, healing, and multisensory 
approaches that I had been exploring previously with GARLIC & GREENS and 
Shoebox Lunch. I expanded on these concerns to focus on the therapeutic prop-
erties of gardening for self-care and medicine, while also addressing the political 
anxieties of contemporary culture. Because so much of my work is process-ori-
ented, I also wanted to consider the gallery space as a living workshop, a place 
for an embodied enactment of these principles.

GA: What technical challenge have you encountered in the making of each piece?

FT: Most living beings struggle inside gallery spaces. Mushrooms need a moist, 
warm environment—quite the opposite of dry, climate-controlled art institutions. 

The primary technical challenge was the inherent risk of failure when 
working with living matter in a gallery context. I wasn’t certain that the mush-

Fereshteh Toosi
A Practical Guide to Risk Management by Thomas S. Coleman, photograph by Jori 
Remus, courtesy of Fereshteh Toosi
© Fereshteh Toosi

rooms would thrive there and that made me nervous, but it seemed like a worth-
while experiment. 

At Glass Curtain Gallery, I was fortunate to work with Justin Witte on the 
design of the exhibition. Justin is the Director of Cleve Carney Museum of Art 
now, but at the time he was the exhibition manager at Glass Curtain and he built 
an enclosed chamber in the gallery wall which could support the humid climate 
that the mushrooms needed to survive. The results of these biological processes 
are slow and often unpredictable, so there was a risk that they would fail. By cre-
ating a living humidity chamber for growing mushrooms, I was embracing the 
themes of the exhibit themes in a formal way. 

Since I happened to teach nearby, I was able to visit the gallery regularly 
as a caretaker for the mushrooms, misting and monitoring the humidity levels. 
Some of the mycelia had a competition with mold, and other books didn’t fruit 
much at all. It was a joy to tend the fruiting bodies which were changing form 
and decomposing the paper pulp.

GA: How did you choose which books to use?

FT: The books were meant to represent the anxieties of the global financial crisis, 
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Fereshteh Toosi
The Risk of Economic Crisis edited by Martin Feldstein, photograph by Jori Remus, 
courtesy of Fereshteh Toosi © Fereshteh Toosi

including financial guides about risk management, texts authored by Chicago 
School economists such as Milton Friedman and George Stigler, and books by 
the figureheads of neoliberalism, such as Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Regan, and 
Deng Xiaoping.

GA: What did you learn about mushrooms that you didn’t know before while 
working on this project?

FT: I had never worked with mushrooms before the project and I taught myself 
by scouring the internet for resources, tutorials, and tips about using books and 
paper as a substrate. I don’t remember how much I knew about mushrooms 
beforehand, but I learned a lot about them by doing this project.  One concept 
that became really clear to me was the difference between pasteurization and 
sterilization. Teaching myself about growing mushrooms gave me a really strong 
foundation for continuing my learning. Later that year I attended the Radical My-
cology conference and in 2015 I took a mushroom cultivation course with Fungi 
for the People. 

GA: You have worked on Financial Crisis Mycoremediation for many years. Have 
you read Merlin Sheldrake’s The Entangled Life and what do you think of the re-
cent interest in the mycological world?

Fereshteh Toosi
The Map and the Territory: Risk, Human Nature, and the Future of Forecasting by Alan 
Greenspan, photograph by Jori Remus, courtesy of Fereshteh Toosi 
© Fereshteh Toosi

Yes, I’ve read the book and I appreciate Sheldrake’s emphasis on entanglement. 
I also just watched the Instagram video of him eating the mushrooms that he 
grew in his book!

Our culture rewards singular interests or specific expertise, and that nev-
er made sense to me. To do an artwork in collaboration with fungi, it helps to 
learn about other organisms and that will lead down a rabbit hole of research 
and discovery. I’ve felt a lot of pressure to limit the scope of my artwork’s themes, 
but ultimately all structures and systems are related and we need more people 
talking about that. Sheldrake’s book provides an overview of the mycological 
world and how it’s interconnected with so many other worlds. Some cultures 
and especially Indigenous societies have been interested in fungi for a long time 
already, so the rest of us are just catching up!  

GA: What are you currently working on?

FT: I’ve been working on a multifaceted project called Oil Ancestors which is 
about relating to petroleum. There’s a lot of interest in using oyster mushrooms 
and others to remediate oil spills, so it’s possible that my work with mushrooms 
will make a comeback! I’d prefer that humans prevent the situations in which 
fungi are called on to decompose toxic substances and so far Oil Ancestors hasn’t 
embraced this kind of triage system. It’s been focused on considering how we 
comprehend long time frames: the deep time of fossilized matter and the future
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Memoirs of an Unregulated Economist by George Stigler, 
photograph by Jori Remus, courtesy of Fereshteh Toosi © Fereshteh Toosi

of climate breakdown. It’s also a project that asks how we could begin to relate 
to non-living beings like petroleum as kin. You can learn about the various forms 
it’s taken on the website http://oilancestors.com. I’m also developing a project 
called Solar Salutations which is a solar-powered audio livestream and I have 
geolocated AR sound art pieces in San Francisco and Philadelphia that I would 
love for people to check out.

Fereshteh Toosi designs experiences and art objects that pose questions and foster animistic connections. Their artwork often 
involves documentary processes, oral history, and archival research. Fereshteh lives and works in Miami-Dade on stolen lands 
still stewarded by the Miccosukee and Seminole people, and previously by the Calusa and Tequesta tribal bands. South Florida is 
home to many Indigenous people, as well as Black, Brown, and Caribbean people whose ancestors lived and worked on the land 
against their will, while enslaved, or under threat of violence. 
Documentation of Fereshteh’s artwork is available at http://fereshteh.net and http://oilancestors.com

From “Lenin is a mushroom” 
to “On the edge of 
tenderness”
“Lenin is a mushroom” boomeranged into clarity during the onset of the 2020 Corona-virus pandemic and became 
a catalyst for this project. Throughout the Corona-virus lockdown, mushrooms consumed Galina Shevchenko’s 
imagination. She submerged into research and image production: drawing/embroidery/animation exploration, 
luxuriating a mushroom tribe full of fertile potency, seductive sovereignty, electro-magnetic rhythms and erotic 
authority. Her project visually indulges into mediated vernacular production of animation and embroidery, chan-
neling Slavic views of mushrooms as mythological entities. Chthonic and sacred, meaty and delicate, forbidden 
and desirable, seductive and liberating, ambiguous and omnipresent, mushrooms are powerful signifiers that 
embody the mythological convergence of nature and culture. 

text and images: Galina Shevchenko

“L enin is a mushroom and a radio wave”, announced Sergei Kurekhin, an
avant-garde musician, on Russian TV in May of 1991, presenting pseu-
do-scientific scheme of Lenin’s irreversible transformation into “muk-

homor”, fly-agaric psychedelic mushroom. According to Kurekhin, mushroom 
psychedelic powers inspired Russian Revolution and ultimately consumed its 
leader, turning him into a mushroom himself. Kurekhin’s claim outwardly ab-
surd, signified an end of an era. Seven months later, USSR disintegrated.1

I started my mushroom project, in April of 2020 with Kurekhin’s state-
ment as a ground zero, a point of explosion and origin. Mushrooms resonated 
throughout the sentiment of eschatological uncertainty of the Corona-virus 
pandemic. Just like during my youth in Russia’s nineties, I felt the thrill of im-
probability. Bearing a peculiar symbiosis of Russian and late Soviet culture, I 
associate mushrooms with delicious and grotesque, freedom in the forest. The 
idea of a mushroom as an agent of sacred inevitability, a vehicle of transgres-
sion, resonated as a nostalgic call to my Russian cultural affinity, proposing a 
comforting refuge.2

Wassons’ treatise  Mushrooms, Russia and History introduces the notion 
of Russians as “mycolatrous folk” and submerges into the depths of myco-eth-
nography, the cultural essence of mushrooms within Indo-European linguistics 
and mythology.3

V.N. Toporov identifies mushrooms as a universal mythological classi-
fier, manifesting oppositional interdependencies: nature-culture, sacred/pro-
fane, celestial/subterranean, masculine/feminine, here-and-now and not here/ 
otherworldly. In Russian folk tradition, the mushroom myth is associated with 
mystery and taboo, manifesting superstitions connected to sexuality, fertil-
ity, and initiation. Mushrooms link the spheres of sacred, chthonic-diabolic, 
and fertile-reproductive. They reflect an element of risk with which the evolu-
tion of human culture is associated. Mushrooms’ hallucinogenic qualities make 
them dynamic means of interchangeable transformation. Etymologically, 
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Galina Shevchenko
p.122-123: Lenin is a Mushroom,
machine embroidery on fabric,
57x44 cm, Photographed in
Lurie Garden, Chicago, 2020
© Galina Shevchenko
p.124: Mushrooms, a pattern
of digitally mediated working
drawings for embroidery and
animation, dimensions variable,
2020 © Galina Shevchenko
p.125: On the Edge of tenderness.
GribTrip, video stills select contact
sheet one 0-5:27min, 19:05 min,
2020 © Galina Shevchenko

On the Edge of tenderness. 
GribTrip, video stills select 
contact sheet two 5:27-9:48min, 
19:05 min, 2020 
© Galina Shevchenko
On the Edge of tenderness. 
GribTrip, video stills contact
 sheet four 12:07-19:05min, 
19:05 min, 2020 
© Galina Shevchenko
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many Slavic mushroom names are associated with masculine and feminine re-
productive functions.5 

In Slavic folklore, according to O.B. Belova, mushrooms are magical crea-
tures connected to the intimate sphere of human life, functioning as human dou-
bles in the word of nature and simultaneously signifying sexual interrelation in 
the system of culture. Mushroom gathering is associated with the search for the 
groom; mushroom eating is a manifestation of coitus, wedding ritual, and fertil-
ity. Mushrooms also point to infidelity and out-of-wedlock childbearing.6

Throughout the Corona-virus lockdown, mushrooms consumed my imagi-
nation. I submerged into drawing/embroidery/animation exploration, luxuriating 
in a mushroom tribe full of fertile potency, seductive sovereignty, electro-mag-
netic rhythms, and erotic authority. “Lenin is a Mushroom” paradigm perfectly 
complemented the Russian folklore tradition of mycolatry, embodying grotesque 
absurdity, impossibility and potency. 

Miraculously, on July 2, 2020 in the midst of my mushroom immersion, 
mother Russia called back! I was contacted by Olga Shishko, Head of the Depart-
ment of Film and Media Art at the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow 
with an invitation to participate in the virtual museum platform 100 ways to live 
a minute.7 In her email, Olga recalled our collaborations in the early times of the 
Moscow Media Forum in 2007. She invited me to show my recent work in the 
Digital Exchange that provided exclusive broadcasts of Russian and international 
media artists.8  The regime of the Corona-virus lockdown opened new means of 
interaction between artists and viewers.

My mushroom exploration was destined to premiere in Russia! To com-
plete my project for a museum debut, I called three audio artists for collabora-
tion. Edward Reardon, Dani Che, and Val Era developed original music and vocal 
compositions, responding to my digital mushrooms’ rhythmic, electro-magnet-
ic and mythological manifestations. My sequences emerge through animated 
drawings and mushroom materialization via digital embroidery process.  Video 
interacts with audio, channeling chthonic-otherworldly, revolutionary-heroic, 
ethno-erotic-folk and psychedelic mushroom entities, as my mushrooms com-
plete their GribTrip. On Edge of Tenderness.9 

Audio plays an integral part in the GribTrip experience. Atonal analog 
harmonies by Edward Reardon evoke the primordial otherworldly shamanic es-
sence of the mushroom cult. Magic of mushrooms expands in the subsequent vo-
cal contribution of Dani Che as a grotesque symbiosis of Russian Revolutionary, 
Sots and Folk. The soundscape traverses through the recital of a cyborg, trained 
on a corpus of socialist realist texts; heroic aria of parallel variation to the So-
viet version of Hiroshi Miyagawa’s song; pseudo folk Russian song “mushroom 
hunt”. The idea of Lenin as a grotesque and simultaneously sublime category 
is transfixed through this section.  The video culminates alongside a liberating 
joyful psychedelic techno symphony by Val Era.  GribTrip premiered on Digital 
Exchange on October 10th, 2020.

My GribTrip is still ongoing: alongside continued theoretical exploration, 
it visually indulges in mediated vernacular production of animation and embroi-
dery, channeling Slavic views of mushrooms as mythological entities. Chthonic 
and sacred, meaty and delicate, forbidden and desirable, dark and dangerous, 
seductive and liberating, ambiguous and omnipresent, mushrooms are powerful 
signifiers that embody the mythological convergence of nature and culture.

Endnotes 
[1] Kurekhin appeared in the Program Krasnoe Koleso on May 17th, 1991.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Lenin+Was+A+Mushroom+hoax+kurekhin+Piatoe+
koleso (accessed on February 28, 2021).

Galina Shevchenko
Mushroom. Untitled 11, 
machine embroidery 
on fabric, 44x57 cm, 
photographed in Lurie 
Garden, Chicago, 2020 
© Galina Shevchenko
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This first subtitled episode introduces Kurekhin and his research: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h2cs8QLnxlU (accessed on February 28, 2021)
In this second part, Lenin’s mushroom entity is revealed:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExXDxpBFFR0 (accessed on February 28, 2021).

Lenin is a mushroom became one of the most persistent memes in Post-Perestroika Russian pop 
culture.  It also sparked discussion on the de-sacralization of Lenin’s image, found in the writings 
of Alexei Yurchak, a Russian-born Professor of Anthropology from the University of California, 
Berkley. 

Alexei Yurchak,  The canon and the mushroom. Lenin, sacredness, and Soviet collapse, HAU: Jour-
nal of Ethnographic Theory, 2017, 7(2),  pp165-198. 
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.14318/hau7.2.021 (accessed on February 28, 2021)

The “Lenin is a mushroom” meme possibly sparked creative interpretation of the interdepen-
dence of the Russian Revolution, Russian Avant-Garde, and mushrooms, in the work of Moscow 
conceptualist artists Igor Makarevich and Elena Elagina, as demonstrated in their 2003 project 
Pagan. The artists propose that excessive psychedelic mushroom consumption has influenced 
Russian national identity and has contributed to the magic uniqueness of Russian subliminal 
potential, making it prone to revolutions and avant-garde creative breakthroughs. 
Igor Makarevich and Elena Elagina,  in conversation with Hans Ulrich Obrist, Co-Director of 
Exhibitions and Programs and Director of International Projects, Serpentine Gallery, London. Art 
Basel, Friday, June 12, 2009. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKNf-dPOg3E   (accessed on February 28, 2021)
[2] I emigrated to the US with my family in 1993, when I was 21 years old.
[3] Valentina Pavlovna Wasson and R. Gordon Wasson, Mushrooms, Russia and History, (New
York: Pantheon books),1957, Vol2, p 336. https://www.newalexandria.org/archive/index.html (ac-
cessed on February 28, 2021).
[4] ToporovV.N. On the semiotics of mythological conceptions about mushrooms
Топоров В. Н. Семантика мифологических представлений о грибах,
Balkanica, (Мoscow: Nauka), 1979. pp. 234–297.
https://inslav.ru/images/stories/pdf/1979_balcanica.pdf  (accessed on February 28, 2021).
[5] Belova O.B., Erotic symbolism of mushrooms in Slavic worldviews.
О. В. Белова. Эротическая символика грибов в народных представлениях славян, published in “Секс и
эротика в русской традиционной культуре”. (Мoscow: Ladomir),1996. pp. 317-322.
[6] https://100waystoliveaminute.pushkinmuseum.art/?lang=en  (accessed on February 28, 2021)
[7] https://100waystoliveaminute.pushkinmuseum.art/c_digital_change/index.php?lang=en
(accessed on February 28, 2021)
[8] Galina Shevchenko On the Edge of Tenderness.GribTrip. 2020, running time 19:05min
https://vimeo.com/449566670 (accessed on February 28, 2021)
[9] Galina Shevchenko  Digital Exchange Broadcast, October 10, 2020,
https://100waystoliveaminute.pushkinmuseum.art/c_digital_change/shevchenko/index.
php?lang=en (accessed on February 28, 2021).

Galina Shevchenko is a Moscow-born, Chicago based multimedia artist and educator working across multiple modes of expres-
sion and image processing. Fluid, elusive and illusory entity of her video-scapes and permeable transparency of her constructed 
objects and environments manifest her ongoing exploration of post-feminist identity through mediation.  Galina’s work has been 
featured at Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow, Aqua Miami International Art Fair, Berlin’s Director’s lounge video festival, 
Chicago Motion Graphics Festival, Media Art Lab in Moscow, Hyde Park Art center and numerous Chicago Art Galleries. 
http://www.galinashevchenkosequences.com/

Caucuses of inhalation: 
Anicka Yi’s 
mycological networks
Anicka Yi’s exhibition “You Can Call Me F” (2015) and the installation Immigration Caucus (2017) are ac-
cumulations of bodily and more-than-human biological cultures, that, when exposed to the air, immerse 
audience-actors within mycological “caucuses” for their metabolic, immersive, political, and ethical con-
sumption. In this essay I conceptualize a performative aesthetics of inhalation embedded within Yi’s “cultural 
metabolism,” which examines strategies of (expanded) relation through Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory 
in Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory, 2005, in resonance with the agency 
and connectivity of mycelial networks that Merlin Sheldrake outlines in Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our 
Worlds, Change Our Minds & Shape Our Futures, 2020, and the contamination as collaboration proposition 
in Anna Tsing’s The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins, 2015.  

text and images: Laurel V. McLaughlin

On a scale of one to five—one being “not at all,” and five being “extreme”—
how would you rate the sense of loss of your usual identity? How would you 
rate your experience of pure Being? How would you rate your sense of fu-
sion into a larger whole?

Merlin Sheldrake1

M erlin Sheldrake begins the third chapter of Entangled Life: How Fungi 
Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds & Shape Our Futures by recounting 
his trip on LSD. Attempting to answer questions such as those above 

while under the influence of psilocybin—a naturally-occurring psychedelic com-
pound found in certain fungi, also known as a “mind-manifesting” drug and an 
“entheogen”—“a substance that can elicit an experience of the divine within”—
Sheldrake struggles to assess his state of mind. As he recalls later, “LSD and 
psilocybin are fungal molecules that have found themselves entangled with-
in human life in complicated ways… exactly because they confound our con-
cepts and structures, including the most fundamental concept of all: that of our 
selves”.2 In Sheldrake’s consumption of a fungus, his body reperforms an ancient 
and confounding evolutionary process. At one point in early planetary history, 
a multicellular eukaryote ingested a part-plant, part-animal, almost unclassifi-
able, liminal creature that is a fungus, setting off a chain reaction of engulfment 
and foreshadowing Sheldrake’s plunge into the arcane ether of psilocybin.3 This 
micro-history is thus a life story of an “intimacy of strangers”.4

While such intimacy forges connections, the COVID-19 pandemic epito-
mizes the potential risks of biological connections that possibly threaten this 
speculative ecological approach. At the same time, intense racism against Asian 
and Asian American people, the disproportionate vulnerabilities that affect BI-
POC, and the wildfires that raged up and down the West Coast in 2020 are 
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Anicka Yi
Clockwise from right: Anicka Yi, Home in 30 Days, Don’t Wash, 2015. Vinyl, steel pipes, metal bowl, wire mesh, nylon string, DVD, 
black tea, foam, plasticine, neon light, hydro gel beads, Plexiglas, sponge, worklight, 122 x 78 x 50 inches; Anicka Yi, 12 Synesthetic 
Crayons, 2015. Vinyl, steel pipes, motorcycle helmet, scent diffuser, acrylic paint, hair gel, worklight 122 x 78 x 50 inches; Anicka Yi, 
Your Hand Feels Like a Pillow That’s Been Microwaved, 2015. Vinyl, steel pipes, metal bowls, beeswax, dried shrimp, glycerin soap, 
hair gel, metal pins, seaweed, foam, plasticine, pigment powder, worklight, 122 x 78 x 50 inches. Installation view in “You Can Call 
Me F,” March 5–April 11, 2015 at The Kitchen. Courtesy of the artist and 47 Canal. Photo by Jason Mandella. 
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direct outcomes of churning structures of neoliberal ideological isolation in play 
long before the pandemic. Instead, viewing intimacy as connections within vast 
networks has never been more prescient and perhaps terrifying. “Mycorrhizal 
relationships”, or symbiotic structures of small tubular offshoots of fungi called 
hyphae compound in large swaths termed mycelium, connect plants to one an-
other and offer a dense and rich theoretical and political methodology that leads 
us to this intimacy—perhaps one that has yet to be unearthed.5 These structures 
run under the lush rainforests of the Pacific Northwest, the unceded lands of 
Bands of Chinook, Clackamas, Cowlitz, Kathlamet, Molalla, Multnomah, Tualatin 
Kalapuya, and Wasco peoples, where I write this essay, and where ecologist 
Suzanne Simard first theorized the connections, negotiations, transfers, and ex-
changes within these gossamer fungal webs. They connect species such as the 
Douglas-firs (Pseudotsuga menziesii) to Oregon grape (Mahonia aquifolium) hid-
den in the shade.6 These networks bond seemingly autonomous creatures to one 
another, revealing their (inter)dependencies. A precursor to Sheldrake’s illumi-
nating and autobiographical text, anthropologist Anna Tsing’s The Mushroom at 
the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins notes that since 
the Enlightenment Western philosophy conceived of nature as a “backdrop” and 
“resource”.7 But, as she states, “It was left to fabulists, including non-Western and 
non-civilizational storytellers, to remind us of the lively activities of all beings, 

human and not human”.8 Tsing’s account weaves together tales from the Oregon 
wilderness’s microeconomies of migrant foragers, to the salvage rhythms of col-
lapsed communities in the wake of extractivist timber companies. These stories 
dispel anthropomorphic and capitalist autonomies and their “cultural agenda[s] 
tied to dreams of progress through modernization”.9 Instead, Tsing’s research 
and experiences reference entanglements—a blurring of boundaries. 

But what exactly occurs in these storied intersections? Sheldrake and Ts-
ing push against neoliberal capitalist networks, suggesting alternative configu-
rations; but are we to understand that these new networks are harmonious? Or 
are there tensions, adjacencies, and negotiations in between? New York-based 
artist Anicka Yi’s installations meander through this “intimacy of strangers” that 
could be qualified as tenuous given these queries. The biological and conceptual 
labor of Yi’s work hinges upon a performative colloquy with the microbial “other” 
in solidarity with racialized and gendered “others”. Bacterial vats containing the 
test cultures of womxn waft through open air; sculptural pools grow on the floor; 
and sprays synthesized from Asian American sweat fill nostrils, posing a radical 
challenge to interiorities, as Sheldrake contends. These works, and Yi’s practice 
at large, expand the limits of the oft-forgotten and even denigrated senses of 
smell and taste. And yet, these works operate through a process of inhalation, a 
seemingly dangerous act in our COVID-19 pandemic present. Now, in the midst 
of a biological and political fear of breathing that tragically gets conflated with 
racist ideologies against Asian and Asian Americans people, Yi’s work Immigration 
Caucus, 2017 and her exhibition “You Can Call Me F”, 2015 merit reexamination.10 
In these two pre-pandemic installations, Yi orchestrates encounters between hu-
mans and fungal clandestine actors that demonstrate acknowledged risk, but 
nevertheless enact a multiplicitous and revolutionary potential of “mycorrhizal 
relationships”. In this essay, I analyze these two works through Yi’s understanding 
of “cultural metabolism,” or expanded relations, arguing that Immigration Caucus 
and the works in “You Can Call Me F” stage mycological “caucuses” within which 
a performative aesthetics of inhalation that compels participants to reckon with 
what philosopher Bruno Latour’s speculative materialist reconfiguration of the 
social order he terms the Actor-Network Theory. 

Caucuses and Cultural Metabolism
Yi’s Immigration Caucus, 2017 is far from what its title conjures: a grand govern-
ment room in which party members clandestinely ratify representatives. In an 
unceremonious hallway of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum’s 2017 exhibi-
tion The Hugo Boss Prize 2016: Anicka Yi, Life is Cheap, Yi’s Immigration Caucus 
appears almost invisible alongside the much-touted ant-farm-turned-microchip-
board wall “biosphere”, Lifestyle Wars.11 Viewers must pass through Yi’s Immigra-
tion Caucus prior to reaching the tantalizing LED lights of Lifestyle Wars, which 
catches them caught in the midst of a seemingly impromptu “caucus”. Reach-
ing back to its mysterious etymological mythos, the word connotes clouds of 
tobacco fumes inhaled during the 1763 meetings among John Adams and the 
Boston “Caucus Clubb” to select local leaders.12 Thick with smoke, the meeting 
constitutes a chamber of decision-making separated from the outside world. 
Simultaneously, the word is related to the Algonquian word cau’-cau’-as’u, or ad-
viser, or “one who advises, urges, encourages”.13 Yi’s caucus is entangled within 
the world rather than cordoned off and there seems to be no advisor or even 
meeting. Who are the caucus members? Why do they meet? Is it impromptu? 
Who are their constituents? And what are the negotiations, choices, or decisions 
among “candidates”? 

 Visitors to the Guggenheim exhibition become engulfed within this cau-
cus concerning immigration, whether knowingly or not as they pass through 
what Yi calls the “holding pen”.14 By a grated gate leading to the next room, three 
canisters hold the floor much like a prominent speaker, except for the fact that 
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Anicka Yi
Life Is Cheap, April 21–July 05, 2017, Solomon 

R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. Photo

by David Heald © SRGF

they say nothing. The cans are stainless steel silver, utilitarian, and durable with 
red, long hoses attached to the cans and brass nozzle mouth-pieces that, rather 
than spewing rhetoric, emit a musky smell, what one reviewer likened to “wet 
wood and soft skin”.15 That this description compares the smell to human skin 
and rotting plant material is both apt and analytically insightful as it designates 
both viewers and the spray containing DNA and fungi from immigrants as caucus 
members and constituents. 

Yi, in true perfumier fashion, mixed swabs culled from Asian American 
womxn and the pheromone emissions of female black carpenter ants (Campono-
tus pennsylvanicus) in an olfactory concoction. Shooting out from the canisters in 
the viewers’ space is thus racialized sweat—meant to recall historical xenophobic 
repulsions to the smells of immigrants, particularly from a minority population 
subject to historical exclusion and violence—and ant pheromones used to detect 
ovipositing queens through attraction, according to an entomological study.16 As 
Saul Anton detailed in an essay on the work, Yi collaborated with structural biolo-
gists from Columbia University to synthesize the scent.17 Yi explained, “I wanted 
to manufacture a drug based on perception—a drug that would allow a human-
like me to experience the perception of someone like you, or a dolphin or a coral 
reef, or a bacterium or yeast”.18 To experience another perception was the inten-
tion, but the methods of encounter, experience, and political outgrowths of that 
perception proved highly variable. 

Two years before Immigration Caucus, Yi realized the exhibition “You Can 
Call Me F” at The Kitchen.19 An interview with Yi recalls the process in which she 
asked approximately 100 “female friends and colleagues” to provide her with a 
DNA swab of their bodies; and, according to a review, she took air samples from 
Gagosian Gallery in New York, during the run of an Urs Fischer exhibition.20 For 
the former, Yi walked around with Q-tips, Ziploc bags, and a Sharpie, taking 
samples wherever she went, gathering the biological culture samples from a 
variety of bodily locations, including vaginas.21 The latter air sampling at Gagosian 
on Madison Avenue occurred more clandestinely in a three-minute air reading.22 
Then, with MIT synthetic biologist Tal Danino in collaboration with artist Sean 
Raspet’s scent fabrication company, Air Variable, Yi took “a kind of fictional su-
per-bacteria” from the swabs from friends and colleagues, while also creating a 
kind of “pure” scent from the Gagosian air sample.23Specifically, as Michelle Kuo 
describes, Yi “chromatographically analyzed scent molecules from air samples 
of the collected bacteria,” after which “the data from both sets were then trans-
lated into a formula of synthetic compounds and produced as a chemical, recall-
ing the way commercial fragrances are composed and generated”.24 Thus, at 
the chemical level, Yi mixes, quite literally, multiple bodily residues in a radical 
act of incorporation, but one that resists the flattening of mere representation 
or neoliberalization.

Rather, Yi’s two mixtures clash within the space of The Kitchen, as the 
microbe-rich scent of her acquaintances—“sharp”, “sour”, but with “very warm 
and voluptuous notes” meets the supposedly neutral scent of Gagosian gallery 
composed in what Yi described as “a form of parasitism between the [female] 
bacteria’s smell and the white patriarchal ‘non-smell’ of the Gagosian Gallery”.25 
And yet, they are submersed within one another and co-mingle with the bodily 
chemistries of viewers as well. Semi-contained, the scents creep out of plas-
tic quarantine tents covered with abstracted geometric shapes in blue, black, 
white, red, green, and white, recalling the then-current Ebola outbreak of 2014–
2016.26 The tented installations, such as Home in 30 Days, Don’t Wash; 12 Syn-
esthetic Crayons; and Your Hand Feels Like a Pillow That’s Been Microwaved (all 
2015) host bowls of liquid and motorcycle helmets on stands, dried shrimp, hair 
gel, beeswax, seaweed, pigment powder, dishes of various teas, and sheets of 
kombucha SCOBY leather (Symbiotic Colony of Bacteria and Yeast).27Similarly, a 
long illuminated vitrine entitled, Grabbing at Newer Vegetables, offers up grow-
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ing cultures of feminine bacteria on yellow agar jelly and slowly manifests the 
exhibition’s title “You Can Call Me F”—what one reviewer claimed refers to the 
“feminine” or “the woman as concept”28 But the open orifice of “new vegetables” 
in the installation denies any abstraction of the feminine. As curator Lumi Tan 
elucidates in the press release the project expands the feminine outwards, much 
like a caucus, entangling the feminine “contagion and hygiene, both private and 
public,” exposing the “enduring patriarchal fear of feminism and potency of fe-
male networks”.29 

Both Immigration Caucus and “You Can Call Me F” unveil the pervasiveness 
of xenophobia and misogyny already lingering in the air. Each work—through 
fungi—enacts caucus-like arenas within the installational space for viewers’ ne-
gotiations, or what Yi terms cultural “metabolisms”—a kind of biological-cultural-
psychological working-through of one’s orientation and entanglements within 
the world. Cultural metabolism works on a number of scales. Turning to the mi-
cro, we might ask if Yi places viewers in an encounter with microbial fungi, what 
type (or types) are present and why is this important? How does it inhabit its 
environment? What does it signify; or, does it act? 

As Sheldrake discloses, the “microbiome” of the body offers a habitat for 
countless species of microbial lives:

Some prefer the temperate forest of your scalp, some the arid plains of 
your forearm, some the tropical forest of your crotch or armpit. Your gut 
(which if unfolded would occupy an area of thirty-two square meters), 
ears, toes, mouth, eyes, skin, and every surface, passage, and cavity you 
possess team with bacteria and fungi. You carry around more microbes 
that your ‘own’ cells. There are more bacteria in your gut than stars in 
the galaxy.30

This passage describes the staggering amount of microbial fungi living within 
and alongside our bodies. Based on each location on the body, as indicated by 
the text, they differ in species. Yi took swabbed samples from Asian American 
womxn in Immigration Caucus, presumably from a variety of locations upon their 
bodies, indicating that Yi collated multiple species of microbes into the scent, 
which was then disseminated into the air. Moreover, she incorporated another 
species entirely—the pheromones of carpenter ants (Camponotus pennsylvani-
cus), which elicit a response of attraction according to an entomological study.31 
Together within the environment, they emit a seemingly dialectical smell of both 
fungal xenophobic repulsion and interspecies attraction that interacts within 
viewers’ microbiomes and the environment; but to what extent and how we can-
not be certain. And finally, with regard to its signification within the installation, 
its action actually takes precedent. As feminist theorist Karen Barad notes in her 
essay on “Posthumanist Performativity”, a performative perspective of matter 
such as microbial fungi directs us to how our ontologies function within real-
ity intra-personally. Moreover, she asserts that performativity is “a contestation 
of unexamined habits of mind that grant language and other forms of repre-
sentation more power in determining our ontologies than they deserve”.32 The 
mysterious action and performance of the fungi and viewers also takes place in 
“You Can Call Me F.” The work amalgamates a vast range of bacteria from 100 
womxn in Yi’s network, collating a variety of microbiomes and locations on the 
body, and thus multiple species of fungi, the exact types of which are not known. 
Furthermore, its entanglements within the space and the microbiomes of view-
ers is not entirely knowable either. But like Immigration Caucus, the alchemical 
performativity of viewers and fungi within the space in “You Can Call Me F”, initi-
ates “cultural metabolism”. 

Yi further qualifies “cultural metabolism” with a scenario: “…if a visitor 
is there he becomes a part of the work…The scent molecules get inside of the 
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visitor’s pores, inside of his nostrils, into the cavities. There is a symbiotic rela-
tionship where the visitor becomes part of the work and takes the work away 
with him when he leaves the space. The molecules are now part of that visitor’s 
body, part of his systems”.33 Consequentially, such an interaction creates what Yi 
characterizes as “discomfort,” as she hopes “to allow for some kind of acknowl-
edgement of our anxieties around hygiene, around the body, around a cultural 
conditioning of what is considered negative, as something that we should expel. 
It is not who we used to be”.34 If a viewer becomes part Immigration Caucus, they 
must confront long-held U.S. racist ideologies equating Asians with disease and 
immigration policies like those from 1882 which excluded Chinese Americans in 
the name of “racial purity”. Likewise for “You Can Call Me F”, if a viewer breathes 
in the womxn’s superbacteria, they must reckon with the legacy of a “cult of 
domesticity” and policies designed to deny equality. By purposefully leaving the 
type of fungi, its interactions within the environment, and the ways in which it 
acts opaquely, Yi reproduces a semblance of the real-time negotiations within 
the world, to acknowledge the fact that the requirement to participate in such 
cultural negotiations and outcomes is already upon us.

The interworkings of this “discomfort”. the performative interaction with 
it, and the reconstitution of networks make meaning within the works. This re-
quires a closer look at the viewer’s place within the installation. Thus far, I have 
deferred to the traditional nomenclature of “viewers” within the space, indicat-
ing the act of looking. But entering Yi’s installations in the Guggenheim or The 
Kitchen, viewers cease to be viewers altogether, and enter the realm of the “au-
dience-actor”, as one that receives knowledge from a staged perspective and 
also acts. This role compounds as they are also test subject and constituent. 
They are test subjects in that audiences unknowingly enter as a host already and 
then become a host doubly through the bodily process of breathing. And finally, 
they are constituents in this caucus negotiation because as they inhale and me-
tabolize this cultural encounter, internal negotiations—quite literally of biological 
proportions—take place. As Michelle Kuo states, “this isn’t some seamless sensus 
communis”.35 

A Performative Aesthetics of Inhalation 
What Yi’s performative arenas engineer are racialized and interspecies encoun-
ters that destabilize the grounds of relational interactions in contemporaneity. 
This destabilization emerges from Yi’s registration of “aesthetics” as sensual en-
counter, rather than a distanced critique. Theorist Hsuan L. Hsu emphasizes this 
countering of Kantian reason as Yi revels in the supposedly base sense of smell. 
According to Hsu, however, scent is “transitory, mobile, and transcorporeal in 
nature”; it is not a “‘pure’ medium”.36 Instead, as he says, “smells must enter and 
interact with our bodies and surroundings in ways that we cannot fully control”.37 
The act that accompanies smell, I would argue, is equally implicated in the me-
dium—that of inhalation. Often taken as a given, the act of breathing sustains 
normative human life and often occurs on the subconscious level. Within mu-
seum spaces, viewers are rarely directed towards their breath. Yi’s Immigration 
Caucus and “You Can Call Me F” beckon us there in what I call a “performative 
aesthetics” of inhalation. A particular enacted system to breathing, a “perfor-
mative aesthetics” of inhalation here is composed of the seemingly inseparable 
characteristics of everyday bio-“rituals”, a durational engagement with respira-
tion (and the seeming non-choice of the action), and finally, the continuation of 
breathing in partial knowledge of their negotiations. 

Walking in the Guggenheim, audience-actors experience works down the 
hallway. In this seemingly mundane normative act of mobility and exchange of 
oxygen for carbon—what might be termed a bio-ritual, or a collective evolution-
ary necessity that is repeated—viewers transform from viewer to audience, in 
that they are already experiencing the immersive installational work, rather than 

merely seeing it, through the act of inhalation.38 In their continued approach of 
a work such as Immigration Caucus, and as they inhale, they perform a dura-
tional absorption of the installation, even before they realize it is a work of art. 
Similarly in “You Can Call Me F” audience-actors inhale the diffusers and open 
bowl, “stomach”-like concoctions within the tents, most likely before they cogni-
tively understand the conceptualization of the work and its potential risks due to 
the obscurity that the pandemic tent structures offer. Audience-actors interact 
with Yi’s installations on biological levels that precede their complicated ethical 
and political negotiation of artwork. Do they want to breathe in Asian American 
sweat and carpenter ant pheromones? If they do not, what does this indicate 
about their politics? What does it mean to engulf the airborne fungal networks 
of Asian American womxn’s sweat and ant pheromones or a plethora of womxn 
short-term and long-term, both biologically and politically? 

Peculiarly, these ethical conundra lead to the third characteristic of a 
performative aesthetics of inhalation, namely, that these queries only matter so 
much. In absorbing the biological matter of synthesized fungi and bodily ma-
terials in each work, audiences are literally participating in what they already 
ideologically engage within—risk society. This is to say that their biological “mat-
tering”, or the outcome of their existence within the world, is already engaging 
within a dense network of political struggle, a “risk society”, what Hsu identifies 
as “uneven and highly contested geographies of health, productivity, and pow-
er”.39 On some level, it does not matter if they realize this or not. For instance, 
when audience-actors are finally cognizant of the works, or their political en-
tanglements, what is left to perform but to continue to breathe, as before, or else 
hold one’s breath? The first response of imbibing equals the unconscious pre-
response because the inevitability of the inhalation and the political inescapabil-
ity is present. Even if one were to attempts to opt out—to hold one’s breath—the 
pre-response has most likely already occurred, and a sustained attempt some 
would argue, would not actually lead to opting out, as death is inevitably caught 
up within capitalist and anthropocentric dynamics of power (not to mention that 
decomposition involves fungi). Audience-actors are, de facto, implicated within 
these vast dynamics of power that are intertwined within networks. 

But if audience-actors are inevitably caught within networks that suggest 
biological kinships and simultaneously expose participation in societies consti-
tuted by relationships to risk, and the primacy of the human, can we alter our 
orientation(s) to consider the possibility of “assembling anew”, as philosopher 
Bruno Latour suggests?40 Embedded within “the speculative turn”, Latour’s theo-
retical proposition acknowledges the limitations and indeed, the social bound-
aries that previous philosophical movements such as post-structuralism and 
deconstructionism erected. His 2005 text Reassembling the Social: An Introduc-
tion to Actor-Network Theory postulates a paradigm shift regarding participa-
tion—manifold participation—much like those posed by Sheldrake, Tsing, and 
Yi. Broadly speaking, Latour diagnoses current conceptions concerning social 
relations as prescribed parameters and instead, envisions a speculative recon-
figuration of these relationships.41 Actor-network theory (ANT) begins with an 
acknowledgement of the enmeshed relations within the world, such as those 
among plant life in the forests, or those synthesized and staged in Yi’s installa-
tions. And those affiliations remain crucially within states of flux. That is, their 
associations are not ones of “social ties”, as Latour says, that are crystallized 
as material akin to steel; but instead, they are “movement, a displacement, a 
transformation, a translation, an enrollment. [They are] an association between 
entities which are in no way recognizable as being social in the ordinary manner, 
except during the brief moment when they are reshuffled together”.42 This radi-
cal re-orientation stands in opposition to the hierarchical relational dynamics 
of the Anthropocene. For instance, such an ideological position would not only 
welcome but anticipate the fluctuation or even the inversion of “self” and “other” 
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within an exhibition—ocular or experiential. More specifically, within an Anicka 
Yi installation such as “You Can Call Me F”, this positionality would welcome in-
teractions that might have unexpected outcomes, because, the result is not the 
point for Yi. As she says, 

What do I want to say to the gallerygoer[…]? Get uncomfortable, get 
aroused, get in your pathetic body. […] Come closer. I’m trying to re-or-
der the senses. Do you want to touch, lick, eat the abject? I’m questioning 
the boundaries and the disorder between the person and the art through 
an energy transfer, that’s the primary goal of interaction. The whole fo-
cus of a life cycle is to gain and then transfer energy from one form into 
another.43

This process of reorientation is, as Yi says, an exchange of energy, interaction, 
engagement, rather than an output. Amidst the current COVID-19 pandemic con-
text in which I write this essay, specific outcomes for inhalation are perhaps 
more dire, risky, and dangerous; and yet, the risk of not “re-ordering the senses”, 
will ultimately result in the subordination of kinship networks, not only among 
humans but between humans and other species. 

Indeed, Latour contends that non-human actors are not only kin within 
networks, but also “actants.” In a methodology and theorization based on obser-
vation, Latour proposes that objects, or non-sentient beings, too have agencies 
within the multitudinous orbits of social associations. Latour refutes the socio-
logical perspective that static social ties, such as “social norms”, “structures”, 
“rules”, or “culture” direct social forces and thus shape inequal landscapes.44 In 
fact, to much critique, Latour does away with ambiguous power of “social forc-
es” through explicit observations of the numerous object-players that act within 
networks.45 Even amidst the methodology of observation, actants retain a sense 
of mystery, or unknowability as their roles remain uncircumscribed by the con-
text or presumed intention. According to the ways in which Sheldrake and Tsing 
narrated the unanticipated performances of fungi, they qualify as actants. Yi’s 
installations provide the stage upon which these mycorrhizal actants become 
known, albeit partially, exposing the threat of extant racist, misogynist, and capi-
talist networks and simultaneously tracing a radical re-articulation of societal 
reconfigurations.

An Unconcluded Conclusion
Years after Yi mounted “You Can Call Me F” and Immigration Caucus, the global 
pandemic of COVID-19 rendered normative social relations and ecological net-
works improbable. But as Yi gestures toward the a priori act of breathing, these 
relations and networks were already upended. The protests of the Black Lives 
Matter movement exposed structures that buttressed white supremacy and its 
anti-immigrant, anti-womxn, and anti-green ideologies. In the works analyzed 
here, Yi orchestrated post-pandemic situations, spawning feminine odor and im-
migrant-ant repulsion and desire. Yi’s performative aesthetics of inhalation and 
the networks they unmask offer a guide in light of pandemic tenting outside our 
hospitals, the rise of nativist rhetoric, the 500,000 deaths alone in the United 
States, and the contagion of misinformation? 

Despite the rollout of vaccines, we are not at a point of conclusion. But 
rather we are still attempting to understand—to return to Sheldrake’s epigraph—
how we fit within a larger whole. This might otherwise be understood through 
art historian T.J. Demos’s theorization of “ecology-as-intrasectionality,” or the 
identification of ecological relations as a multi-pronged struggle against racism, 
sexism, colonization.46 And thus, we might view Anicka Yi’s works as progressive 
projections of mycelial propositions in our reconceptualizations and reconfigu-
rations of relations within the world. We should take time in studying the per-

formative configurations in our calls for triage. We might zero-in on analyses of 
objects that act within our constellations. And most importantly, we should focus 
on those that systemically “cannot breathe.” In doing so, we can work to dispel 
the pre-configured societal constructions that hinder us from reorientations in 
moments of crisis. While tentacular, fungal-like connections of mutual aid, home-
grown efforts to supply hospitals with PPE, restitutions of reparations to BIPOC, 
ecological restoration, and  calls for the eradication of strict national immigra-
tion quotas proliferate, they are only the beginning of the connections that spore 
from the “intimacy of strangers”. And they change our very biological and social 
chemistry.
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More-than-human 
ethics for 
biodesign
Fungi are strange, filamentous creatures that have evolved from the abyss. Occupying their very own kingdom, 
their extreme, complex lifecycle and extraordinary metabolisms regulate the webs of life and death. Recently, the 
ability of mycelia to act like a living glue has provided inspiration for cutting-edge biodesign practices through 
the production of lightweight, organic mycocomposites. While these new materials are environmentally beneficial, 
the biofabrication process attenuates the fungus and so, introduces ecoabuses into an otherwise regenerative 
process. Mycocomposting, which works with the living properties of fungi, is an emerging alternative approach 
capable of establishing ecoethical biodesign principles and practices.

text: Rachel Armstrong

W ishing to be reborn within a Sacred Forest of the Living Dead, 
Hundertwasser was buried under a sapling’s roots so they would 
grow through him.1 However, it was not the tulip tree tendrils that 

dissembled his human flesh, absorbed his carbon, and scavenged his pre-
cious nutrients, but the communities of microbes and mycorrhiza. Turning 
his corpse to humus, they provided succour to the artist’s beloved vegetal 
community, restoring his organic compounds into the webs of life.

“The cemeteries of the future will be ‘Nature reserves’, without 
walls. The dead will be buried only as deep as the tree planted on 
the graves can profit from the deceased. The dead do not die, but 
continue to live on in the form of trees. An actual rebirth, a veritable 
resurrection takes place. Cemeteries will turn into forests of life”.2

Contemporary portrait of fungi
Today, the stories that shape the Tree of Life are being redrawn with ad-
vanced molecular biology techniques. Comparative genomics reveals we 
share nearly half of our DNA with the simple fungi that compost the dead, 
3,4,5 but having separated from a common ancestor Opisthokonta around 
650 million years ago, fungi remain irreducibly strange. Encased in a tough, 
insect-like rind that is warm and soft to the touch, they are animals not 
plants. Existing mostly underground, they make their way in the world 
through a peculiar lace-like structure called mycelia, which makes up the 
vegetative part of all fungi. Composed of elongated fungal cells, whose cy-
toplasmic strands are enclosed within a protective tubular cell wall made 
of chitin, glucans and an outer layer of proteins,6,7,8 the whole mycelium 
acquires mechanical strength.9 Drawing in water and using the osmotic 
pressure that builds up inside each fungal cell to extend the tips of fine, fila-
mentous called hyphae, the highly-distributed mycelium body relentlessly 
advances in a circular manner through its surroundings. These, it controls 

Natalia Piórecka
MYCOmoss Bird House, liv-

ing mycocomposite and 

moss, 2019 

© Natalia Piórecka
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by making a large range of pheromones10 and antimicrobial substances that can 
kill, or attenuate the growth of other microbes.11 Highly attuned to the physics and 
chemistry of the local environment such as oxygen concentration12 light13 electri-
cal fields14 touch-sensing15,16 and chemotropism17 these grand molecular disassem-
blers feed from a pool of shared resources, indulging their saprophytic appetites 
by using their networks of stiff little fingers to steadily prise things apart.18 Episod-
ically, mycelia squeeze out fruiting bodies formed by hyphae above the ground 
as mushrooms and bracket fungi, which billow their seeds into the air like dust 
and are scattered back into the soil. Gripping loose particles, preventing erosion, 
and holding vital water, mycelia are intimately associated with the health of the 
soil, growing the organic layers from below by continually adding carbon com-
pounds and strategically distributing them throughout their networks.19 They also 
perform key biological functions by hosting strategic associations with myriad 
microbes and forming symbiotic relationships with the roots of plants. Known 
as mycorrhiza, these plant-fungal associations form a responsive, underground 
internet called the wood-wide web that transports nutrients, recognises kin, and 
relays danger signals. Lending itself to subterfuge and theft by wily associates, this 
connectivity also has a dark side. Plants, like the phantom orchid, steal vital carbon 
from nearby trees using their shared fungal networks, avoiding the effort of pho-
tosynthesis, while spotted knapweed, slender wild oat, and soft brome, alter the 
microbial composition of soils to outperform other species. The vast, responsive 
interface provided by fungi and their various associations, can sense chemical, vi-
brational, and electrical changes in their surroundings, possessing a unique chem-
ico-spatial sentience, capable of making decisions and interpreting the world. 

Deep portrait of fungi
Considered a separate kingdom from other eukaryotic life, fungi are quintessen-
tially “othered.” Instrumentally understood as acquiescent composters and op-
portunistic saprophytes that transform organic matter into forms that can be 
used by other decomposers, they are regarded as mere infrastructure in produc-
ing food for plants, rather than valued beings in their own right. Such utilitarian 
perspectives and agreeable portrait of their servitude, however, are not the only 
way to consider the nature of fungi. Their epic evolutionary journey also invites a 
longitudinal, geostorical reading of their temporal associations. By acknowledg-
ing and respecting their significant ancestry their role as chemical geniuses and 
champions of life’s diversity is emphasised where fungi have literally, brought life 
as we know it to the land. 

Considerably older than previously thought, tenacious fungus-like forms 
have been identified in rocks beneath the seafloor dating back two and a half bil-
lion years. Moving the origin of the oldest fungi back by one to two billion years, 
the Ongeluk fossils locate the emergence of the fungal clade within the abyss—
not on the land.20 Even today, fungi are creatures of the deep that maintain their 
relationship with the oceanic biosphere, being found in nearly every marine habi-
tat.21 Finding comfort in darkness, their ancestors formed powerful physical and 
chemical negotiating tools that established symbiotic relationships with other 
abyssal microbes, so they could survive in the absence of oxygen.

Reaching the shoreline in the Late Ordovician era around 500 million 
years ago, within 100 million years they formed a symbiotic relationship with liv-
erworts,22 and lichens. These early plants were rootless and depended on their 
fungal partners to both grow inside them, as well as infiltrate the primordial min-
eral soil using organic acids to release precious nutrients. In return, plants provid-
ed carbon-based compounds like sugars derived from photosynthesis as a fungal 
energy source.23 Catalysing the movement of plants from the water’s edge on to 
the land, fungi therefore, enabled the success of green plants, which increased 
the planet’s oxygen concentrations enabling much larger, more complex animal 
life to form. This included fungi themselves, which, during the Devonian era 360 

million years ago, were the tallest life forms on the planet. The fungal fruiting 
bodies of Prototaxites, for example, stretched to eight metres in height, overshad-
owing the landscape. 24,25 At a time when the dominant animals were millipedes 
and worms, and plants which reached little more than a metre tall, these extraor-
dinary bodies also provided an abundant food source. Devoured by fast evolving 
arthropods, Prototaxites were riddled with burrows and grew back too slowly to 
recover from extensive disturbances of this kind. Consequently, they were driven 
to extinction.26

Fungi returned to dominance during the Cretaceous-Tertiary Extinction 
65 million years ago, when an asteroid, or series of massive volcanic eruptions, 
shut down photosynthesis for one to two years. The relentless darkness was a 
throwback to their uterine abyss and, as 70 percent of all life on Earth began to 
decay, there was more than enough for saprophytes to eat..27,28 A the end of the 
Cretaceous Period fungal blooming promoted a global compost,29 as well as an 
abundance of fungal spores that posed a life-threatening risk to starving animals. 
Fungal aerosols devastated ectothermic animals such as frogs, salamanders, and 
snakes,30 while small, burrowing nocturnal mammals with powerful immune sys-
tems, omnivorous appetites, and the ability to maintain their body temperature 
during cold periods, were resistant to fungal infection.31,32 Fuelling the great mam-
malian radiation, the omnipresence of fungi at the end of the Cretaceous ensured 
that reptilian megafauna were relentlessly replaced by the mammalian mega-
fauna which characterised the Tertiary Period.33

Fungi in design
Mycelium’s extraordinary characteristics have reached the attention of biode-
sign, an emerging practice that incorporates living organisms into the production 
process in search of a better all-round ecological performance—from production, 
to environmental safety, material performance and biodegradability.34 Of all bio-
design’s ecologically valorised substrates, mycelium is one of the most popular. 
Compared with other agro-industrial processes, its carbon footprint is small, as 
it involves growing a resource rather than depleting one.35 Preferred species are 
typically Pleurotus ostreatus, or oyster mushrooms, white rot fungi, which degrade 
both cellulose and lignin such as Trametes, Ganoderma and Pleurotus genera, phy-
lum Basidiomycota. The addition of these fungal spores to low value organic left-
overs, typically lignocellulosic agricultural by-products, and wastes, provides a 
medium for mycorrhizal growth that acts as a living glue, binding the particles 
together and generating a high added value product, or mycocomposite, with 
unique aesthetics. Fire resistant, non-toxic, biodegradable, mould and water re-
pellent, mycelium products insulate against sound or heat, the final composites 
vary in density, ranging from the lightness of polystyrene foam to the strength of 
medium-density fibreboard—although their compressive strength of around 30 
psi is far from the 4000 psi of concrete.36,37 In search of versatile, durable, renew-
able, compostable approaches for building construction, insulation, art, fashion, 
packaging and product design,38 organisations such as Mycoworks (Phil Ross),39 
Officina Corpuscoli (Maurizio Montalti), Mogu, The Living (David Benjamin), Ecov-
ative (Eben Bayer) partnered with Paradise Packaging, Sebastian Cox Ltd., Ninela 
Ivanova, Krown Design (Grown.Bio), and Natalia Piórecka, are increasing demand 
for and knowledge of, mycelium-based artefacts. 

Making mycocomposites
As a practice, making mycocomposites lies somewhere between cooking and 
working with clay. Low-cost, fast to produce, and requiring little energy, water, 
or food for the mycelium to grow, the final material behaves like untreated soft-
wood and can be grown into almost any moulding shape. While there are many 
variations in the process, importantly, the approach requires a sterile procedure 
as mycelium is susceptible to bacterial infection. Workshops and product moulds 
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must be rigorously cleaned and need flat surfaces that do not harbour microbes. 
Designers wear gloves, sanitizing their hands and working environment at ev-
ery step of the way. Selected growth media are often low-value bulk materials 
typical of agro-industrial residues such as coffee grounds, cardboard, woodchip 
waste, sawdust, rice and wheat husks. These are sterilised before culture and 
incubated with spores using a specific mycelial strain from a supplier.40 Once 
the admixture is activated, it is introduced into a transparent mould for obser-
vation for an incubation time that depends on the specific mycelial strain and 
the desired volume of material to be inoculated. This can take from several days 
to a few weeks at temperatures of 25 degrees Celsius, which facilitates hyphal 
growth that relentlessly binds the nutrient medium particles into a unified form. 
The composite’s final properties can be varied by varying the type, fibre condi-
tion, compression of the organic material, as well as changing environmental 
factors such as temperature, carbon-dioxide levels, humidity, and airflow. When 
the desired shape has been adopted, the admixture is dried and attenuated 
to prevent it sprouting fruiting bodies in response to stress. Approaches vary 
widely from starving the mycelium, slowly desiccating it, or cooking it between 
70 and 90 degrees Celsius for up to 90 minutes. 

Mycocomposites and sustainability
The biodegradability of mycelium is conferred by its lifelessness. No longer pos-
sessing its powerful metabolic abilities, materials are infiltrated by water thereby 
providing food for bacteria, mould, and other fungi. Resulting in a shorter lifespan 
than softwoods, this limits its applications for conventional design. The produc-
tion and quality of mycelium-based materials is not yet optimised41,42 but the re-
generative aspects of the mycelial network, which hold dead particles together, 
are presently neglected in developing the composite’s longevity. Instead, myce-
lium composites are likened to wood, a once-alive-now-dead product that can 
be controlled by existing design and fabrication processes. In the public imagi-
nation, fungi are associated with rot, so, compare unfavourably to traditional 
materials like wood and while concept projects address some of these percep-
tions, the odd-looking products are generally regarded as a promotional tactic 
for something inherently infeasible. With no mass-manufacturing capabilities, or 
audiences, mycelium composites currently appeal to an elite clientele. However, 
technical advances coupled with a rapidly growing demand for ecoethical prod-
ucts, positions them as real alternatives to specific market areas already under 
environmental criticism such as the packaging industry and the doors to further 
exploration of microorganismal processes are opening. 

Environmental ethics
The widespread, valorisation of agro-industrial processes as a critical baseline 
for mycelium composites, sets a very low bar in ethical production. Given the 
sophistication and strangeness of the living mycelium, this state of affairs is open 
to significant ecoabuses. While we have few problems killing trees, a far more 
inclusive ethics is needed if biodesign is to critically engage with the specifics of 
ecological production. For this, mycelial perspectives, and even the rights of its 
spores, must be considered. 

They say my kind has only 26 days before I must either germinate or 
shrivel. There is a lot they don’t know, and I may outlive their expecta-
tions. And 26 days! That can be a gloriously long time to see the world.43

Ecoabuses begin with uncritical endorsement of modernity’s necromonger-
ing tyranny of control. Reducing fungal bodies to servile transformers that turn 
waste into something more valuable, the value of organic matter is foreground-
ed, rather than the potency and agency of the spores. Becoming a mere techni

cal system deployed through biodesign, the repertoire of mycelium is limited to 
a specific role, namely, stitching organic particles together and once this is done, 
its vital properties are no longer needed. Through this utilitarian approach, the 
many freedoms and forms of work that are routinely performed by free-living 
fungi are rendered valueless. Rebranding this neglect “abundance,” legitimises 
raising spores in refined media solely for human purposes, where, without any 
concern for their preferences, or welfare, they become the fungal equivalent of 
battery chickens. 

Feeling and tasting their surroundings, mycelia naturally search for curi-
ous chemical delights that lead to new experiences and sets of relationships, 
which comprise the details of their world. Depriving mycelia of their natural for-
est context within the chemically homogenous environment of sterilised agro-in-
dustrial waste that typifies the biodesign process, forces them to become mono-
cultures rather than multispecies communities and is quite unlike the character 
of our native soils. Lacking their variety of nutrients and richness, such media 
are likely unappealing to the fungal body, but trapped in cling-film, are their only 
option for survival. The combined lack of environmental richness coupled with 
the absence of interspecies companionship is contrary to the primal needs of 

Experimental Architecture Group
Range of “living” brick experiments that interweave soil, plant roots, mycelia and printed ceramics, SEEM[N]EST experiments, 

printed ceramics, mycorrhiza, plant roots, 2017 © Experimental Architecture Group, Kristi Grisakov and Studio UnSeen
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fungi, depriving them of their time-honoured associations with tree roots and 
microbes. Having come from the deep, fungi are explorers, where the safety 
of sterile laboratory conditions denies them agency, limiting their range of ex-
periences and ability to mobilise their potent chemistry. Biofabrication there-
fore creates a chemical version of loneliness and potentially, existential angst 
in fungi, as they search for significant others that simply, are not there. Such 
poverty of environment is an environmental abuse, and many fungal species 
fare very poorly in refined media.44 As Carl Woese notes in the case of labora-
tory-cultures microbes; those that survive under such abnormal conditions are 
not typical of the species but “monsters”.45

 Although the human assisted cultivation of spores in specialist centres 
is a quantitative boost for fungi, their quality of existence must also be con-
sidered beyond their propagation. Adopting the shape of the mould, mycelia 
are subjected to a drastic loss of freedom and longevity. In their native habi-
tat, fungi can span massive areas of land and persist longer than any animal 
such as the Armillaria solidipes, found in Oregon, occupying 2,400 acres of soil, 
which was estimated to be around 2,400 years old.46,47 While sterile media 
provides mycelia with a readily available source of food, their proliferation 
is accelerated in ways that decrease the quality of encounters, while being 
constrained by a specific geometry, where space is not unlimited as in the soil. 
Overcrowded hyphae work against their instinct to grow outwards, compet-
ing with each other until they run out of nutrients and starve leaving their stiff 
chitin husks behind. Most troublingly, the various sterilising attenuation pro-
cesses of “curing”—starvation, desiccation, cooking—deliberately prevent the 
further formation of spore-releasing fruiting bodies and are therefore, cruel.
 Human economics impose further tyranny on mycelium growth. To 
compete with industrial production methods, biofabrication is directed to-
wards mass manufacturing systems to make savings in terms of cost and 
speed, exacerbating extant ecoabuses. Another kind of economy for biode-
sign is needed that is centred on values based on the recycling of life. Such 
an economy of care is characterised by multiple acts of generosity, or giving 
back to nature, where the inherent characteristics of mycelia can inform this 
process through the interplay between metabolism and genetics. Already em-
bodying an ancient economy of metabolism that both establishes and oper-
ates within the carrying capacity of the planet, these dynamic transactions 
can be likened to that of politics and economy, as both systems regulate their 
own autonomous agendas, while influencing each other. However, it is metab-
olism, “the economy of living systems,” that ultimately determines the viability 
of any “political” moves by the genetic code, since it frames and, eventually, 
resolves whether any given genetic program will operate.48

Mycelial rights
An ecoethical approach towards working with fungi must, therefore, respect 
their fundamentally symbiotic nature. The specific kinds of freedoms that the 
biofabrication process impinges on, and the benefits for mycelium in return, 
must form the basis of all mycocomposite production processes. Conferring 
the mycelium with the status of a being—an animal—is a start, which acknowl-
edges its natural history and constitutional need to be in chemical conversa-
tion with its essential non-human and human “others.” Sensible and possibly 
sentient, the non-human subjectivity of mycelia and its alternative awareness, 
is based on a strong sense of collectivity, relationality and community building. 
As a non-unitary subject with a nomadic subjectivity, the mycelial “self” seeks 
affirmative interconnections between, and with, mycorrhizal “others” which 
locates the ethical subject—not in the substance of a specific body—but within 
the flow of chemical exchange emanating from its obligate relations.49 Simone Bossi

Colosseum, Rome, 2021

Mycocomposting
An economy of care centred on the value of recycling life is already evident 
in myco-composting, an emerging branch of biodesign that confronts the sub-
ject of excrements. Reaching beyond anthropocentrism, it imposes far fewer re-
straints on its mycelia than is typical in architecture, interior and product design. 
Importantly, these mycocomposites remain uncured and so, fully decompose 
their subjects not distinguishing between anthropocentric categories imposed 
on an artefact, like utility and waste. For example, Natalia Piórecka’s MYCOmoss 
Bird House is a compostable shelter for blue tits that not only uses a living myco-
composites but also invites a symbiotic relationship with moss, where, although 
ectopically placed, the mycelium is not alienated from its natural role within the 
soil. Additionally, the SEEM[N]EST collaboration between the Experimental Archi-
tecture Group and Studio UnSeen, created structured soil scaffoldings as print-
ed ceramic fragments that were then planted into the ground to become sites 
for plant-mycorrhizal relationships—or assimilative ceramics. 
 Introducing the human into dynamic, multispecies, material-organismal 
explorations is problematic. Tensions between mycelial flourishing and human 
desire can impinge on our own freedoms, a paradox that is ingeniously surveyed 
by a growing range of eco-friendly coffins. The Infinity Burial Suit pioneered by 

Experimental Architecture Group
Mycelium detail growing through printed ceramic “brick”, SEEM[N]EST experiments, printed ceramics, mycorrhiza, 

plant roots, 2017 © Experimental Architecture Group, Kristi Grisakov and Studio UnSeen
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Coeio
Infinity Burial Suit, diagram showing relationship between organic cotton and bio mix, composed of mushrooms and other 

microorganisms that together do three things; aid in decomposition, work to neutralize toxins found in the body and 

transfer nutrients to plant life, 2011 © Coeio 

Right: Infinity Burial Suit, 2016 © Coeio
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Simone Bossi
Colosseum, Rome, 2021

Jae Rhim Lee,50 hosts fungal spores from Aspergillus, Penicillium, Candida and 
Mucor,51 becoming new funeral ritual and tool that simultaneously cleanses the 
body and earth. Providing an alternative approach than contemporary burial 
practices like cremation, whose carbon emissions compound the climate crisis 
and use of toxic preservatives in modern burials that pollute the surrounding 
land, the spore-seeded suit is worn by the deceased as a “living” membrane 
that restores the body within the natural webs of life. Activated on interment, 
the corpse and soil are cleansed by the fungi of toxins that have accumulated 
in their tissues over their lifetimes, which would otherwise leach into the en-
vironment (Figure 9).52 Other designers have followed suit. Shaina Garfield’s 
eco-friendly burial rests the deceased on a pine wood surface, wrapping it in 
cotton and a woven netting of rope impregnated with fungal spores,53 while 
the Living Cocoon by Bob Hendrikx is a mycocomposite coffin that takes two 
to three years to fully decompose. Hendrix,54 who is also working with light-
emitting fungi, plans to activate their fruiting bodies over the site of the burial, 
as an alternative to traditional tributes such as flowers and candle lights. 

An ecoethical practice of biodesign
Reconciling us with the exiled wastes of modernity, mycelia can help us under-
stand our commonalities with nonhumans through endless acts of mutualistic 
diplomacy that help us understand how we can better interact by becom-
ing more symbiotic in our relatings and design practices. Shaping the ethical 
landscape at the forefront of biodesign thinking and practice, secrets buried 
in genes are now accessible through metabolism, enabling us to chemically 
converse with the more-than-human realm and circumventing the mores of 
human languages. Replacing consumption with life-promoting values, biode-
sign practices are capable of resurrection, fulfilling Hundertwasser’s search for 
natural recycling, where “shit” turns to earth to become lawn, forest, garden 
and ultimately, “gold”.55 In closing this circle, nature’s alchemy of matter offers 
a sophisticated tool for orchestrating an expanded metabolic symphony that 
expedites the most magical feat on Earth—the ongoingness of life.
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On mycohuman 
performances
The work of Saša  Spačal, Tarsh Bates and Theresa Schubert is not representational in the manner of traditional 
fine art, but operates rather through performative, multidisciplinary and research-based strategies to produce 
artwork through fungal material as such. Regine Rapp’s research results are based on the series “Nonhuman 
subjectivities” and “Nonhuman agents” that Christian de Lutz and Rapp conceived and realized at Art Laboratory 
Berlin (2016–18) in various formats – exhibitions, workshops, lectures and a conference.

This is the reprint of an article from the scientific peer-reviewed journal Fungal Biology and Biotechnology which 
has been published under Creative Commons Attribution License (4 December 2019; CC BY, ‹creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/›).

text: Regine Rapp

I n the last years fungi have received more and more international atten-

tion in artistic research – specifically in the art domains known as Bio Art, 

Science Art or Post Media Art, under the general domain of Hybrid Arts. 

Fungi, especially mycelia, have become vital agents in some outstanding ar-

tistic experiments, installation projects, and ongoing art interventions.  

Especially noteworthy are the different unconventional practices of 

these artists who, in their process-oriented artistic projects, often turn to new 

formats and themes in the form of a multidisciplinary practice. The selected 

examples show how the traditional laboratory and exhibition space are func-

tionally, performatively and interactively questioned, expanded or even infil-

trated. The respective artists usually not only work collaboratively with scien-

tists, they also work in science labs themselves. Therefore, let us consider this 

a new artistic paradigm: one in which artistic practices have a direct interest 

in organic matter as such – in our case fungal material. The artists discussed 

deal with biomaterials in open, accessible formats, without subsequently 

transforming them into a traditional artistic format (such as paintings or pic-

tures). Representation is consciously undermined in favour of an immediate 

artistic exploration of matter. It is significant that in this new art movement, 

one increasingly encounters the open and fleeting format of performance and 

collaborative forms of work.1

In this article I want to introduce three outstanding artists working 

continually with fungi in their artistic practice – Saša Spačal, Tarsh Bates and 

Theresa Schubert. All were closely connected to the series “Nonhuman Sub-

jectivities” and “Nonhuman Agents” that Christian de Lutz and I had conceived 
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and realized recently at Art Laboratory Berlin.2 Fungal matter is considered 

here in various ways: as co-habitant, as microorganism within the human 

body, or object of geometrical experiment.

Oyster mycelium performing with humans

My artistic practice in some aspects takes the form of a mycohuman re-
lationship, which is based on the entanglement of mycorrhizal extensions 
that transgress both fungi and humans as species, thus forming an exten-
sive rhizomatic network so vast that it encompasses several planes of ex-
istence: material, immaterial, organic, technological, social and planetary. 
On this planet of interspecies negotiation, symbiotic bonds are imple-
mented with mycorrhizal technology that enables me to explore my habi-
tat with fungi as my guides and teachers.3

In a posthuman or post-anthropocentric worldview, we still retain our subjec-

tive point of view, but find it de-centred and appropriated by new forms of 

community. We can no longer consider ourselves to be individual, but a col-

lective of human, fungal, bacterial and viral agents that make us who we are. 

From that point we move outward into a world, in which we are but part of a 

stream of interaction and becoming, in tandem with myriad others. Specifical-

ly these conditions form the setting for the performative aesthetics and ethics 

of Saša Spačal’s artwork. Her projects offer intriguing biotechnological strate-

gies for immersion and inter-connectedness. Without ever losing the artistic 

value of aesthetic experience, Spačal, makes use of scientific knowledge and 

lab practice to set up special encounters that are mediated by non-linguistic 

forms of awareness and exchange – sonic, electronic and metabolic. The re-

sults offer us a new repertoire for re-engaging the world.

In the interactive audio–visual installation Myconnect (2013), the artist 

and her colleagues Mirjan Švagelj (microbiologist) and Anil Podgornik (pro-

grammer, designer) let us experience the physical dimension of being con-

nected with the surrounding environment (Umwelt) and experiencing the 

phenomenon of what Donna Haraway calls “companion-species”. The work is 

an experiential space in the literal sense: visitors are invited to individually en-

gage in a biofeedback loop for about ten minutes in an almost closed wooden 

capsule with fungi; Spačal, uses oyster mushrooms (genus Pleurotus) or shii-

take (Lentinula edodes). This involves connecting a person’s nervous system to 

a fungal mycelium in a biofeedback loop. Upon entering the capacitive cap-

sule, a person is equipped with a heartbeat sensor, headphones and vibration 

motors placed on different parts of the body. The human heartbeat sets the 

system in motion. The signal travels through the oyster or shiitake mycelium 

(in Petri dishes), where it is modulated in real time.4 The modulated signal 

is transmitted back to the human body via sound, light and tactile sensory 

impulses. The overwhelming stimuli that affect the nervous system cause a 

change in the heartbeat. A new loop begins and the circle is closed. A „symbio-

sis“ of signals sets in.

The installation Myconnect is a symbiotic connector of various kinds 

that questions the anthropocentric division between nature and humans. With 

Saša  Spačal, Mir-
jan Švagelj and 
Anil Podgornik
Myconnect, 2013, in-

stallation, installation 

view at Art Laboratory 

Berlin in 2017 

© Saša  Spačal, 

Mirjan Švagelj 

and Anil Podgornik
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its circuit of signals and impulses, generated and translated by biological and 

technological organisms, Myconnect offers an immersive experience of symbi-

otic interactions. This experience makes the technological distinction between 

nature and human appear as an arbitrary definition serving particular biopoliti-

cal interests of human society.

The artist–biologist–designer collective has decided to work with mush-

rooms, as they are one of the dominant life forms in the world: “Fungal myce-

lium seemed to be a perfect organism to form an interspecies connector for 

multiple reasons”, remarks Spačal about the work Myconnect. Referring to the 

network-like structure of this organism she points out: “Mycelium as the veg-

etative part of fungus consists of a mass of branching, thread-like hyphae”.5

For Spačal fungi have an ability to help her understand space and time 

scales, and connections between these scales help her to relearn how to relate 

to nonhuman agents, while her body is immersed into the interconnected plan-

etary system, observing and feeling the fresh pulse of intra-action.6 The artist 

makes a direct reference to the philosophical concept of Karen Barad who pro-

poses “agential intra-activity” to overcome representationalism: “…the universe 

is agential intra-activity in its becoming. The primary ontological units are not 

‘things’ but phenomena – dynamic topological reconfigurings/entanglements/

relationalities/(re)articulations. And the primary semantic units are not ‘words’ 

but material-discursive practices through which boundaries are constituted. This 

dynamism is agency. Agency is not an attribute but the ongoing reconfigurings 

of the world”.7

Remarkable is the intense reception of the visitors each of whom en-

gaged with the mycelium in the capsule for ten minutes: ranging from peaceful 

meditative, restful states (in two cases, people had actually fallen asleep) to 

panic and disturbance. Most commonly, the visitors mentioned “heartbeats” 

relating to the sound, “womb” or “egg” relating to the form and “meditative” 

or “secure” in relation to the vibrating points placed on their joints. Almost all 

visitors kept their eyes closed throughout the experience. Many visitors would 

remain inside after the experience was over, to collect their bearings, to look at 

the mycelium, listening to the sound.8

A central point in the artistic practice of Saša Spačall is the phenomenon 

of connection: “In my view, all of this [sic] systems – biological, technologi-

cal, social, artistic, etc. – are closely interconnected and co-dependently inter-

twined in the connections continuum. Everything emerges and resides in the 

connections continuum on different planes however connected to everything 

else in the network. Our artworks are like organisms that are part of techno-

logical ecosystems”.9

„CandidaHomo Ecologies”
Australian artist and life scientist Tarsh Bates artistically explores what it means 

to be a human being, always bearing in mind that the human body is made 

up of over one trillion cells, of which only about half are human. Her leitmo-

tifical material, which she explores artistically and scientifically for more than 

ten years, is the yeast Candida albicans.10

Candida albicans belongs to the yeasts (phylum Ascomycota) and is a 

Tarsh Bates
Surface dynamics of 

adhesion, 2016, in-

stallation, exhibition 

view at Art Laboratory 

Berlin, spring 2016  

© Tarsh Bates
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species of several hundreds that are found in and on the human body. At least 

half of all people carry Candida albicans, usually without being aware of it. The 

human body offers the yeast different ecological niches – mouth, intestines, skin. 

Bates considers the relationship between humans and yeast as “CandidaHomo 

Ecologies” and sees both partners as equals: “We (Candida and Homo) are in re-

lentless re-orientation, responding to changes in pH, temperature, moisture and 

nutrients, tentatively traversing the affordances of each other’s bodies”.11

 In 2016 Bates developed her art project Surface dynamics of adhesion 

that was shown in the exhibition “The Other Selves. On the Phenomenon of the 

Microbiome” at Art Laboratory Berlin in spring 2016.12 The work puts Candida 

albicans directly in the centre of attention – literally and materially with living 

candida. The work refers to the cultural, social, psychological and not least mi-

crobiological aspects of Candida albicans.13

 In many ways, the installation has a potential for subversion. At first 

glance, the installation seems to be subject to a clear representationalism – the 

narrative of a bourgeois interior. A sofa and two Victorian-era chairs are ar-

ranged in the room into a suite, with a patterned wallpaper on the wall behind 

it. Only at second glance, and herein lies the power of this artistic work, one be-

comes aware of the biomaterials of the “wallpaper decoration”. Only by a closer 

look and orientation in the installation room, it becomes clear that the alleged 

wallpaper is actually a living organism. I call it a biological trompe-l’œil. The mo-

ment of awareness of the delusion takes place in the exhibition room itself – most 

of the time the visitors are (already) sitting on the sofa, reading background in-

formation about the artist, encountering Candida albicans and finally learning 

more about the installation they are already in. As soon as the viewer discovers 

the living organism in the large rectangular Petri dishes, the representational-

ism begins to waver. The playful decor of the bourgeois ambience deliberately 

misleads the viewer, creating a great moment of becoming aware of the living 

organism, the yeast. And while the visitors read on the sofa, the organism with 

which this work deals artistically and scientifically sits literally “at their back”!14

 While in Australia, Bates could present the living Candida albicans (level 2 

biological protection) in public exhibitions.15 For the Berlin project she has decid-

ed to use Candida parapsylosis, an organism, that was still level I back in 2016.16 

This has to do with regulations that are far more restrictive in Germany and 

Europe than in Australia: despite her professional sealing of the organism within 

two layers, it is not permitted in Germany to present level 2 substances (such as 

Candida albicans) in public space outside a scientific laboratory.17

 The red-brown frieze on the wall, mounted at waist height behind the 

Victorian double seater, resembles a model of flocked wallpaper. The living Can-

dida parapsylosis, which is applied in five acrylic plates on agar with the blood 

of the artist, grows in a pattern very similar to the first drawings of its relative 

Candida albicans by the biologist Charles Philippe Robin from 1853. The formal 

aesthetic combination of microbiological knowledge and social–historical deco-

ration is fascinating. Especially in the Victorian era, the awareness of hygiene 

increased rapidly. Thus, Bates marks a historical connection in the mid-19th cen-

tury in several respects.

 Her artistic practice internalizes a form of human–nonhuman collabora-

tion. From the blood of the artist a medium has emerged (in the biotechnological 

and aesthetic sense), on which the Candida can grow. Bates offers her blood to 

the yeast to thrive. Bates was able to prepare this complex work in the labora-

tory of the German Heart Center in the Berlin Charité in Berlin-Steglitz.

 This multilayered work of art can be directly linked to Barad’s term “intra-

action”: it is about the relationship between humans and Candida, about the 

intra-action of the yeast fungus in and on the human body, also in the exhibi-

tion space. In the sense of Barad, matter unfolds in a performative way and un-

dermines the conventional form of representationalism. The hidden message of 

this installation, the hidden biomaterial, also reflects the many taboos related to 

Candida in our human society, as an invisible potential for thrush and other in-

fections. This is a remarkable moment in Bates’ work about the subtle (aesthetic) 

power of biopolitics.

Co-performing with fungi
While Spačal follows an approach of interconnectedness of human and myce-

lium and Bates stresses the collaborative cohabitation between human body and 

Candida – there is another outstanding artist who also sympathises with a ho-

listic approach and values the idea of collaborative working with living entities 

– be it with mushrooms, slime moulds or lichen: Theresa Schubert. The Berlin-

based artist researches unconventional visions of nature, technology and the 

self. She studied media art at the Bauhaus University Weimar. In her installations 

or site-specific interventions she often works with living organisms who she con-

siders equally as co-workers and collaborators. Schubert critically reflects the 

world around her through the context of the Anthropocene and therefore often 

refreshingly deconstructs anthropocentric viewpoints. She is also the co-editor 

of the important publication Experiencing the Unconventional (2015) that reflects 

new international art science research with numerous international contribu-

tions in Electronic, Digital and Bio Art. 

Experiencing the Unconventional. Science in Art’ presents art projects 
that resulted from unconventional explorations, curious experiments and 
their creative translations into sensorial experiences developed by es-
tablished and emerging artists. Using electronic and digital art, bioart, 
sculpture and installations, sound and performance, the authors are re-
moving boundaries between natural and artificial, real and imaginary, 
science and culture. The book aims to hybridize art projects and trans-
disciplinary approaches to a contemporary art practice by developing a 
new understanding of media and an innovative approach to materials in 
the Anthropocene.18

One of Schubert’s artistic long-term studies is titled Growing Geometries – Tat-

tooing Mushrooms, which started as part of her Ph.D. research on agency in Bio 

Media Art at Bauhaus University Weimar in 2015. Reflecting human and nonhu-

man relationships Schubert investigates “with a focus on methods of generat-

ing images by nature. The deeply anthropocentric gesture of tattooing puts the 

fungi closer to mankind and helps to translate a growth process into an aesthetic 

experience”.19 Schubert applies geometric shapes on living fungi with a tattoo ma-

chine with coloured ink. The geometric figures on the mushroom’s growing cup 
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constantly alter in time – a wonderful visualized proof of the concept of growth. 

The complex installation encompasses living fungi, Raspberry Pi, camera, screen, 

video, tattoo machine, drawings and photographs (Schubert has tested the proj-

ect with various mushrooms, for example Pleurotus ostreatus, Agaricus bisporus, 

and Agrocybe aegerita; Lentinula edodes, Macrolepiota procera).

“This artistic project investigates the morphology of fungi and evolution 

of geometrical shapes on living and growing membranes and ultimately how im-

ages can be generated by natural processes”.20 In a fascinating way this work 

connects both the philosophical reflection on time scale, biological time, and var-

ious sign systems. While the tattooed squares repeatedly become circles in the 

fungal caps, we can encounter here a critical take on modernist Bauhaus tradi-

tions whose predominant reference system to geometrical forms contradict(ed) 

in so many ways bio(morphic) phenomena.

“The cultivation of mycelium and the choice of fungi as material underlie 

Theresa Schubert
Growing Geometries – Tattooing Mushrooms, exhibition view at Art Laboratory Berlin, 2015

© Theresa Schubert

my interest in rhizomatic structures as a biological and sociological phenom-

enon”, remarks Schubert, “not least influenced by Deleuze/Guattari’s applica-

tion of the rhizome as a metaphor for a poststructuralist model of knowledge 

organization and distributed organization without hierarchies”.21 Reflecting 

this piece under the paradigm of human–nonhuman hierarchy, there is a phe-

nomenal detail in the project’s outcome. As Schubert apparently was confront-

ed repeatedly with the question of collaboration, she added a new layer to this 

project this year – as if to do justice to the mushroom as equal co-agents: after 

choosing one of her drawings of the growing mushrooms of the same project 

she had it tattooed on her own body (on her back) and stated: “I feel that now 

this project is completed for me because after tattooing the mushrooms, I am 

now closing the loop back to myself, making my skin available and also going 

through the painful process of this aesthetic inscription method”.22

In context of Schubert’s various formats and the methods of her bio-

Theresa Schubert
Growing Geometries – Tattooing Mushrooms, exhibition view at Art Laboratory Berlin, 2015

© Theresa Schubert
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media practice with and about mushrooms, she also had undertaken several 

performative methods to encounter human–nonhuman entanglements with 

mushrooms in situ – together with the public: In summer 2017 Schubert realized 

her project The Forestal Psyche including a public walk in the forests of Branden-

burg, outside Berlin. The public was invited to universally interact with the natu-

ral forest habitat that Schubert has used in her art. By introducing the group into 

the world of lichen, slime moulds and fungi found on the forest walk, the artist 

took the role of both performer and (inter)mediator. The collected samples were 

further analysed under field microscopes and discussed within the group.

I wanted to see how imagination and biotechnology would work together 
in an artistic workshop”, the artist reflects in an essay retrospectively on 
her forestal intervention. “Is it possible to demystify hard science by in-
terpreting it creatively? Following Barad’s reading of performance as a 
scientific practice I understood myself as part of the investigation in an 
interconnected world. 23

Once part of Art Laboratory Berlin’s series “Nonhuman Agents”, Schubert contin-

ued and enhanced her fascinating forestal walk in a different, but not completely 

new context: in the current art science research project Mind the Fungi, a collab-

oration between the Institute of Biotechnology TU Berlin and Art Laboratory Ber-

lin (2018 to 2020).24 Focussing on local tree mushrooms as sustainable material 

for the future, this interdisciplinary research project invited Schubert as artist-

in-residence to research, explore, experiment together. One of her contributions 

were several Walk & Talks in October and November 2018 in Berlin and Bran-

denburg forests with a broad public. What philosopher and physicist Barad had 

once formulated in reference to material engagement and scientific research: “A 

performative understanding of scientific practices, for example, takes account 

of the fact that knowing does not come from standing at a distance and repre-

senting but rather from a direct material engagement with the world”.25

Schubert has offered diverse and meaningful perspectives on fungi and 

the forest and cultural historical approaches. Her open formats, like talks and 

performances in situ, play a vital role in the context of art science research, es-

pecially connected to a citizen scientist component. As Schubert is very experi-

enced in this she is the one who bridges the gap between public, scientists and 

knowledge – both informatively and aesthetically, logistically and formally. It was 

amazing to witness during the last Walk & Talks the collaboration between artist 

and scientists, as their collective knowledge, approaches and methods led to a 

universal unique experience for the public. In a more and more complex world, 

this seems to be undoubtedly one of the most sustainable ways of knowledge 

collection and dissemination.

Discussion
The series of “Nonhuman Subjectivities” (2016/17) as well as “Nonhuman Agents” 

(2017/18) allowed me to not only curate and discuss new artistic approaches 

connected to nonhuman agency and sentience. The series also gave me space to 

theoretically and philosophically explore new works in Hybrid Arts that relate to 

the idea of human–nonhuman relationships and works with biomaterial as such. 

Theresa Schubert
Forestal Psyche, Bries-

etal (Brandenburg), 

August 2017, as part 

of Art Laboratory 

Berlin’s series „Non-

human Agents“

© Theresa Schubert
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When living matter becomes a medium, not only for human art production, but 

for an attempt for cross species “intra-action”, what are the implications of this 

new paradigm of Hybrid Arts?

Working with Saša Spačal and Tarsh Bates in the context of the series 

“Nonhuman Subjectivities” (2016/17) as well as “Nonhuman Agents” (2017/18) al-

lowed us to see the manifold complexities of artworks produced in collaboration, 

not only between artist and scientist, but between the human and nonhuman. 

Myconnect and The Surface dynamics of adhesion offer the viewer/participant/

recipient an opportunity to experience or contemplate symbiosis. In the for-

mer work the experience is explicitly non-linguistic, in the latter it is introduced 

through a subtle trompe-l’œil in which the viewers only slowly discover that 

the artist has literally offered her blood as sustenance for the yeast. Theresa 

Schubert meanwhile sees the nonhuman as co-creator through interventions, 

both into the fungal morphology and into our own cultural notions of what we 

call “nature” and how these are currently being eroded by the “Anthropocene”.

As Biology has challenged our notions of what is human, art practice that 

engages the life sciences has developed new forms and practices. No longer 

“representational”, this art is performative, interactive and multidisciplinary. Liv-

ing organisms become a medium for an experimental art that not only actively 

engages science, but seeks to bridge the human and nonhuman. Saša Spačal’s 

work Myconnect creates a functional symbiosis between the human participant 

and mycelia. Tarsh Bates’s Surface dynamics of adhesion involves creating a bio-

technological home for a yeast which is both human holobiont and pathogen, 

within an art installation. Theresa Schubert’s work is a collaboration with the 

fungi, through an intervention with its morphological growth. We can also con-

sider her approach as an exploration of the forest as a space formerly known as 

“nature”, in an age when humans influence the whole planet. And yet humans are 

just discovering that we are ourselves intimately interconnected with the world 

around us on the most intimate microbial and metabolic levels.

Endnotes 
[1] On the basis of exhibitions, talks, seminars, workshops and a 3-day international interdiscipli-
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[2] Regine Rapp: “Nonhuman Subjectivities. Artistic Strategies Towards a Multispecies Performa-
tivity”, talk at the conference Non-Human Agents in Art, Culture and Theory, Art Laboratory Berlin,
24–26 November 2017, Online-Publication/Video-Recording: ‹artlaboratory-berlin.org/html/eng-
event-40.htm› [10 June 2019].
[3] Saša Spačal in conversation with the author, July 2019.
[4] “Mycelium’s oscillations of electrical resistance than generate temporal offset of the incoming
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es.” in ‹agapea.si/en/projects/myconnect› [10 June 2019].
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[6] Saša Spačal in conversation with the author, July 2019.
[7] Karen Barad: Meeting the Universe Halfway. Quantum Physics and the Entanglements of Matter
and Meaning, Durham / London 2007, p. 818.
[8] Many thanks to Lizzy Sawyer for this valuable information. As an ALB team member she was
present during the whole exhibition time of “Nonhuman Networks”, where the work Myconnect was
shown [30 September–26 November 2017].

[9] Clot-Interview with Saša Spačal: ‹clotmag.com/sasa-spacal› [10 June 2019].
[10] Tarsh Bates defended her dissertation “The Unsettling Eros of Contact Zones. Queering Evolu-
tion in the CandidaHomo Ecology” in 2018 at the University of Western Australia, School for Human
Sciences; ‹tarshbates.com/about/› [8 July 2019].
[11] Tarsh Bates: “The Unsettling Eros of Contact Zones”.
[12] See ‹artlaboratory-berlin.org/assets/pdf/Ausstellungstext_Other_Selves_EN.pdf› [8 July 2019].
[13] This work was part of the group exhibition “The Other Selves. On the Phenomenon of the
Microbiome” at Art Laboratory Berlin [27 February–30 April 2016], ‹artlaboratory-berlin.org/html/
eng-exh-39.htm› [10 June 2019].
[14] See ‹artlaboratory-berlin.org/assets/pdf/Ausstellungstext_Other_Selves_EN.pdf› [8 July 2019].
[15] Although she had to write a 70-page safety document, and had the institution of SymbioticA
and the Anatomy Department of the University of Western Australia on her side.
[16] In 2018, Bates exhibited this piece again in the Hygiene Museum in Dresden, when Candida par-
apsylosis had been reclassified as level 2. She therefore chose a third level-1 Candida.
[17] See the German Biological Agents Ordinance ‹gesetze-im-internet.de/biostoffv_2013/› [10 June
2019].
[18] Theresa Schubert & Andrew Adamatzky [eds.]: Experiencing the Unconventional. Science in Art,
Singapore 2015, p. 1 [Preface].
[19] See ‹theresaschubert.com/arts-experiments/art/growing-geometries-tattooing-mush-
rooms/#images-videos› [8 July 2019].
[20] Ibid.
[21] During the 1970s French philosopher Gilles Deleuze and French psychoanalyst Felix Guattari
developed the term “rhizome” and “rhizomatic” to stress non-hierarchic systems of thought, work-
ing with planar and trans-species connection. They used “rhizomatic” in opposition to “arbores-
cent” [for hierarchic, tree-like], which they would use for hierarchic structures of knowledge. See
Gilles Deleuze & Félix Guattari: Capitalisme et Schizophrénie, Paris 1972 [vol 1], 1980 [vol 2]; Gilles
Deleuze & Félix Guattari: Mille Plateaux, Paris 1980.
[22] See ‹theresaschubert.com/arts-experiments/art/growing-geometries-tattooing-mush-
rooms/#images-videos› [8 July 2019].
[23] Ibid.
[24] See ‹artlaboratory-berlin.org/html/eng-Mind-the-Fungi.htm› [8 July 2019].
[25] Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway, p. 818.
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Growing fungus
Growing Fungus: celebrating multispecies collaboration through image-making navigates an unexpected encoun-
ter between artist and fungus. The discovery of fungus growing through old and expired 35mm film transforms 
into an opportunity for creative collaboration between species. This series of photographs demonstrates that 
by embracing contamination from other organisms, image-making can become a lively and ecological process. 
The physical and receptive nature of analogue photography facilitates and visualises the co-creation between 
fungus, material, and artist. Human-centric notions of agency and technical control within a creative practice are 
unravelled as a complicated local ecology is photographed by the fungus-infested film.

text and images: Remi Siciliano

T hese images emerged from an unintentional, unexpected encounter with 

a fungus. I had purchased a second-hand bulk film loader still containing 

film inside, and loaded a roll to take on my favourite local bushwalk to 

test. This walking track and accompanying bike path run through Burnt Bridge 

Creek in Balgowlah on Sydney’s Northern Beaches. While not a particularly strik-

ing or popular area of local nature, the riparian corridor is a place I constantly 

revisit. The bush facilitates slow, contemplative walks and enchants me with the 

sounds of lively nocturnal worlds which often drift into my bedroom, a few blocks 

away, at dusk. When the roll of bulk-loaded film was developed after this particu-

lar walk, I was surprised and amazed to see fungus obscuring my images of nos-

talgic and familiar, albeit wild, weedy and overgrown urban bushland. Sprawl-

ing, thick white networks of the fungus augment and transform the images they 

encounter. Looking up-close at the images reveals the meeting of photographic 

material and fungal bodies. The consistent silver grain of the film merges fungal 

growth into the image I had intended to capture. There is no sharp and distinct 

boundary between the areas of the image encountered by fungus and those un-

touched. Instead, there is transformation and the ambiguous continuity between 

organism and material. 

       The bush backdrop of these images is home to a camp of flying foxes and has 

for many years been a space of tense human and nonhuman encounters and co-

habitation. The camp backs onto fenced gardens and human homes, and its noisy 

and often smelly inhabitants are undesirable nonhuman neighbours for many in 

the local community. Fears of contamination from conventionally uncharismatic 

organisms such as flying foxes and fungus or mould establishes strain within 

multispecies communities and reinforces a binary between clean/contaminated 

which often poses risk to organisms deemed unsavoury or unwanted. It seems 

fitting that it was within this pocket of contested and complicated urban bush 

that my collaboration with fungus unexpectedly began.  
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 Objects, especially photographic objects, overgrown with fungus are con-

ventionally undesirable and unwanted. There is a lack of care associated with 

photographs and other objects of value or sentiment which have been left to 

grow mould. In the instance of my old film, what could have been easily written 

off as a ruined material instead became a creative environment for growth and 

an opportunity to collaborate with another organism. Contamination from fun-

gus, contrary to an antagonistic force against photography, has instead become 

a vital process within my work and creative practice.

 Since my initial discovery I have been setting up photographic experi-

ments to try and contaminate more rolls of film. Inviting and encouraging en-

counters with fungus allows my practice to be receptive to the temporalities 

and complexities of more-than-human worlds and assemblages. Fungus-infested 

film becomes a celebration of an open-ended collaboration and establishes the 

potential for creative opportunities between species. During times of ecological 

instability, it is vital that we act collaboratively and creatively within the ecolo-

gies that we are embedded within and responsible for.

Remi Siciliano is an Australian photomedia artist exploring the potential to collaborate with other organisms and ecologies to 
make images. Siciliano investigates how the material and receptive nature of analogue photography can lend itself to collabora-
tive experiments and encounters. By intentionally relinquishing agency and technical control, Siciliano’s practice becomes an 
invitation to other species and landscape processes to play an active role in image-making.

Remi Siciliano
Growing Fungus (#1), silver gelatin photograph, 2020 © Remi Siciliano

Growing Fungus (#2), silver gelatin photograph, 2020 © Remi Siciliano

Growing Fungus (#3), silver gelatin photograph, 2020 © Remi Siciliano

Growing Fungus (#5), silver gelatin photograph, 2020 © Remi Siciliano

Growing Fungus (#6), silver gelatin photograph, 2020 © Remi Siciliano

Growing Fungus (#10), silver gelatin photograph, 2020 © Remi Siciliano
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Marjolaine Ryley
In the Woods (I) from the series ‘A Gardener’s Daughter’, Digital C-print,  2019  © Marjolaine Ryley

The mushroom 
who saw    
the future
The Mushroom who saw the future uses the sign of the 
mushroom as it recurs in my life and art. Delving into the 
story of the counterculture of the 1960s and 70s, it explores 
the meanings of psychedelia, considering how mushrooms 
have become a symbol for this explosive era. The images 
and text interweave a Sebaldian narrative that leads the 
viewer into the strange world of an artist assembled from 
New Age beginnings. Drawing on recent writing by Merlin 
Sheldrake, it takes and runs with the idea that mushrooms 
might be seeing, thinking and acting through us in mysteri-
ous ways.

text and images: Marjolaine Ryley
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Can the extended behaviour of psilocybin mushrooms be thought of as leaving 
an imprint in the world in the form of ceremonies, rituals, chants, and the other 
cultural and technological outgrowths of our altered states? Do psilocybin fungi 
wear our minds..?1

I n the autumn of 1998, shortly after his discharge from a psychiatric hospital, I 
found myself walking with my father in the seaside town of Hastings on the East 
Sussex coast. Heading for the stony beach and fishing huts, we passed through a 

small fun fair. Now closed, its psychedelic sculptures in the form of a caterpillar eat-
ing-apple rollercoaster, giant swan boats and a Mushroom kiosk loomed before us. 
         Silhouetted by the Mushroom my father began to tell me about the Earth Chang-
es. He had it on good authority from a woman who was channelling the word of God 
and the Mother. Water levels would rise, cities would be washed away before our 
eyes, Atlantis might re-emerge. A rupture in time and space opened.  The air around 
me distorted. The mushroom and my father were talking as one, mad hatter-like, the 
sunny day taking on a grotesque colour and shape. I tried to quantify his comments. 
Crazy. Not crazy. Crazy? Who knew. That evening in his small bedsit we watched the 
badgers that lived on the steep hill behind the house. In silence we observed them in 
the dark and quiet of his sanctuary, just as when I was a child we had sat on the forest 
floor at daybreak to watch rabbits emerge from their burrows.
        I began a project Growing up in the New Age which was to take the best part of 
ten years. I needed answers. My parents had ‘dropped out’ of society, leaving their 
bourgeois upbringings and heading to the South of France to live in the commune 
of L’Arche, set up by a disciple of Gandhi. During my childhood we lived in squats 
and communes in France and the UK and my parents inhabited what might be 
called a countercultural existence. But I experienced all of this as a child accepting 
my world without question. I began studying the history of the counterculture and 
the historical events of the 1960s and 70s. Were my eccentric hippy parents in fact 
countercultural activists’ heroes of their epoch?
         It is the first time Growing up in the New Age will be exhibited. Alongside images 
and texts, I have some vitrines with New Age artefacts from my parents’ homes. I 
have another collection as well. Since the project began the mushrooms continue 
to appear and I am compelled to collect them. I know well enough not to believe in 
signs from the Universe. Yet every time I find one I feel (rather than hear) “you are 
on the right track - tell the story.” I tentatively show the mushrooms to the curator 
asking if he thinks we should include them. I expect a long discussion on the ready-
made and the everyday artefact in the museum. Instead he simply comments in 
his thick Glaswegian accent “aye, they feel right”. The Mushrooms may be obvious, 
clichés even, but they evoke the era and connect people. They light up faces. 
         Life moves forward and I have a daughter. Eden. I’m trying to make a book of 
‘Growing up in the New Age’. I’m sleep deprived and have no idea how I’m going to 
meet all my deadlines. We are walking together in the woods. She spots the mush-
room first. Getting down to ground level she is captivated and our moods brighten. 
I wonder why mushrooms grab our imaginations so vividly. Is it because they are 
other worldly, transitory beings that pop up unexpectedly? They might be edible or 
poisonous, hallucinatory. They are just the right size for pixies and fairies.  They are 
the stuff of folklore and mycologists’ dreams. Their mycelium parties in the ‘Wild 
West of the soil’.2 

      In Summer of Love: Psychedelic Art, Social Crisis and Counterculture in the 1960s 
Jonathan Harris writes “in much Psychedelic graphic imagery decorative pattern flow-
ers and organic shapes dominate, but there is sometimes something sickly and green-
meaning-corruption about them: an overgrowness or monstrous hybridity”.3

I’m waiting to hear if I have some funding for my book. The suspense is torturous. I 
take my daughter out, heading to our local art gallery. Outside the gallery a selection 
of large mushrooms and toadstools has appeared. I ask a member of staff about the 
art work. “Oh, it’s not art – it’s just for the kids”. I take out my rollieflex as my daughter 

scrambles around the structures, a steak of rainbow legs and wild hair. 
        Mushrooms become a symbol for ‘Growing up in the New Age’. The counter-
culture, I discover, contains all the complexities of the nature/culture osmosis and 
I was a product of it. Perplexingly, my work then must also be born of this fusion.

Marjolaine Ryley
The Other Side from the series ‘The Thin Blue Line, The Deep Red Sea’, C-Print, 2015  © Marjolaine Ryley
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Marjolaine Ryley
Cabinet of the New Age, installation view ‘Growing up in the New Age’ Marjolaine Ryley-exhibition at 

Street Level Photoworks Gallery, UK, 2013  © Marjolaine Ryley 183



At times psychedelic culture seemed apocalyptic. It certainly felt apocalyp-
tic to the participants who acted with certainty that the age of Aquarius was 
upon us and that the old days were doomed to imminent demise. They made 
a clean break with straight society, replacing the family with the commune, 
traditional cuisine with macrobiotics, pop and jazz with acid rock and art 
was transformed from a profession to a crafty, tribal do-it-yourself activity.4

Marjolaine Ryley
Earth Changes (III) from the series ‘Growing up in the New Age’, C-type Print, 2012 © Marjolaine Ryley

I come to understand my parents and to question my own choices.  ‘Growing up’ 
revealed its secrets.  During the 1980s my father worked as a gardener, my moth-
er as a therapist. My father has his feet on the ground and his hands in the soil, for 
a while at least. My mother dealt with minds and the search for personal growth.
        After a difficult pregnancy my son is born early but safe and well the week 
‘Growing Up’ is published. The books are delivered to our home address by 
accident and a giant monolithic stack rises from the living room amongst the 

Marjolaine Ryley
Mushrooms and Sandbags from the series ‘Growing up in the New Age’, C-Print, 2012 © Marjolaine Ryley
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nappies and flowers. I stare at it in disbelief that it has anything to do with me.
          I study horticulture; drawn to botany, soil, pests and diseases, garden his-
tory and growing edibles. It’s a hunger now. I apply to go back to University. 
It’s twenty years since I was last there. I’ve found a place to explore the radical 
garden in all its forms. I look on the University’s website trying to connect to the 

Marjolaine Ryley
A Cure for Sadness from the series ‘A Delicious Garden’, Digital C Print, 2021 © Marjolaine Ryley

cool people in their studios shown in creative splendour. I visualise myself there as 
Mother has taught me. To hell with it. I’m telling the Universe my deepest yearn-
ings. I watch a video about the fine Art department. A clip appears and there are 
my mushroom photographs in an exhibition, a student talking about the thriving 
local arts scene as they flash past!  The particles in time and space  tell  my  cells 

Marjolaine Ryley
Edible Visitor from the Series ‘A Delicious Garden’, Digital C-Print 2020 © Marjolaine Ryley
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and my DNA that I will be studying there. A Delicious Garden. Delicious Mushrooms.
          I’m working with a National Trust garden, following the trail of two women 
who lived in ‘The Grand House’ nearly a hundred years apart. I’m connecting with 
them through shared experiences of womanhood, mysticism and botany. My re-
search feels messy, fragmented, confusing. I find one of my women has written an 
Autobiography. Kitty writes:

Marjolaine Ryley
The Signs: Physic Garden (II) From the Series ‘A Delicious Garden’, Digital C-Print, 2020 © Marjolaine Ryley

I was wandering barefooted through the garden alone and saw a rose-
bud tightly shut: I looked at it for a time and wondered what was inside. 
I picked it and tore off the outer petals to see. There were more inside, 
so I went on. Just when I was getting to the centre which would reveal 
the secret, my governess arrived to find the path strewn with petals. 
What are you doing?... Oh poor rosebud! 5 

Marjolaine Ryley
Cabinet of the New Age, Installation view ‘This is What I See’ Marjolaine Ryley-mid-career retrospective, 

Northern Gallery for Contemporary Art, UK. 2020-21 © Marjolaine Ryley
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She is taken to the house and away from the rose. “I needed to find the heart of 

the rose yet it was forbidden”.6

      This image stays with me and I stop directing my children when we are 
out in nature (which is never enough). They bash around with sticks and pick 
flowers and squash mushrooms. I let them get muddy and wet, play snail races 
and scoop tadpoles into buckets.  Kitty’s words become part of my research 
tapestry; fragments starting to stitch an image.

I discover the Physic Garden in Corbridge. I feel peculiarly at home. I be-
come artist in residence, visiting irregularly but as often as I’m able, absorbing 
knowledge on medicinal plants and mind-altering mushrooms. Here outsider art 
meets botany, moulded by the brilliant mind of an eccentric Neuroscientist. I join 
a workshop to learn about plant spirits. We drink Mugwort tea and the garden 
spins and expands around me.
        Elaine has found signs of teenagers in the garden at night. ‘I’m not sure what 
they were taking, if only they came and talked to me I could give them some 
plants that would work better and be much safer!’.7

The garden path seems set now. There is no going back. My childhood in 
the squats and the freedom I experienced was addictive. I understand my Father 
and his quest for spiritual freedom. Psyche-delia means to ‘make-clear’ or ‘vis-
ible’ the mind. That his spiritual quest had led him to the edge of madness should 
not be a surprise. What sane person could tolerate our current reality.

The exhibition date arrives. It’s been years since I’ve had a show and a 
daunting prospect. The mushrooms are coming out of storage. I make a new 
cabinet to join the others. This one will have my wellies, soil and leaves. I go to 
the allotment and start collecting leaves, then take a spade to a tasty looking 

Marjolaine Ryley
In the Woods (II) from the series ‘A Delicious Garden’, Digital C-Print 2020 © Marjolaine Ryley

patch. I’m worrying about my show, the insecurities of sharing your vision, part 
of the crippling creative process. As I sift through the sticky clay soil removing 
worms, a tiny red and white mushroom emerges. It’s the size of a Bean seed. 
Damn my new age parents and their belief in the interconnectedness of life and 
all things, confounding my cynicism. For once let me freak out. I lift out the tiny 
mushroom, once part of a grow your own fairy garden. It joins the other mush-
rooms in my carefully curated collection of specimens.

Days after my show ends the pandemic hits. The year is a blur as I bunker 
down to look after my children and students. It comes at a price to my sense of 
self. On radio 4 I hear book of the week. Entangled Life. 8 I’m hooked. The days 
are long but there is the promise that every night I can sink under the duvet and 
down into the earth, the creative darkness, with this book. And there is more, the 
suggestion that mushrooms can speak to us. What a relief, I had thought I was 
joining my Father on the magic bus. I dream I am mycelium, my family the soil 
and plants. We are a fragile ecosystem, entangled, becoming. Eden makes me a 
mushroom book mark and my face lights up.

Endnotes 
[1] Merlin Sheldrake, Entangled Life: how fungi make our worlds, change our minds and shape our
futures, (London: Penguin, 2020)
[2] Ibid
[3] Jonathan Harris and Christoph Grunenberg (eds) Summer of Love: Psychedelic Art, Social Crisis
and the Counterculture of the 1960s, (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press 2005)
[4] Ibid
[5] T. Kitty, Autobiography of a Natural Mystic, Kessinger Legacy Reprints, 1963
[6] Jonathan Harris and Christoph Grunenberg, 2005
[7] Dilston Physic Garden, UK, Curator Dr Elaine Perry

[8] Merlin Sheldrake, 2020
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New Age’ Daylight, 2013. She is currently artist in residence at Dilston Physic Garden, UK. She is a PhD researcher in Fine Art at 
Newcastle University and a Lecturer in Photography at Sunderland University. Her PhD ‘A Delicious Garden’ explores the entwined 
relationship between humans, plants and the horti-counterculture. Marjolaine is still collecting mushrooms and growing her own 
medicinal plants.
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Dermot Foley 
The unknowable or even magical qualities 

of trees, garden at Lavaud Gelade, France, 

2017  © Dermot Foley

Entangled life
Fungi challenge our concepts of individuality and even intelligence into question. They are metabolic masters, 
earth makers, and key players in most of life’s processes. They can change our minds, heal our bodies, and even 
help us remediate environmental disaster. By examining fungi on their own terms, Merlin Sheldrake, author of the 
best seller book Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds & Shape Our Futures reveals how 
these extraordinary organisms - and our relationships with them - are changing our understanding of how life 
works. In January 2022 he discussed his book with Antennae’s Editor, Giovanni Aloi.     
   

in conversation: Giovanni Aloi and Merlin Sheldrake

W hen we think of fungi, we probably think of mushrooms. But mushrooms 
are only fruiting bodies, analogous to apples on a tree. Most fungi live 
out of sight, yet make up a massively diverse kingdom of organisms 

that support and sustain nearly all living systems. The more we learn about fungi, 
the less makes sense without them.
 Sheldrake’s mind-bending journey into this hidden world ranges from 
yeast to psychedelics, to the fungi that sprawl for miles underground and are 
the largest organisms on the planet, to those that link plants together in complex 
networks known as the ‘Wood Wide Web’, to those that infiltrate and manipulate 
insect bodies with devastating precision. 
 Fungi throw our concepts of individuality and even intelligence into ques-
tion. They can change our minds, heal our bodies, and even help us remediate 
environmental disaster. By examining fungi on their own terms, Sheldrake re-
veals how these extraordinary organisms – and our relationships with them – are 
changing our understanding of how life works.

Giovanni Aloi: Entangled Life has done incredibly well. You must be proud. Its con-
tribution to the conversations about the non-human and ecology is substantial. It 
feels like fungi were, for a long time the missing part, and your book has filled that 
gap. I remember when the subject began to gain traction in academic discourses 
a few years ago. Part of the challenge involved in writing books is to follow your 
intuition and your interests while also evaluating the receptivity of your audience. 
The question of timing is central to the success of any book. How did the idea for 
Entangled Life come about idea come about and, how did you succeed in deliver-
ing the perfect book at the best possible time?

Merlin Sheldrake: It’s funny that you should ask about timing because that’s the 
part of the book that I didn’t have any control over. The whole publishing process 
takes time, and then COVID came along to slow it further. I joke to myself that 
the fungal angels handled the timing, so I can’t take any credit there. But I do feel 
lucky that it’s worked out so well. 

As for the writing, it was an adventure. The moment-to-moment chal-
lenge was to write for as broad an audience as possible. I wanted to write some-
thing that my fungus nerd friends would enjoy reading, but at the same time, 
that some of my friends’ parents who might never have read a sciency book 
about the living world could also have fun reading. As well as everyone in be-
tween. I thought of the text as having different layers. I hoped that someone 
would be able to read across a chapter at a gentle and easy level, and drop 
down to more complex layers if they wanted to go there. My friend, the novelist 
Edward St Aubyn, uses the metaphor of a ski mountain: one can ski down on a 
blue run, a red run, or a black run, but they are all riding the same mountain. Dif-
ferent people may start and finish in similar places but the journey they’ve taken 
can be very different. 

GA: The result is a very enjoyable, informative, and entertaining book at the 
same time. And this is clearly the work of a lifetime, am I right? Your interest 
in the natural world dates back to your childhood and your Ph.D. research has 
provided a substantial amount of information for this book. But how long has its 
gestation been?

MS: In retrospect, I suppose that a lot of my life is brought to bear on the book. 
But the book itself was never a big plan of mine. The idea arose very suddenly 
in late 2016. Once the process began, I started to draw from existing material or 
things that had happened in the past. 

GA: I’m curious about your creative process as a writer. Something really inter-
esting about this book is how you merge together scientific information—and 
you do that with the integrity that it requires—with anecdotes and evocative 
narrative segments. It feels like you weave these different strands of the book 
together particularly well. And I was wondering if you could tell us a little bit 
about, your creative process.

MS: I spent a year writing the first draft, working quickly and messily in an at-
tempt to outrun my inner editor. Sometimes I find the raw creative process and 
editing process tug in different directions, leading to paralysis. Before I hatched 
this plan, I would sometimes spend a demoralising day writing four sentences 
only to decide I didn’t want the paragraph after all. During this initial process, 
I thought of my task as creating puddle of text which might – with any luck 
– contain a book. When I reached then end of this phase, I started to assemble 
ideas and narratives into a more coherent form. I invited my inner editor back 
when the rewriting began.         
 In general, I find timed free-writing a helpful way to cultivate flow. For 
ten, twenty, or thirty minutes – however long I might have at the start of a day 
or when embarking on a new chapter – I write continuously whatever comes 
to mind, even if it’s nonsense. If handwriting, I don’t take the pen off the paper. 
The one task is to keep generating words. I’m often pleasantly surprised at what 
shows up.  

GA: This is a useful and fascinating writer’s tip, thanks, Merlin. I try to motivate my 
students to write and to embrace writing in the most creative possible ways. I al-
ways find that challenging, I have to admit. I think that artists especially have been 
trained to mistrust writing as a valid creative opportunity, which is unfortunate.
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MS: I find that making a mess is important to the creative process. Once you’ve 
made a mess, it doesn’t matter if you make more mess. If you are wet, it doesn’t 
matter if it keeps raining, you don’t need an umbrella, you’re already wet. I try to 
write in this spirit.

GA: I’m interested in childhood memories. They come and go crisscross in your 
book in very interesting and evocative ways. For quite a while, I’ve become in-
terested in my own childhood. The formative moments in everyone’s childhood in 
which we either have the opportunity to come into contact with nature in a certain 
way, or we don’t, seems to make a huge difference to our adulthood outlook. 

 I’m sure you’ve come across the term “nature deficit disorder”, which is 
a bit of an interesting catchphrase, I would say. I’m interested in your childhood 
experiences with nature and how do you feel they impacted your work? What do 
you think of the current general level of engagement that children have with the 
natural world?

MS: I was lucky to have a father who’s a passionate naturalist and student of the 
living world. He lost no opportunity to encourage me and my brother to take an 
interest in the other lives unfolding around us. We lived very close to Hampstead 
Heath in London, and spent a lot of time roaming around getting muddy. His en-
thusiasm certainly played a big part in my interest in the living world and how it 
all works and what it has to teach us. And I think in some ways I learned more from 
these experiences at home than I did at school in my biology classes which I found, 
ironically, rather lifeless and dry. I had engaging teachers and enjoyed some of my 
lessons, but we were constrained by a rigid curriculum and narrow examination 
process with little time left over for more playful and expansive enquiry.   

As for the second part of your question, it’s hard to say. There is such a 
vast disparity in people’s access to outdoor spaces. But I do think that Nature 
Deficit Disorder is a helpful term. I’m not a great enthusiast for medicalizing hu-
man life, but I think it does help to medicalize this phenomenon because there are 
concrete medical implications – whether increased stress and blood pressure, or 
immune problems, or any number of other issues – that arise when people do not 
have access to the living world. Framing it in these terms can help focus the minds 
of policymakers, which of course urgently need focusing. 

GA: I very much agree with you, and I like your idea of medicalizing the concept. 
For as much as it might sound a little clinical, you are right. I think that labeling 
something as complex as a relationship with nature in a way that is possible to 
understand for legislators is really the key. It’s really a question of actual change 
and whether actual change can be actuated. I guess that in that context, there’s 
an interesting issue that’s been troubling me over time in a productive way. It’s 
the question of engagement in relation to anthropomorphism, which you address 
in your book at different moments. I think the first question related to anthropo-
morphism you pose in the book comes up on page 47, in which you say: 

Anthropomorphism is usually thought of as an illusion that arises like a 
blister in soft human minds: untrained, undisciplined, unhardened. There 
are good reasons for this: When we humanize the world, we may prevent 
ourselves from understanding the lives of other organisms on their own 
terms. But are there things this stance might lead us to pass over—or for-
get to notice? 

And just later on you state, 

If you’re not a human subject, by default you’re an inanimate object: an 
“it,” a “mere thing.” If you repurpose a human concept to help, make 
sense of the life of a nonhuman organism, you’ve tumbled into the trap 
of anthropomorphism. Use “it”, and you’ve objectified the organism and 
fallen into a different kind of trap. 

This very well encapsulates the dynamics of anthropomorphism in art. I am 
thinking of the visual arts as well as literature and so on. Later on in the book, 
you return to the idea of anthropomorphism in a more consistent way. I think 
you’re being very fair and balanced in your criticism about the role entrepre-
neurism plays in the book, which is great, but I was wondering if we could get to 
a more personal… Where do you really stand in relation to anthropomorphism in 
terms of the relationship between science, art, and the humanities? 

MS: This is such an important question. I don’t think there are easy answers, but 
I do think it’s important to entertain these questions and look at them from lots 
of angles. I think it comes down to a question of what we identify as uniquely 
human traits. Anthropomorphism is the application of a human concept or char-
acteristic to a non-human organism. But who decides which concepts or charac-
teristics are uniquely human? If I write that a plant feels the sun on its leaves, the 
chances are that I would not be trying to imply that the plant feels the light on its 
leaves in the same way that I feel the sun on my skin. I suspect I would be using 
this phrase in an attempt to deepen and expand the concept of ‘feeling’ to sug-
gest that yes, the plant is sensitive to light falling on its leaves in very intricate 
ways. And that the plant can, in response to light, change its behaviours in ways 
that impact it’s growth and survival. One could use mechanistic, impersonal lan-
guage instead, which is sometimes appropriate, but in doing so there’s a good 
chance I would have deployed machine metaphors: a form of cryptic anthropo-
morphism given that humans are the only creatures to build machines. My sense 
is that many of the cherished concepts and characteristics that we think of as 
strictly human can be quite readily expanded to include non-human organisms 
and that strong resistance to doing so often arises out of prejudice. 

GA: Yes, I agree. I have been mulling over this question for some time. I think that 
it is ultimately impossible to completely sidestep anthropomorphism because we 
cannot entirely step outside our sensorial and cognitive framework. The applica-
tions are always speculative. What you said also made me think of a book. I’m 
sure you’re familiar with The Hidden Lives of Trees by Peter Wohlleben. I was in-
terested in its proposition. It was interesting to see how successful that book was 
and how, in a sense, it clashed with a certain journey that had been undertaken 
in the humanities since roughly the beginning of the millennium, where the idea 
that acknowledging the inaccessibility of the non-human seemed to prevail. 
    xxxxxI have written quite a bit about this subject too, often found wonder-
ing what are we left with after we acknowledge this? Impenetrability leads us 
to some wall of darkness that ultimately does not reflect our image anymore, 
which is perhaps a step forward, but neither they allow for any productive en-
gagement with the non-human. And I think that that’s where the field of animal 
studies began to stumble in its philosophical inquiry. It looks like the field of 
critical plant studies is trying to address this question differently. And of course, 
we have the purely academic outputs that seem to be more radical, no pun 
intended. We have books like Wohlleben’s, which really tip the scale to the op-
posite side, posing important questions of engagement. In the end, what is the 
ultimate accomplishment, you know, Wohlleben, because botanists and scien-
tists deemed it far too anthropomorphic.  
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I guess that the question really comes down to what we want. Do we 
want a world in which we can’t connect to nature and in which nature appears 
removed and inaccessible or do we use anthropocentrism as a bridge, a pro-
ductive bridge, that can help us to raise important questions? Part of the prem-
ise of your book is to imagine the world from the perspective of fungi, which of 
course is in essence a speculative proposal—nonetheless, it’s intriguing. So, my 
question is, how can we intrigue audiences in the right way? How can we retain 
the intriguing part without totalizing and/or trivializing the non-human?

MS: This is such an important point. I admire the work of Natasha Myers, who 
suggests a playful way around this question. She talks about Charles Darwin’s 
writings on orchids, in which he describes the flowers of a certain species as 
looking like a man with his arm bent around his head, and another arm wrapped 
around his body. Is Darwin anthropomorphizing the flower or is he being veg-
etalised by the flower? We are influenced by non-human organisms all the time. 
As we try to make sense of them, they impact the way that we think, feel, and 
imagine. And of course, the organisms that we’re investigating are being influ-
enced by us too. There’s a two-way flow of interaction going on. And a two-way 
interaction is what we might call a relationship. If we start to see the living world 
– which includes us, of course – as made up of relationships of reciprocal influ-
ence and mutual noticing, then this barrier becomes less terrifying.

GA: Terrifying is the word! You know, that really strikes a chord with me. I spent 
quite a bit of time approaching that terrifying darkness in different readings 
and through different philosophers asking the question of what are we left with 
after we push ourselves so far away from the anthropomorphic light of human-
ism and how much our perspectives might also be influenced by political views. 
You explore this connection at around page 214/15 when you talk about the 
propensity some cultures have had to emphasize what seem to be more pro-
nouncedly left- or right-wing attitudes. 

MS: Yes, I talk about this in the context of symbiosis and in reference to a con-
versation among colleagues, one of whom quipped that he identified as the 
“biological left” because of his focus on interdependency and the behaviour of 
groups – while another lay to the “biological right” because of his tendency 
to emphasize the autonomy of individuals. Of course, most capitalist systems 
depend on a view of humans as neatly bounded individuals acting in their own 
interests, making rational decisions. 

GA: I do see this in my discussions with students. I have often wondered how 
much political views impact conceptions of nature and perspectives on nature. 
And one of the recurring questions is this idea of symbiosis and how maybe the 
selfish gene is not always the predominant factor in natural relationships. I’ve of-
ten wondered if personally, individuals tend to be more inclined to receive posi-
tively one idea or another simply based on how it reaffirms their political views. 
Another interesting example in this context is Darwin’s idea of the survival of the 
fittest and how it has been recently brought into question. 

MS: It’s a big subject. Scientists are embedded in their cultural context. Their 
lives are shaped by human social and political systems. These social and politi-
cal systems come to influence the way that the scientists make sense of the liv-
ing world, meaning that our understanding of non-human lives reflects on some 
level our understanding of our own lives. But of course we then also look to the 

more-than-human world to naturalise our own social and political behaviours 
and organisations. This two-way flow can set up complex reverberations.  

But I think there’s room for a middle ground. Historically, the debate has 
become polarized between people who want a purely cooperative living world, 
and people who favor a worldview based on unmitigated competition and con-
flict. Of course, like most dualisms, this is a binary situation that too often leaves 
us angry and confused. I find it helpful to think about collaboration as a funda-
mental property of life and evolution, and collaboration as always being an alloy 
of competition and cooperation. Perhaps it’s a bit like growing up with a sibling. 
There’s competition and cooperation in such fluid dialogue that you can’t al-
ways work out when someone’s competing and when someone’s cooperating. 
But there’s an overriding sense of collaboration. This is where I like to settle. I 
find it a helpful way forward. 

GA: I’m very interested as well in how these ideas can be applied in the class-
room because these topics are so exciting right now students are finally tuning 
in. I think over time we’ve managed to really chip away at the anthropocentric 
frame of mind of academia. I actually assign chapters from your book as class 
readings, and it was a big hit. There was a great discussion and they responded 
very well to it. I would like to end this conversation as it started, with the idea of 
timing and how perfectly delivered your book is. It seemed to be there was an 
exhibition at London Somerset House this spring on mushrooms. It was called 
Mushrooms: The Art, Design, and Future of Fungi that I thought was pretty special.  
Somerset House is a pretty mainstream venue in London. It’s not an indepen-
dent, small space. Of course, there have been other exhibitions on fungi—many 
artists work with fungi, Art Laboratory Berlin for instance, Doxiadis+, or Theresa 
Schubert. I was wondering how you feel about this spike in mainstream interest. 
How productive do you think the intersection between art, philosophy, and sci-
ence is in the context of fungi?

MS: I think it’s exciting and long overdue that fungi erupt into more mainstream cul-
tural conversations. And it’s thanks to the work of many dedicated fungal researchers 
and knowledge makers over the last few decades and centuries who have worked 
hard to engage people with the lives of these astonishing organisms. There are a 
number of reasons why this is happening now. New technologies have given use un-
precedented access to the microbial world in general, so we know more than we did 
before. This has helped to produce new discoveries that trigger new conversations 
that have spilled outwards and braided together with a growing ecological aware-
ness and a sense that we live bound up within networks of relationships, the rise and 
rise of network thinking, a surge of interest in psychedelics, etc.  

The division between the arts and science is something I’ve always felt very 
unnatural, and I’ve done my best to find the places where this boundary has worn 
thin or can be worn thin. I don’t see them as separate bodies of knowledge. The 
bifurcation between the ‘sciences’ and the ‘arts’ – itself founded on a centuries-
old bifurcation of the world into ‘primary’ quantities, and ‘secondary’ qualities – has 
erected all sorts of confusing boundaries that we stumble over, mistaking them for 
natural features of our minds. In my view, the clean line we might imagine divid-
ing ‘science’ and ‘art’ is one such border. Science isn’t an exercise in cold-blooded 
rationality. Scientists are – and have always been – emotional, creative, intuitive, 
whole human beings, asking questions about a world that was never made to be 
catalogued and systematised. Moreover, scientists have to interpret and commu-
nicate their insights, often ambiguous, uncertain, and contradictory, using imagina-
tive language composed of metaphor and analogy. I think we’d all have much more 
fun if we could dispell the delusion that art and science belong in entirely different 
departments of human life. 
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What a mushroom lives for
What a Mushroom Lives For, Michael J. Hathaway’s new book, pushes today’s mushroom renaissance in compelling 
new directions. For centuries, Western science has promoted a human- and animal-centric framework of what 
counts as action, agency, movement, and behavior. But, as Michael Hathaway shows, the world-making capacities 
of mushrooms radically challenge this orthodoxy by revealing the lively dynamism of all forms of life.  

in conversation: Michael J. Hathaway and Mendel Skulski

Michael J. Hathaway’s What a Mushroom Lives For: Matsutake and the Worlds 
They Make book tells the fascinating story of one particularly prized species, 
the matsutake, and the astonishing ways it is silently yet powerfully shap-

ing worlds, from the Tibetan plateau to the mushrooms’ final destination in Japan. 
Many Tibetan and Yi people have dedicated their lives to picking and selling this 
mushroom—a delicacy that drives a multibillion-dollar global trade network and 
that still grows only in the wild, despite scientists’ intensive efforts to cultivate it in 
urban labs. But this is far from a simple story of humans exploiting a passive, edi-
ble commodity. Rather, the book reveals the complex, symbiotic ways that mush-
rooms, plants, humans, and other animals interact. It explores how the world looks 
to the mushrooms, as well as to the people who have grown rich harvesting them. 

A surprise-filled journey into science and human culture, this exciting and 
provocative book shows how fungi shape our planet and our lives in strange, di-
verse, and often unimaginable ways.

Mendel Skulski: To begin, I was wondering if you could introduce the Matsutake 
Worlds Research Group. What is it? What are its aims? And what are its meth-
odologies?

Michael J. Hathaway: The Matsutake Worlds Research Group started back in 
Santa Cruz, California, although it really began earlier on as a group assembled 
by Anna Tsing, a professor of anthropology at UC Santa Cruz. It brought to-
gether some of her ex-students and some other folks. At the beginning, we were 
interested in rethinking globalization, and crafting a model for an anthropology 
of science that was informed by feminist theories and methods. One idea was 
we would work as a collaborative group, and follow the worlds that are built up 
around the mushrooms, in places like Oregon, Finland, China or Japan.

We’ve hosted many events, talks, and workshops, including the first 
mushroom conference that brought together scientists from North Korea, Ja-
pan, and China who all specialize in the matsutake. We’ve also done a number 
of publications, interviews, and work with artists, as well as publishing a book 
trilogy, by Anna Tsing, myself, and Shiho Satsuka, who is currently writing the 
third book. 

MS: Since then, you’ve gained a lot of knowledge about mushrooms. In your 
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book, you invoke the famous French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss in his 
declaration that “animals are good to think with.” So why might fungi also be 
good to think with?

MJH: One of the fundamental ways that mushrooms can change the way we 
think, is that they are helping us to open up the idea of what the social is, and 
to move beyond social as solely a human phenomenon. Instead the social phe-
nomena can pertain to many different species. This is especially evident when 
we look like at mushrooms that are symbiotic, they are great examples of other 
species with a social relationship beyond their own species. Beyond the field of 
anthropology, mushrooms play conceptually with a lot of the deep binaries that 
we’ve been trained in such as life and death, organic and inorganic and even 
more basic ones such as a frequent sense of a binary of animals and plants. 

Mushrooms are also good to think with because they show us that there 
is a huge range of ways of being. The diverse ways they make relationships with 
other organic materials, can stress the importance of relationality. I think it’s 
important to think of a mushroom as having a body, like we understand human 
bodies, even though we don’t often think in these terms for fungi. I think it’s help-
ful to see how mushrooms’ bodies are shaped by their encounters with others, 
as it shows us how they are so transformable through their relations with other 
beings. Mushrooms are always showing us the importance of relationality, and 
the importance of these relations to even their possibilities of becoming –  as a 
processual dynamic – mushrooms push us to think differently about how we can 
apply this relationality to our own lives, or to our understanding of other things 

MS: Well, I’ll jump off of that, because it was going to be one of my last ques-
tions, but I’ll set this up by saying that much of the book serves to challenge 
human exceptionalism and human supremacy. It also critiques the mechanistic 
model of nature, which together worked to transform diverse forms of life into 
“resources.” I was curious what modes of thought, or exercises have you found 
to be helpful for yourself, for your academic colleagues, for scientists, and for 
matsutake pickers and buyers alike, to embrace what Donna Haraway concep-
tualized as “human being as human becoming”, in that process driven manner?

MJH: Great question. There are so many things to break down -- to explain and 
to explore in that question. Let me just jump on some of those for different listen-
ers who might not be versed in terms like mechanistic models. One thing that I 
am really interested in the history of science, and that certain people have really 
helped me to see this, was a move in Western science to really understand life 
itself as operating in machine-like ways. In that frame, there are parts that work 
together to produce a certain outcome. And one of the premises of taking a 
mechanistic approach is the assumption of the predictability — the machine-like 
predictability — of behavior.

I’ve been reading about lesser known, unorthodox Western scientists 
who were questioning the power of mechanistic thinking and offering alterna-
tives. They didn’t assume that the non-human animals were operating on forms 
of fixed instinct, in terms of “stimulus and response,” but found it far more inter-
esting to explore how these different animals were perceiving and interpreting 
the world. These scientists were interested in a wide range of possible actions 
that these other species would use, not just a singular or predictable response. 
Some scientists that were challenging these mechanistic modes are saying that 
others had often set up experiments that were so limited, and created cage-like 
conditions or lab-like conditions that radically reduced the complexity of the 
actually existing world. Thus in these radically simplified spaces, scientists were 
able to kind of produce behavior that look mechanistic, and that look like stimu-
lus-response. These experiments didn’t provide many opportunities for different

rent animals to really respond creatively. But in the actually existing world, there 
are far more kinds of responses to how these different animals are interpreting 
the world and acting within it, that is far beyond the kinds of dynamics that a 
mechanistic model can grapple with. One consequence has been a basic in-
ability to ask certain questions, in part, because our methods are based on a 
certain mechanistic mode, which doesn’t allow certain forms of complexity to 
be explored. We can ask interesting questions, but we don’t necessarily have 
methods that allow us to explore them.

Back to your question, can you tell me more about what you were think-
ing in terms of Donna Haraway’s notion of human becoming? 

MS: I was just curious if you find that it brings it closer to home for you person-
ally, in ways that you may have seen that awakening in other different fields? 
Especially if the goal is to dissolve some of these things which have led to run-
away extractive perspectives on the world, and if we hope to ameliorate them 
through a kind of an evolving sense of “who we are ‘’ through relationships. 
What are techniques or ideas or examples of things that really bring that to the 
fore for various people?

MJH: I have been wondering recently about what it means to think differently, 
and avoid the term “resources,” which can set up a certain framework that basi-
cally turns living things into extractable resources for human specific purposes. 
The term,  “resources”  is  often deeply tied to a utilitarian, extractionist, human 
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supremacist idea that dismisses living things as not truly alive, and only presents 
them as future consumable resources for the sustaining of human life. They are 
seen as already existing and ready to be used, so it’s a question of “do we use 
them?” or “are we using too much?” that leads to the idea of “conservation of 
resources’’ that unfortunately, still exists in a resource-based mentality.

I once was explaining the three concepts of anthropomorphism, anthro-
pocentrism, and human exceptionalism to a group of students. These are terms 
that the students had heard about, but they hadn’t really broken them down. I 
started to explain the difference between these terms, and in this discussion, I 
had this one amazing student who said, “Oh yeah, I was hoping that the Green 
Party was going to have this radically different view of the natural world and 
how we might have some kind of really different relation compared to what we 
have now”. And she then said, “as soon as I saw, they were interested in the ‘con-
servation of resources,’ I knew we were stuck. They were just as much stuck in 
that hole-like resource mentality as part of the dominant culture that I knew that 
the Green Party was still basically thinking within conventional frameworks”. And 
I was amazed, you know, this student had come up with this on her own without 
reading anything else — just kind of realized the deep limitations to this way of 
resource thinking, a way that has become so widespread. That was something 
that I found so interesting.

As an anthropologist, I’m really fascinated that just a dominant handful of, 
say, a dozen major cultural frameworks have become so utterly dominant and 
hegemonic in the world, and almost all of them are intensely resourcist. These 
frameworks have intensely taken other beings, such as cows, or trees, and have 
turned them into production machines for human consumption. So I think about, 
how did this come to be that this was such a dominant frame for how so much 
of the global economy works? But this framework isn’t everywhere, as there are 
groups like Maori groups in New Zealand or Indigenous groups in Ecuador, or 
Bolivia who have put forward other ways of thinking about the inherent rights 
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of rivers, and the different rights of nature, which I am fascinated by. Moving past 
this connotation of other species as passive objects who are amenable to human 
domination and manipulation, has led to me to understand all beings as what I call 
“world makers”. And by thinking of them as world makers and exploring the specif-
ics of their capacities to interpret and act in the world, they can offer us a really 
different vision of what humans and all other species out there are about. 

I am really interested in how particular mushroom species may be perceiv-
ing the world, and that different species of mushrooms have very different ways of 
being, that can differ substantially between each other, and humans. By thinking 
of every species as a world maker asks us to be curious with how other beings are 
engaging and interpreting the world, where they have some degree of skill and 
capacity that may increase over time, learning through experience. Looking at non-
human species as world makers helps push against a resourcist view. 

MS: Before world making, as you point out, there’s world sensing. And this is an 
idea that you explore in some detail in the book — of Jakob von Uexküll’s umwelt. 
And I was curious how, in your research, perhaps you became more aware of your 
human Umwelt and its limits. And then if it is even possible, to compare the umwelt 
of fungi.

MJH: The idea of the umwelt, German for “the environment,” was developed by 
the polymath Jakob von Uexküll, and this has been a really influential idea on my 
thinking. The umwelt was introduced to me by the anthropologist, Tim Ingold- 
whose father was an amazing mycologist. Tim Ingold proposed to me a question 
by the mycologist, Alan Rayner: “what if our base model in biology was not the 
lab rat, but was the mycorrhizal mushroom? What kind of biology might we have 
built otherwise?” Rather than isolate a rat in a cage, how might we have thought 
about the world if it was always based on the necessity of symbiotic relationships, 
relationships that are very difficult to sustain in a lab? I love that question. 

With the umwelt, these studies helped us think about what behavior is 
more instinctual, and what is more learned, and challenges us to take these differ-
ent creatures seriously on their own terms. Uexküll’s umwelt has since inspired a 
realm of thinking called Biosemiotics, which brought us into the realm that every 
species is both a sign-making and a sign-interpreting species. With this way of 
thinking, I had to be untrained out of imagining that other species were far less 
complex than ourselves. As much as I was skeptical of human exceptionalism, I still 
realized how deeply trained I was to think of humans being much more fantasti-
cally complex, than other animals, plants, and fungi. As I started down the rabbit 
hole of scientific articles on mushrooms and other species, I repeatedly kept not-
ing my surprise in understanding the differential complexities of other beings. 

Dr. Michael Hathaway is Professor of Anthropology and Director of the David Lam Centre for Asian Studies at Simon Fraser 
University in Vancouver, Canada. He also serves as an Editor-in-Chief for the anthropology journal, American Ethnologist. A 2022 
Guggenheim Fellow, his work explores the intersection of environmental and Indigenous movements in Asia, and he has a deep 
fascination with the more-than-human, explored in his second book, What a Mushroom Lives For: Matsutake and the Worlds They 
Make, (Princeton University Press, 2022). It is the second volume in a trilogy, starting with Anna Tsing’s The Mushroom at the End 
of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins.

Mendel Skulski co-creates the podcast Future Ecologies: weaving together interviews, narration, original music, and sound design 
to tell stories that change how we orient ourselves, individually and collectively, as humans in nature. They have worked in col-
laboration with the University of Victoria, the Serpentine Galleries, and the Hollyhock Institute. Mendel has served as president of 
the Vancouver Mycological Society, and has spent many hours in forests introducing people to the beauty and nuances of fungi.
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Suzette Bousema
Super organism 01, digital photograph, 2020 © Suzette Bousema

Super 
organism
In Super organism, artist Suzette Bousema 
makes mycorrhizal fungi super organisms 
tangible, visible, hearable, and smellable. 
This project aims to connect us to this 
hidden network and stimulate emphathy  
by exploring it using all our senses. 

text and images: Suzette Bousema
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“We know more about the movement of celestial
bodies than we know about the soil underfoot” 
–Leonardo Da Vinci

I nvisible to the naked eye, but threatened by our activities. 
How can we tap into the network of an underappreciated but crucial organ-
ism?

It is the largest organism that ever existed on Earth and plays a crucial role in ecosys-
tems, carbon storage as well as our very existence. Often described as the internet, 
or the brain of the forest, almost all plants are connected with each other through a 
below-ground fungal network. This symbiotic association is called mycorrhiza. 
 Often referred to as a form of communication, plants “trade” carbon for 
better access to nutrients, minerals, and water. More than half of the carbon pro-
cessed by plants during photosynthesis is passed on to mycorrhizal fungi, which 
store it in their mycelium.

Suzette Bousema
Super organism 02, digital photograph, 2020 © Suzette Bousema

 This ancient symbiosis between plants and fungi, and therefore carbon 
storage, is threatened by human activities such as the use of fertilizers in agricul-
ture, deforestation, and changes in land use.
 When I first discovered this collaboration between plants and fungi, I no-
ticed how we tend to compare it to human structures, such as the internet or the 
brain. To a certain extent, this helps us to empathize with, yet simultaneously limits 
our understanding of this relatively unknown species. 
 This project explores whether or not we can experience the importance of 
relatively unknown or invisible natural phenomena without anthropomorphizing 
them and how we can connect to them.
 By experimenting with the different senses, such as smell, touch, sight, and 
sound, this project aims to better connect us with this hidden organism.
 This project is done in collaboration with soil scientist Nadia Soudzilovs-
kaia and Ph.D. students Riccardo Mancinelli, Weilin Huang & Chenguang Gao. The 
project is supported by MIAP Foundation and Mondriaan Fonds.

Suzette Bousema
Super organism 03, digital photograph, 2020 © Suzette Bousema
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Suzette Bousema
Super organism 04, digital photograph, 2020 © Suzette Bousema
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Suzette Bousema
Super organism 12, Close-up photograph of plantroots with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal threads and 

spores. Digital photograph, 2020 © Suzette Bousema
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Suzette Bousema
Super organism 07, digital photograph, 2020 © Suzette Bousema

By visualizing the beauty of scientific research, Suzette Bousema aims to contribute to contemporary environmental debates in a 
positive way. Planetary conditions and our place in them are the starting point in her work; the way humans interfere with nature 
and how we relate to the Earth on an individual level. With the same curiosity as a scientist, Suzette Bousema tries to gain a bet-
ter understanding of environmental hyperobjects (‘objects’ that are too big or abstract to see or touch and which can only be 
experienced through their effects), like climate change or global pollution.

The new herbarium
Informed by mycology and influenced by the inherent transformation of growing cycles, images in The New 
Herbarium series interpret the process of herbaria creation. The spore print, a mushroom identification tool, is 
adopted in form and medium to create works on paper that explore mycorrhiza and photosynthesis. Mushrooms 
are used in the fabrication of consumer products, as food and medicine, and in ‘The New Herbarium’, as a com-
postable art medium.

text and images: Madge Evers

Everything decays, and much decays back into the soil, and that soil 
nurtures new life, and perhaps the best thing creative work can do is to 
compost into the soil so that, unremembered, it becomes the food of a 
new era, or rather, devoured, digested, the very consciousness of that era. 
- Rebecca Solnit 1

T he rain falls and I follow, wandering dirt roads and suburban sidewalks. I 
scan for luminous Jack O’ lanterns at the base of trees and Caesar’s red 
cap, emerging egg-shaped from the earth. I approach destroying angels 

with caution and fairy rings with delight. Flamboyant or folksy, mushrooms 
rely on animals or insects or the wind to carry their seed-like spores to fertile 
ground. I disperse mushroom spores too, not in a quest to make fleshy toad-
stools, but to create a two-dimensional image on paper. This artifact is a spore 
print, used by fungophiles and psilocybin growers for mushroom identification.  
The lush violet spores of Stropharia rugosoannulata, a fungus that I grew in my 
shady yard, provided material for my first spore-print art in 2015. My attempts 
to cultivate “King Stropharia” were short-lived. I don’t know if the mycelia grew 
tired of my demand for more or simply lacked symbiosis with the plants in my 
garden. They stopped producing. I gave up on domestication, stepped into the 
woods, and embraced the “unruly logic and wayward vitality”2 of mushrooms 
that grow on their own terms.
 The New Herbarium series reimagines the centuries-old process of col-
lecting and preserving plants for science and art. For traditional herbaria, bo-
tanical specimens are pressed and arranged on paper. My technique departs 
from tradition when I place a foraged mushroom, gill-side down, on top of 
plants, which then serve as stencils. After the billions of spores contained 
in the gills or pores of the mushroom are released, they fall and mark the 
paper. Leaf and petal silhouettes are rendered in spores with organic patterns, 
photographic detail, and in varying textures. 
 The compositions make visible the ancient and intimate collabo-
ration in which “plants and mycorrhizal fungi enact a collective flourishing 
that underpins our past, present, and future.”3 Like all herbaria, each image 
represents a slice of time and place. Leaf shapes reference the process of 
photosynthesis that ecosystems depend on. The dusty spores conjure fungi’s 
powers, honed over eons, to pave the way for plant life, to heal and nour-
ish us, and, in some cases, to blow our minds.
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Scientists unfurl the mysteries of mycorrhiza, deepening our understand-
ing of the fungi kingdom’s enduring flexibility. Fungi have been solving 
problems for billions of years through a mutual, but not always equal, ex-
change with other life forms. I am one of those forms; I gather mushrooms, 
then create compostable works on paper whose fragility belies fungi’s 
resilience. The representation of mushrooms in art has often suggested 
approaching with caution or avoiding altogether, as one should with the 
treacherous Death Cap. The New Herbarium explores turning towards fungi 
and their ability to inspire and illuminate.

Images:
Madge Evers
p.218: Luminous Herbarium (chervil, yarrow, wild carrot), mushroom spores on paper,

28 x 19 inches, 2019 © Madge Evers

p.219: Mapping an Eclipse, mushroom spores on paper, 28 x 20 inches, 2020 © Madge Evers

p.220: A Liberal Herbarium (bleeding heart, bittersweet, rue, wild mustard), mushroom spores on paper, 

28 x 19 inches, 2019 © Madge Evers

p.221: For a Swallowtail, mushroom spores on paper, 12 x 9 inches, 2019 © Madge Evers

p.222: By the River, mushroom spores on paper, 12 x 9 inches, 2019 © Madge Evers

p.223: Up Words (dawn redwood, ginkgo, linden), mushroom spores on paper, 28 x 20 inches, 2020

© Madge Evers

Endnotes 
[1] Rebecca Solnit. Recollections of My Nonexistence: A Memoir. (London: Penguin, 2020), 222.
[2] Long Litt Woon, The Way Through the Woods. (New York: Random House, 2019), 21.
[3] Merlin Sheldrake. Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds and
Shape Our Futures. (New York: Random House, 2020), 126.

Madge Evers is an educator, gardener, and visual artist. She uses foraged mushrooms and plants to make works on paper that 
focus on regeneration. Her work has been shown in New England and New York, including at the D’Amour Museum of Fine Arts, 
and the Fitchburg Art Museum. In June of 2020, she began to work full-time as an artist after teaching for 25 years in Rhode Island 
and Massachusetts public schools. She conducts art-making workshops for people of all ages. 
View Evers’s work on Instagram @_sporeplay

Mycelial fabulations: 
stories on fungal 
tentacularity
Vitor/Yama Chiodi’s essay is an experiment on writing and thinking with fungal mycelia. Inspired by their radial 
world-making, the challenge is storytelling while putting aside linear thinking and closing conclusions. Mycelia 
grow by exploring their surroundings, deliberating collectively in the soils and making kin with some of those at 
the reach of their tentacles. They form a tentacular body renovated by their tips’ ability of building new relations. 
Mycelial fabulations are a composition of multiple lines and directions, partial stories that make sense together 
by relating their difference and ongoingness. This essay is composed by ten radial lines, collected together as 
stories held in a bag.

text and images: Vitor/Yama Chiodi

I n the Brazilian Northeast, in the state of Rio Grande do Norte, there’s a re-
gion called Seridó where many archeological sites rich in well-preserved 
rock art are located. Although there are amazing examples of rock art all 

over Brazil, the sites in this region are known for complex drawings that narrate 
a story. These sites are linked to one of the many rock art traditions of Brazil, 
the Northeast tradition, which is recognizable for its remarkable depiction of 
events and scenes of actions. Human beings and other animals are shown in 
motion and you can spot the use of artifacts such as headpieces, boats, skirts, 
spears, and… bags.1 Borges2 says it is not possible to know if the drawings rep-
resent bags or other forms of gathering instruments, like pots or nets. 

Rock art pieces located in the Xique-Xique sites, so rich in details about 
events, show quite clearly anthropomorphic figures carrying around a spear in 
one hand, and the bag in the other. The bag is usually pointed out as a second-
ary object compared to the spear, a recipient for holding hunting preys on the 
go.3 Hunting stories get all the attention and speculations. 

These drawings stimulate our imagination as they seem to connect us 
with those who made them: what were the happenings or stories they were 
trying to communicate? That the bag becomes a second-class object in the 
archeological narratives made from these drawings says something about the 
spear and the hero as origin myths. If we look at the stories painted in red on 
the rock walls using the Carrier Bag Theory instead, new stories come to life. 
As narrated by Elizabeth Fisher and brilliantly amplified to storytelling in gen-
eral by Ursula K. Le Guin, this theory advocates that the first cultural object 
was a carrier bag, or a container, which made it possible for human beings to 
collect food and other objects and bring them home. 4

What if we explore the potentiality of these rock art pieces with nar-
rative possibilities they gather beyond heroic stories of hunting? Instead of 
asking why they were using spears and what they were killing, what stories 
come to life if we ask what was the use of the bag? Pause. Gather round for 
the stories hereby collected. Today I’ll be telling stories of life and death I could 
hold inside this bag. Have you ever heard about the star mushrooms?
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A very brief description of the life cycle of a mushroom
Finding a mushroom can be a fortunate surprise. They can grow overnight and 
catch you unaware in the morning. When you hold a mature mushroom in your 
hands you become part of a complex life cycle that grows infinitely as we dig 
into the soil, as you are, likely, to spread spores around, even if you have no 
intention of doing so. Mushrooms represent just a fraction of some fungi’s life 
cycle. The larger part of the life of a fungus that grows mushrooms happens in 
the form of mats or living networks called mycelium, or its plural form, mycelia. 
Describing the life cycle of mushrooms must come with the warning that it var-
ies a lot among species, so a perfect regular life cycle is probably a bit different 
from what actually happens in the soils everywhere. 5 The mushroom is just the 
tip of the iceberg, a fruiting body, a living sign of something beautiful and com-
plex happening below our feet. 

The majority of mushrooms belong in one of the Fungi Kingdom divisions, 
called Basidiomycota, but not all basidiomycetes produce mushrooms. This name 
comes from the microscopic structure called basidium, which resembles a bag. 
They produce, hold and release basidiospores through the mushrooms’ gills to 
the world. A single mushroom can release millions of spores but only a small frac-
tion of them will give life to new mycelial colonies. While each species counts on 
particular strategies of proliferation, many count on winds, water, and animals 
to help spread spores around. Unlike humans that only have two, basidiospores 
can have thousands of different mating types.6 Under certain conditions, single 
spores germinate into hyphae and the colonies of hyphae are the ones called 
mycelia. Hyphae are long, branching filamentous structures. Both mycelia and 
mushrooms are composed of hypha cells. It is from mycelial networks that my-
corrhizae and new mushrooms sprout. 

Most basidiomycete fruit bodies, like mushrooms, can only grow from 
heterokaryotic mycelia. A single spore germinates into a hypha, which grows 
vegetatively to become a homokaryotic mycelium. This means that the whole 
colony shares the same genetic information. When two compatible mycelia of 
two different mating types merge, they become heterokaryotic mycelium, hold-
ing separate nuclei from both original mates, and can grow mushrooms. These 
separated nuclei only interchange genetic material inside the basidia.7 And then, 
mature mushrooms with their new spores produced by the combination of their 
two original mating types inside the basidia, launch the spores to the world, 
making the cycle alive again. Once again, an above the ground mushroom is just 
the tip of the iceberg. They might surprise us appearing and disappearing very 
quickly, but while they might stay visible for no longer than a few days, under-
ground mycelia can live up to thousands of years. 

Stories in a bag
When I first read The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction by Ursula K. Le Guin, I was 
already familiar with some of her work on fiction. As much as I already enjoyed 
and admired her work, by that time I could not have imagined the huge impact 
this short essay would have on my research. Even if some of my main theoretical 
sources such as Donna Haraway and Anna Tsing pay reverence for the text in 
their own recent works, whenever I check old notebooks from some years ago, 
it’s clear that Le Guin’s bag of stars changed a bit of everything on my journey 
with fungal companions. 8

One of its many great insights is the commentary on how stories of he-
roes are dominant. Heroic stories are intensely linear, narrated like an arrow 
that flies through a narrow tunnel, linking A to B in three steps: an introduction, a 
central conflict, and its violent resolution that takes us to the finish line. Once the 
arrow is shot there are no two directions as the only way open is forward. The 
conflict is the center of the plot. It’s not only that there is no trouble that the Hero 
can’t resolve; actually, one of the things that make him a Hero is precisely the 

Yama Chiodi
Copy of rock art from 

Seridó (Brazil). Em-

broidery and water-

colors on fabric. 2021 

© Yama Chiodi
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ability to violently resolve what others can’t or wouldn’t. The story of the Hero is 
the story of hunting and killing, but more than that, it’s the story of competition 
and dominance of nature for humans’ purposes only. 

Le Guin invites us to change the direction and move the Man and his 
conflicts away from the center. She invites us to tell stories of life, not only non-
heroic but anti-heroic. Stories with no inclination to what Anna Tsing called the 
“forward march of the progress.”9 Stories about collecting stories. Nor the Man 
for human or the problem-solving tales as the default narrative. Embracing the 
partiality of things instead of inducing them to become oppressive universals. I 
invite you to read the stories hereby collected as if you are walking through a 
road that opens new roads; where stories mushroom and there is no finish line. 

Mycelial fabulations are stories that can be held in a bag and not in the 
bloody tip of the spear. A bag can mess up the pieces of a never-ending puzzle. 
Shifting the origins might allow us to use our imaginations to tell forgotten sto-
ries as well as create new ones. 

Sympoiesis
Any definition of what mycelia are highlights an aspect of it. The recent popular-
ity of the so-called “Wood Wide Web” tends to put the fungal networks in a sec-
ondary spot in relation to the trees, for instance. Sheldrake called “plant-centric” 
this false hierarchy between trees and fungal networks. 10The same author says 
that “[m]ycelium is conceptually slippery. From the point of view of the network, 
mycelium is a single interconnected entity. From the point of view of the hyphal 
tip, mycelium is a multitude”.11

Mycelia challenge scientific taxonomy. Their existence is grounded on 
making kin with living and nonliving things on their way. They come to be as ex-
plorers that grow somewhat differently in every place, depending on what part-
ners they may find: bacteria, enzymes, plants, roots, other fungi, rocks and min-
erals, nutrients, water, dead animals, and decomposing organic matter, among 
many other things. The colonies share the cytoplasm and are sometimes used as 
a subway for bacteria.12 They can transfer water and nutrients from one place to 
another, making life possible where it was not before.13 They can even use their 
very unique ability to break minerals for the trees that, in return, put sugars in 
the network through the mycorrhizae. Then, what counts as one? What is a part 
and what is a whole in the soil? Mycelium “(...) actively senses and responds to its 
surroundings in unpredictable ways.”14 It always holds the potential for transfor-
mation for they will touch something unexpected. This very diverse underground 
make-kin party stresses a possible definition: individual and collective, fractal 
and highly adaptive, mycelia might be a fungal network that makes room for a 
very concrete form of multispecies collective intelligence. A living collective in-
telligence exploring, analyzing, and growing in the soils. Paul Stamets compares 
them to the Gaia Hypothesis from James Lovelock and Lynn Margulis:15

 
I see mycelium as the living network that manifests the natural intelli-
gence imagined by Gaia theorists. The mycelium is an exposed sentient 
membrane, aware and responsive to changes in the environment. (…) A 
complex and resourceful structure for sharing information, mycelium can 
adapt and evolve through the ever-changing forces of nature. (…) These 
sensitive mycelial membrane acts as a collective fungal consciousness. 
(…) Like a matrix, a biomolecular superhighway, the mycelium is in con-
stant dialogue with its environment, reacting and governing the flow of 
essential nutrients cycling through the food chain.16

 
 

Yama Chiodi
Untitled, photograph, 2019 © Yama Chiodi
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Tentacular Thinking
In 2016 Donna Haraway published the book Staying with the Trouble.17 The title 
itself opens a conversation with non-linear thinking and writing. Staying with 
the trouble means, among other things, engaging with multiple narratives with 
no strings attached to problem-solving. It is not a matter of refusing to acknowl-
edge the need for solving problems, but a matter of taking time to explore the 
many paths in our surroundings that can offer no more than the promise of un-
expected encounters. Learning how to make kin with unplanned partners is an 
ability. Studying Haraway’s book I started changing my walking paths and sud-
denly all was changed. I can’t remember seeing mushrooms on my walks from 
my home to the campus until one day, all of a sudden, they were everywhere. 

In the first pages of Reproducing the Future, Marylin Strathern famously 
pointed out that: “(...) it matters what ideas one uses to think other ideas with”. 18 
Inspired by this principle and using the strathernian relation as the minimal unit 
of analysis,19 Haraway opened worlds of possibilities with the concept of think-
ing-with. In a much-cited excerpt from Staying with the Trouble, she plays with 
the words of Strathern: “It matters what thoughts think thoughts. It matters what 
knowledges know knowledges. It matters what relations relate relations. It mat-
ters what worlds world worlds. It matters what stories tell stories”.20 Thinking-with 
tentacular figures such as string figures games, spiders, and octopuses, tentacular 
thinking comes to life as composition that offers an alternative to linear thinking.  

That’s not an easy exercise. It is hard to reorganize thinking practices 
and letting go linear reasoning. We must think, Haraway urges us. We can’t re-
late to everything all the time. A tentacular body launches its appendages, which 
can reach only a limited number of things, within a limited range. Octopuses, spi-
ders, medusas, and string figures reunite cyborg principles such as ongoing re-
configuration and naturecultures everywhere.21 Tentacular thinking also claims 
the situated objectivity of Situated Knowledges. 22 In that sense, a tentacular 
body is not defined only by its form, but also by the specific and circumstantial 
conjunction between the body itself and everything it touches. The tentacular 
body does not end in the tips. Like the cyborg, it keeps living through the things 
it touches, within its reach. It is a situated body, full of response-ability, because 
it only goes as far as its tentacles and their kin can. Tentacular bodies are string 
figures, reformulated and reknotted all the time. Thinking with tentacles is a 
thinking practice. Tentacular thinking is the hard exercise of making kin or creat-
ing partnerships by relating difference. What are we going to reach, touch and 
think-with? Who or what are we making with this time? Could mycelia be the 
partners I will make kin with, in order to think tentacularly? String figures all!

The way young mycelia do
Mycelial colonies are incredibly versatile. Before becoming robust networks that 
engage with multiple ecological partnerships, they are formed of hyphae all the 
way, with no distinctive cell for specific functions. The whole colony shares the 
cytoplasm, making them look like a puzzling collective unity. They share a kind 
of sentience that makes them collectively aware of the potential needs of par-
ticular parts of the colony and some of their mutualism partners like trees.23 In 
a sense, they are like living fractals with an impressive collective organization 
that can feel their surroundings and distributes resources through the network. 
Sheldrake discusses some studies that suggest that mycelial colonies are great 
in solving spatial and geometrical problems, such as mazes.24

         But first, I would like to call attention to the behavior of the simplest form 
of mycelia, perhaps its minimal form. The radial behavior of fungi made of hy-
phae travels through scales, so we can see circular forms in a myriad of mycelial 
beings, from its microscopic manifestations to some other very visible to the 
naked human eye such as fairy rings, round stains of black mold, gills under 
mushrooms’ caps, some mycelial cords and many more. Taking a closer look at 

Yama Chiodi
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this minimal form might help us to see all forms of mycelial fungi life differently. 
Mycelium is not exclusive to mushroom-producing fungi in any way, it is actu-
ally quite the opposite since most known fungi are mycelial. 25 Even so, a visible 
mushroom in our backyard can be a touchable link, a kind of portal, for a much 
more complex and diverse network in the soil. You don’t have to imagine it. In 
making a spore print from a mature mushroom, we can use the visible dust of 
millions of spores to grow mycelial colonies in cardboard. But for now, imagine 
you could follow one single basidiospore to the soil and watch it grow. 
         In certain circumstances, a single spore germinates into a hypha and this 
hypha can replicate itself forming the minimal form of mycelium. After this brief 
moment when hyphae establish themselves as a colony, they start the first of 
three crucial moments in their growth: exploration. In the form of an expanding 
ring, the mycelium grows in a radial movement, a behavior that is not random. It 
does so because mycelia are, at once, building up the colony’s growth and learn-
ing about the environment around them. They are researching the surroundings 
by growing in every possible direction, learning about the resources available 
and potential partners of different natures. Sheldrake notes that “Mycelium is a 
living, growing, opportunistic investigation—speculation in bodily form.”26 Myce-
lial growth comes with changes in the environment, as they use their external 
digestion abilities for absorbing nutrients while decomposing organic life and 
even non-organic beings in the soil. Using their tips, the colony exchanges in-
formation on what can come next. This leads us to the second crucial moment: 
deliberation. Once the mycelium establishes itself as a radial expanding ring, 
the colony decides together what comes next. What partnerships are we going 
to make? Which directions promise greater chances of survival and longevity? 
Depending on what they may find, the ring breaks through in a particular direc-
tion, which is the third and last crucial moment: making difference. After sharing 
information on the possibilities discovered by the tips, they can engage in part-
nerships that will make the colony stronger. After that moment, mycelia become 
another thing, connecting extremely different beings such as bacteria, plants, 
and inorganic matter to a network that changes the soils profoundly. 27

         Minimal mycelia are homokaryotic. Most of the time, in order to form fruit 
bodies such as mushrooms, two homokaryotic mycelia with different yet com-
patible mating types merge to create a new heterokaryotic colony that holds 
nuclei from them both. 28 The soil and the colony are always changing in com-
position, so the form of the network changes as needed or necessary. For this 
reason, the three moments I pointed out are not exclusive to the minimal myce-
lium, as they actually come and go whenever mycelia are growing. I chose the 
minimal mycelium as the main character for this story simply for highlighting a 
proficuous method for researching and relating with our surroundings: a minimal 
method for making kin with tentacles.
 
Writing by other means
In the year of 2019, I attended the annual meeting of the Society for the Social 
Studies of Science, in New Orleans. The first activity I went to was an event for 
the release of some books, including Molecular Feminisms by Deboleena Roy. The 
prominent feminist scholar Sandra Harding was debating the books and, regard-
ing Roy’s, posed a rhetorical question asking if the book was, perhaps, anthropo-
morfizing plants and rocks. She answered, “if so, why not?” Her point was that if 
we avoid making some questions for the fear of humanizing non-human beings 
we may never find out amazing things we can learn with them. Later in that 
same session, Deboleena Roy herself made an exposition in which she addressed 
Harding’s comments by saying: we humans think we own language. What if that 
is not true? What if bacteria are writing at this very moment? I was very touched 
by this exposition. I had gone to the conference to present the work that was the 
first step for this essay, where I was discussing the possibility of mycelial writ-

ing. The exercise that commands my experiment changed the question. I’m not 
asking if fungi can write. Assuming they do, my question is: if they write, how 
do they do it and what can we learn with them? Following Deboleena Roy, writ-
ing should not be seen as “write” or the mere act of producing texts. And it is 
not about textualizing the natural world the way some post-structuralists have 
done. Writing in this sense is trying to find a common place between matter 
and language. Writing is life in the movement and how life is reconfigured. 29 

In the universities, we have been taught the proper way of writing sci-
ence. The science model demands observation, hypothesis, hypothesis test-
ing… and a conclusion. To call it a model is not an overstatement as it con-
strains what we can think-with inside strong boundaries. That does not mean, 
of course, linear science should not be done or that we should look for another 
model. But we need to make room for other thinking practices. Science is not 
one, but many. The singular science model indeed regulates the form of the 
text, but this is just a sign of a bigger issue: linear thinking colonizes any diverse 
ways of thinking and forces it into linearity. Ursula K. Le Guin helps us to see 
that linear thinking is not exclusive to science as it lives in each and every he-
roic story.30 Maria Puig de la Bellacasa says linearity is the timescape of prog-
ress, innovation and technoscience under capitalism, something that testifies 
its colonial impulses.31 The Hero resolving conflicts and the scientists unfolding 
and revealing a passive nature are two very alike images, two very heroic ap-
proaches to nature and problems. There is a trope here: the problem solver, 
the pragmatic thinker. Following Donna Haraway, I try to stay with the trouble. 
While a long list of scholars has criticized the idea that knowledge can only 
be made through hypothesis testing, the linear model ends it all with a mighty 
conclusion. That is probably why Anna Tsing felt the need to name “Anti-end-
ing” the last chapter of The Mushroom at the End of the World and asked: “What 
kind of book is this that refuses to end?” 32

Biophilosophies of becomings
Deboleena Roy faced a near-death experience with a large broken tree falling 
inside her bedroom. The sudden death of that particular tree made her atten-
tion go to the stolons exploring her changed backyard. She literally spent time 
watching the grass grow, learning how a blade of grass comes to be, and what 
it can do. Instead of cutting the grass, she let them fly. 33

I’ve been trying to find a common place between ontological anthro-
pology and multispecies studies in order to learn/create a methodology and 
a writing style with fungal companions. A place that, using Anna Tsing’s terms, 
can accommodate at once fascination for “radical difference” and amazement 
“for the touching that occurs despite radical difference.”34 Like Deboleena Roy, 
I start from the radical principle that there are plenty of forms of intelligence 
on terra which are not human. New forms of knowledge might surge upon un-
expected encounters and by making kin with entities that have world-making 
abilities radically different from our own. 

I feel contemplated by the concept of biophilosophies of becomings, 
created by Roy in her book Molecular Feminisms. She uses the word biophiloso-
phies to avoid confusion with a philosophy of biology. What she is proposing is 
working in the grey area between science and philosophy, radically amplifying 
the possibilities of who or what can be counted as a subject of knowledge, or 
as she puts it, a knower. She invites us to approach the other living beings with-
out asking what they are good for but asking what they can do instead. And 
also, what happens when we meet - which takes us to becomings. Becomings 
are meant to target an ethical approach to matter, one that thinks of matter 
as a temporal arrangement that collects a moment of ongoing change. Some-
what like a bag full of stories. So, the biophilosophies of becomings approach 
things as movement, potential, and difference, instead of fixities, repetition, 
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and sameness. That’s how she learned a methodology with the stolons in her 
backyard. Stolons are a type of grass and a fascinating strategy used by these 
plants. They are stems that grow above the soil surface with high sensitivity 
to light, with long internodes and nodes from where cloning gives way for new 
buds and also roots that connect them with the ground. Like rhizomes, stolons 
grow horizontally, but they usually grow above the ground and have the supple-
mentary ability to serve as foraging organs for light. She embraces a particular 
combination of strategies we can find in the motile blade of grass. 35 

Roy is evoking a kind of anti-anthropocentric methodology that allows us 
to observe materially the stolonic strategies of world-making and, maybe, learn 
with them new strategies for science and knowledge making. They are not mere 
metaphors. It is not the stolon that happens to be a good imagetic representa-
tion for a particular theoretical frame, it is the other way around. It is the theory 
that shifts when we dare to run the ways they run when we dare to think the 
ways they think when we dare to write the way they write. The principle here is 
a radical alterity that assumes we can learn thinking and writing strategies with 
beings like bacteria, fungi, stolons, and many more. 

Stolons resemble mycelial colonies in a sense, as they explore the sur-
roundings as a strategy of collective deliberation. Like stolons for Roy, my en-
counters with mycelia changed the way I saw theory and academic writing. For 
instance, at first, I was tempted to see the string figures of Donna Haraway as a 
remodeled, range-limited network (in the sense of Actor-Network Theory). After 
finding companions on fungi, I started to see tentacular bodies and string figures 
much more like a type of mycelia and much less as a type of ANT network. 36 And 
then, I was not just writing a dissertation on the end of the world. I was trying to 
make mycelial writing on the end of the world. 
            
Collected forms of change        
Mycelial writing is by no means an alternative model, or even a theory. It is a 
tentacular form of storytelling. It can inspire different ways of non-linear thinking 
and writing, and at its core, it is an invitation for learning methods and thinking 
practices by relating with beings of different worldings. It can be stolons, rocks, 
bacteria, and infinite other partners. What it changes is the range of possible 
partners, as an anti-anthropocentric principle. In order to make kin with other 
worlding knowers, we must explore our surroundings and learn the ability that 
Anna Tsing called arts of noticing. 37 Besides that, it may encourage others to see 
mycelia differently and think of other matters in a mycelial way, but its preten-
sions do not go much further.       
         In mycelial worlding, exploring is not less important than the final product 
because the ‘final product’ is like Debollena Roy’s definition of matter, “collected 
forms of change”. Mycelial fabulations are a glimpse, a composition of stories that 
gain new meanings together. It can accommodate an encounter of tentacular 
thinking and a bag of stories. It promises ongoingness and change, as the relating 
difference will always create different compositions. Much like many ethnogra-
phies, it is the fieldwork that shows new encounters and roads of possibilities, in 
spite of preparations, hypothesis, and accumulated theory. Unlike classic ethnog-
raphies though, the fields are multiple and can fit different scales. We can follow 
a 10 square kilometer mycelia in Oregon or a minimal mycelium in an agar plate 
on my office’s desk. Mycelial writing emerges as an ethnographic moment in the 
strathernian sense38 , with an emphasis on researching along the way.   
 With no inclinations to termination, mycelial writing offers a composition 
of relations collected through its ends: its tips, its tentacles. Mycelial fabulations 
offer a composition of stories. Stories of indeterminate encounters. Collecting, 
touching and relating can only offer partial conclusions and, maybe, an informed 
bet on what may come. 

 
To listen and to tell a rush of stories is a method. And why not make a 
strong claim and call it a science, an addition to knowledge? Its research 
object is contaminated diversity; its unit of analysis is the indeterminate 
encounter. 39

Bag of stars
She woke up in the middle of the night and opened her eyes, standing still. Every-
body was sleeping and the cave was humid and cool. There was not a single bat 
inside the cave, which was an unusual thing to realize since on a regular night 
you could not see a thing inside. But tonight, a dim light came from the outside. 
For a moment she felt dizzy, as if she was upside down. The light was coming 
from the stars, but somehow it was the world that was upside down, since the 
sky and the stars seemed to be on the ground. She stood up slowly so she would 
not wake anyone or call the attention of some nocturnal feline in search for food. 
She knew it was dangerous to go outside in the dark, that is not the proper way 
of finding food. She grabbed a spear in one hand for protection and the bag in 
the other hand to collect something interesting she may find.
         When she left the cave, she was very surprised by what she saw. There 
were two starry skies in the night, and she was between them. Suspicious, she 
approached the closest constellation that seemed to form a ring. When close 
enough she held one star in one hand and thought, this is no star. Or is it? It was a 
mushroom, but how can mushrooms glow as if they were stars? Another woman 
came and shook her arms as if asking what she was doing outside. She showed 
her hand, which was red in contact with the fungus. She was hungry and after 
some thought, she decided to eat it. It was delicious. Suddenly, something hap-
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pened in her body. The light from the mushrooms was illuminating her body from 
the inside and she was glowing in red as if she had eaten a star. The other woman 
was mesmerized and did the same. They were now glowing their surroundings 
and able to see the woods in the night, as they had never seen before. They de-
cided to fill their bags with star mushrooms and came back to the cave like they 
were the whole sky themselves. Before getting in, she took another look at the up-
per sky and wondered if she was ever going to eat those distant mushrooms.  
         The next morning all the humans were sharing the mushrooms for their 
meal, but they were not glowing anymore. Neither was she or the other woman. 
A man in the group pointed to the bag, asking where she found those treats. She 
looked at her night partner, stood up, grabbed the spear, and made a cut on her 
arm. Using her fingers, she painted her story on the wall in red. For five nights in 
a row, the whole group would wake up in the middle of the night for the chance 
of seeing the two skies, without success. She missed the texture, the smell, and 
the flavor and wondered if she was ever going to taste those mushrooms again. 
The story in the wall never answered it, but until this day mushroom hunters ex-
plore the Xique-Xique site at the night, hoping for the fortunate encounter that 
will turn them into stars at least for one night. 
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Elemental mushroom 
remedies
At the beginning of everything was the cosmic egg of chaos. From it emerged Pangu. For a long time he balanced 
darkness (yin) and light (yang). After death he became land, sea and sky, and ShanShui came into being. The 
interactions of yin and yang became the Chinese five elements; wood, fire, earth, metal and water. They formed 
everything in the universe including technical objects. The exponential growth of technologically advanced voices 
has led to catastrophic effects on landscapes or ShanShui. Conglomerates need for profit and progress has made 
Pangu ill. Presented here are five remedies based on Chinese medicine and the five elements. They restore el-
emental balance with mushrooms as key active ingredients.

text and images: Helena Wee

W hen time began, the universe consisted only of a cosmic egg of chaos. 
Inside the giant Pangu lay sleeping.1 When he awoke he stretched out, 
breaking the egg. The light parts of the egg became the sky and the 

heavy parts became earth. This is how yin and yang were formed. For eighteen 
thousand years Pangu grew more every day, pushing the earth and sky further 
apart, shaping them until he died.
 Then his body transformed into different parts of the world. His head and 
extremities became mountains. His breath became wind and clouds. His voice be-
came thunder, his eyes the sun and moon. Pangu’s blood became rivers and seas, 
his veins, roads, and paths. His sweat formed rain and dew, his bones and teeth, 
rock and metal. His flesh became soil, his head hair the stars. His body hair became 
trees and vegetation. His fleas were scattered by the wind, becoming animals.
 Thus, the balancing of yin and yang created stable conditions, their inter-
actions forming the five elements: wood, fire, earth, metal, and water.2 3 These 
elements formed all things within the Universe. They were also called phases 
due to their ability to change from one to another, being and becoming.
 When the elements were out of balance the environment suffered. Re-
lease of noxious gases led to an excess of fire and water, causing changes in 
temperature and climate. The body of Pangu, our landscape or ShanShui,4 was 
being harmed by shifting elemental imbalances. A rebalancing of elements would 
be needed to quell heat and floods and bring harmony to the world.
 In Chinese medicine, mushrooms have long held a special place in rebal-
ancing a body’s elements to produce healing effects. Wood ear and other black 
Chinese mushrooms grow on trees or amongst vegetation. They have qualities 
of water balanced with wood. Snow fungus is traditionally used in sweet soups 
and has healing effects on the lungs. Its’ water element could calm the excess 
fire in the skies. Recipes including mushrooms could be used as medicinal spells 
to overcome specific imbalances in Pangu’s body, healing ShanShui.
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Android mountain
A fever ran through the mountainous landscape. ShanShui’s rivers boiled. A 
burning gale was blowing across the damp hillside, cutting through the forest. 
Pangu’s pain was turning into anger. His middle jiao was suffering from excess 
fire and metal.5 6 7 The cause was clear. Voices had deposited mountains of An-
droids on the hillside, and this was slowly poisoning ShanShui.8 Androids had 
been the Conglomerates’ goodwill ambassadors and catered to their voices’ 
every need. They brought prosperity to Conglomerates, and by design, they did 
not live long. When they died, they were discarded on ShanShui, slowly disin-
tegrating and releasing their toxic components, souring land, sea, and air. This 
affected local animals and rural voices.9 The excess fire and metal were killing 
them, contributing to Pangu’s anger.

Cleansing wild mushroom and seaweed broth
Bok choy
Kombu
Wood ears
Chanterelles
Chinese Truffle
Bitter melon
Mung bean noodles
Water

Gently soak wood ears and chanterelles in pools of hot spring water. Crush the 
Chinese truffles between two rocks. Submerge the pieces. Blackwood ears and 
truffles release watery extracts.10 Chanterelles help ease inflamed surround-
ings allowing heat to escape and earth to cool.11 

Peel off bok choy leaves until you reach their hearts. Their tender woody cen-
tres turn heat into warmth. Kombu’s sea-born saltiness draws dampness from 
earth. Leaves and hearts bring wood notes to cool fiery waters.12 13

Bitter melon half-moons sweeten sour tempers. Cooling ShanShui’s rivers, they 
refresh Pangu’s blood.14 Steep them in the water to release their autumn fra-
grance. Let them simmer gently in the hot bubbling pool.

Mung bean noodles in water form glass-like rippling waves. They float through 
currents; they soak up bubbling broth. Their cleansing threads shine and glit-
ter in the sun. Excess heat is tamed by their sweet, cool nature.15

The broth starts the process of detoxifying Pangu. It releases heat and anger, 
calms breath, and softens rain. Chanterelles and truffles soak up Androids’ toxic 
metals.16 17 Their seepage interrupted will give Pangu time to heal. Bok choy and 
kombu’s wood flow, cools Android batteries’ fire. Bitter melon half-moons calm 
his boiling river waters. Wood ear nurtures yin and moistens up his lungs. To-
gether they cleanse his breath, reducing stress, to purify the air. Noodles sweet-
en sour, and clear summer heat away. Fiery symptoms will dwindle, and toxic 
metals will wane. Mushroom, fruit, and herb effects together cleanse ShanShui. 
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LABs
As more voices were born, they needed sprites called LABs to turn earth and 
metal into lightning.18 19 This growing population turned to ShanShui for raw 
materials. Extracting metals clawed Pangu’s flesh, leaving painful scars. Pangu’s 
face and chest were raw, inflamed, and aching.20 Birthing LABs was a traumat-
ic process. It released toxic climate gases, fumes noxious to other voices, and 
smelted lead which leaked into ShanShui. The forests drank metal from the land, 
clogging their pores, and burning their foliage. A searing metallic drought per-
meated the earth, and ShanShui’s rivers could not slake Pangu’s thirst.21 Voices 
were ingesting lead and toxic metals from food, and breathing metallic dust in 
the air.22 Seeing them become ill made Pangu restless. A heaviness descended 
on him, and his head ached when he thought of their plight.23 24 25

Chrysanthemum, snow fungus and pear soup
Chrysanthemum
Snow fungus
Fresh lily bulb
Gogi berries
Chinese yam
Pear
Rock sugar
Water

Soak snow fungus and Chinese yam in a freshwater spring. The fungus releas-
es sweet tonic moisture, complimenting the yam which stimulates qi.26 27 Wash 
fresh lily bulbs and gogi berries in a stream. The bulbs’ cold sweetness nour-
ishes the heart and clears excess heat. Gogi berries sweet flesh counteracts 
sour, tonifies yin, and moistens breath.28 29

With a sharp-edged stone scrape off the pear skins, then divide them. Pre-
pared, their cooling sweetness is easily released.30 31

Dry some chrysanthemum flowers, then rinse them in the stream. Gather them 
up carefully in a cloth pouch. Slip the pouch into a hot pool of water. Their 
calming earthy essence leaks into the boiling lake.32 33 34 After the waters have 
cooled the flowers are removed.

Chinese yam is added to the warm sweet waters. It stimulates qi,35 36 re-ener-
gising ShanShui. Then immerse snow fungus, gogi berries, lily bulbs, and pears. 
Their cooling tonic presence nourishes the broth.37 38 Adding rock sugar sweet-
ens it further. Excess fire and metal bring the potion to a boil.

This cooling sweet soup acts as a balm to ShanShui. Chrysanthemum, lily bulbs 
and pears dissipate heat bringing Pangu’s fever down.39 40 Lead and other toxic 
metals are absorbed by snow fungus.41 This and its anti-oxy force will lessen 
voices’ ill health.42 Lily bulbs nourish Pangu’s heart.43 Snow fungus and pears 
moisten his lungs and cool noxious gases.44 45 Chrysanthemum, gogi berries and 
yam help ease Pangu’s mind.46 47 Calming him and focusing him, his pain will 
disappear. Survival of rural voices brings qi back to ShanShui. Heaviness will lift 
leaving cloudless blue skies.
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Rare earth elements
SinaBai’s Conglomerates extracted rare earth elements from ShanShui. They used 
them to make solar glass, wind turbines, and lightning vehicles. Rare earths were ex-
tracted along with radioactive metals scarring ShanShui’s land, poisoning its rivers, 
and releasing radioactive dust into the sky.48 Pangu’s scarred flesh felt raw and pain-
ful. His breath felt dry, and his veins burned.49 ShanShui’s land and rivers had turned 
radioactive, and forests were destroyed.50 Landslides peeled Pangu’s skin and his hair 
was falling out. SinaBai had a monopoly on rare earth extraction, with other Conglom-
erates dependent on them for their supply. SinaBai aimed to become the Universe 
leader in lightning vehicles and renewable energy, a highly profitable domain.51 This 
need eclipsed its concern for rural voices who suffered as a result. Fish died, and 
nearby voices became ill. They had eaten toxic plants, drank contaminated water, 
and breathed from a noxious sky.52 53 Seeing this devastation Pangu wept acid tears, 
as he lay feverish and in pain.54

Shan Yao cake (Chinese yam cake)
Chinese yam (shan yao)
Potato
Spring onion
Water
Rice flour
Salt
Sesame seeds
Dried shiitake mushrooms soaked in water
Fresh lotus seeds
Onion
Soya sauce
Oil

Make these on a warm day. Leave Chinese yam and potato in a hot spring until 
they soften. Scrape off their skins with a sharp-edged stone. Rub between two 
rocks until smooth. The yam and potato aid immunity, energising essence. Yam 
stimulates qi, whilst potato relieves pain.55 56

Divide the spring onion into small pieces. Add to the smooth yam and potato 
along with salt, a little water, and rice flour. Scallions bring pungent warmth, 
eliminating toxins, and nourishing yang.57 58 On a separate rock when the sun is 
high, divide the onion, mix with oil and leave to fry. Tear shiitake mushrooms into 
small pieces, then add these with the lotus seeds. Mushrooms and lotus seeds 
help heal the spleen.59 60

Mix in the mushrooms’ liquid. Their watery extract replenishes qi.61 62 Leave to simmer 
until the mixture is dry. On a high ledge lay a mound of sesame seeds. Next to it place 
rice flour. Take the Chinese yam and potato paste. Add to this the mushroom mix and 
form into cakes. Dust each cake with rice flour, then cover with sesame seeds. They 
tonify yin and cool ShanShui, neutralising dry metallic warmth.63 64 65

Let the cakes sizzle until golden brown. Leave them on the ledge as an offering for Pangu. 
Shan yao cakes help nourish Pangu’s heart. They replenish yin and moisten dryness.66 67 
Their fresh lotus seeds help calm ShanShui’s spirit. The scallions eliminate toxins, and 
the mushrooms absorb heavy metals.68 They curb contamination by radioactive ores. 
Sesame seeds moisten Pangu’s skin and help to fade his scars.69 ShanShui’s trees and 
plants revive, and its river life survives. Rural voices’ food chain will be cleansed, their ill-
nesses will decrease.70 The cakes strengthen the spleen by concentrating qi.71 72 Chinese 
yams energise Pangu, helping him focus his mind. He will cast off the mountainous fog, 
and his aches will disappear. His restlessness relieved, light will permeate ShanShui.
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Bitcoin
Pangu was anxious and restless. Lightning coursed through the mountain tops. Pan-
gu’s fever was accompanied by pain so strong he could not sleep.73 74 As thunder 
struck, trees on the mountainside fell, and a hot gale screamed through the air. 
A multiphonic voice was growing louder. The cryptocurrency Bitcoin was fire and 
metal with no central bank or administrator. A distributed ledger called Blockchain 
recorded its transactions for all to see. Transfer was instantaneous with no fees. 
Bitcoin’s value was based partly on the considerable amount of lightning expended 
to solve the mining hash function. Its supply was finite, and progressively harder 
and more energy-intensive to mine.75 SinaBai hosted many Bitcoin mining farms, 
multiple voices all dedicated to solving the cryptographic hash function. They were 
located in cold climates, emitting much heat. Voices burnt cheap coal earth fossils 
creating lightning for their calculations.76 This led to emission of climate changing 
gases noxious to ShanShui. Pangu’s fever could be felt throughout the forest. His 
sweat fell like warm rain on parched land.77 78 Branching lungs absorbed climate 
gases, but it was never enough.  As Bitcoin miners worked the heat raged on.

Black wood ear, tofu and vegetable congee
Black wood ear
Shiitake mushrooms
Tofu
Lima beans
Bamboo shoots
Lily bulbs
Bok choy
Coriander
Dandelion greens
Nori
Garlic
Long grain rice
Water

At first light find a calm pool. In it soak the black wood ears and shiitake mush-
rooms until they have softened and stained the water with their dark perfumed 
juices. Wood ears moisten lungs and nourish Pangu’s yin.79 Shiitake mushrooms 
strengthen immunity and build up qi.80 81 Remove the mushrooms from the pool. 
Then divide them into pieces on a nearby rock. Gather the tofu, bamboo shoots 
and bok choy. Tear the tofu into smaller pieces. Take the young bamboo shoots 
and divide them into sections. Peel leaves off the bok choy until you reach their 
hearts. Tofu is cooling, sweet and adds moisture to ShanShui. Bamboo shoots 
and bok choy quench thirst and clear heat.82 

Between two rocks crush the garlic to a paste. Shred the nori seaweed with a sharp-edged 
stone. Do the same again for the dandelion greens and coriander leaves. Nori’s cooling nature 
strengthens lungs and nourishes yin.83 Dandelion greens reduce inflammation.84 Coriander 
aids qi flow and calms Pangu.85 Along with the rice, lily bulbs and lima beans put everything 
into hot spring waters so their essences can mix. Once the rice grains are softened and the 
thickened waters shine like moonlight, the congee is ready.

Pangu’s lungs are moistened by the nori and wood ears.86 The forest gales subside as 
heat is slowly cleared. Lily bulbs, coriander and rice help calm Pangu’s mind.87 The thun-
der leaves the mountain as his headache melts away. Lima beans, bamboo and leafy 
greens help cool ShanShui further.88 Pangu’s fever subsides as heat dissipates from land. 
Some mining farms adopt hydropower instead of burning coal.89 Rice and water quench 
fire and slake Pangu’s thirst.90 91 92 As congee cools fire and tempers the metal of Bitcoin, 
balance will return to ShanShui and Pangu’s mood and health will improve.
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Hydropower
Pangu’s sorrow intensified. His tears gathered in ShanShui’s valleys. Flooding 
drowned out other voices, and led to SinaBai’s construction of the Three Gorg-
es Dam. This monumental hydropower dam created lightning through move-
ment of water. It was part of SinaBai’s Great Development Plan. But building it 
displaced and impoverished millions of rural voices. SinaBai wanted to control 
ShanShui, but they also wanted to profit from it. However, this came at the 
expense of quieter rural voices.93 As Pangu witnessed SinaBai’s actions, his 
mood worsened. He became more irritable and restless. His middle and up-
per jiao were imbalanced.94 95 The dam submerged archaeological sites and 
areas of great natural beauty.96 It eliminated natural reservoirs leading to 
more flooding. Toxic chemicals from mines and factories flowed into Pangu’s 
flesh. Raw effluent waste collected in pools newly formed by the dam.97 He felt 
sharp stabbing pains as landslides tore through him. Thunder accompanied 
the lightning, eclipsing the mountainside.98 99 Some species became extinct, 
whilst others dwindled.100 As river life and ShanShui suffered, the cold crept 
into Pangu’s joints and he shivered.101

Oyster mushroom, tofu, parsnip and chestnut stir fry
Oyster mushrooms
Tofu
Parsnips
Chestnuts
Spring onions
Mustard greens
Garlic
Coriander
Oil

Gather the garlic, chestnuts and parsnips and place them on a wide rock ledge. 
Using a sharp-edged stone cut them into leaf-like slices. Garlic and chestnuts 
are warming and pungent, promoting circulation and lifting Pangu’s mood.102 
Parsnips strengthen and moisten his lungs.103 

Rinse the oyster mushrooms carefully in a stream. Once clean tear along their 
gills to divide them into pieces. They relieve painful joints and clear up excess 
damp.104

Place the tofu on the ledge and divide it into pieces. It is cooling and sweet 
adding moisture to ShanShui.105 Take the mustard greens and coriander. Re-
move each leaf and place them in a pile on one side of the ledge. They are 
warming and calming, they help qi to flow.106

Bring together the garlic, chestnut, and parsnip slices. When the sun is high fry 
them with oil on the hot rock ledge. Stir in the oyster mushrooms, tofu, mus-
tard greens, and coriander, mixing everything together in the afternoon sun. 

Pungent chestnuts, garlic, and spring onions warm watery cold.107 Parsnips and 
mustard greens are warming, clearing damp, and dispelling cold.108 Middle and 
upper jiao circulation improve, balancing Pangu’s qi.109 Replanting ShanShui’s 
slopes helps to minimise landslides.110 Tofu cools and moisturises skin healing 
Pangu’s flesh.111 Oyster mushrooms absorb and break down toxic chemicals,112 
relieving ShanShui. They warm cold painful joints and help ease Pangu’s pain.113 

Thunder and lightning soften letting quieter voices rise. Coriander invigorates 
qi calming Pangu’s restless fears.114 With qi revived he’ll be ready to help en-
dangered species thrive.

Helena Wee
Hydropower, digital 
collage/illustration, 
2021 
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